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Abstract 

Enwonmental science is a growing field that draws data nom a broad range of 

disciplines. These data represent the intellechial and financial efforts of countless 

individuals and institutions and are invaluable for wntinued research on the environment. 

This thesis details three case studies that center on providing users with improved access 

to environmental data and suggest an information model. Users will be better served by 

environmental information systems that provide detail on the strenghs and limitations of 

data in archives, and that give direct access to individual measurements mmpanied  by 

metadata. Metadata provides the required, essential sumrnary of the applicability of data. 

The first case study describes the creation of a prototype metadata system CODIS (the 

Continental and Oceanographic Information System). It examines the creation of an 

effeaive database organization for a multidisciplinary information system and the 

generation of conventions and techniques to assemble and structure multidisciplinary 

data. These conventions included the requirement for input using previously prepared 

lists and the development of parallel data structures between disciplines to Eacilitate data 

entry and searching. This improved databw organization was demomtrated to decrease 

the time needed for data entry while teducing error rates in the entered data. 

Data in CODIS are appraised for reliability using discipline-specific protocols. The 

protocols are based on a dichotomouq decision tree format accompanied by detailed 

guidelines. The output f?om the appraisal process is a non-hienuchical assessment based 

on a five-point d e  and wmrnents f?om appraisers. These products infonn usas about 

the reliability of the included data. The protocols were examined for repeatability and 

replication between appraisals. The outputs from the appraisal processes were 

demonstratecl to be comparable to peer rewim. 



Contexhial evaluation, developed in the second case study, provides insight into the 

potentid applicability of data in datebases. The NCIS (National Contaminants 

Information System) study examines the development of a system to aeate contexhial 

metadata to be mred with archival data Contextual evaluation is carried out by 

examining and documenthg each step in the experimental process. This study entailed 

developing a set of protocols for the assessrnent, and aeating educational tools to ensure 

their effective implementation. NCIS groups datesets as either experiments or surveys, 

with only experiments being evaluated for contact. It was necessary to develop a unified 

organhtional scheme to classify diverse research and monitoring activities into defined 

categories. The process was reviewed and a refined version is currently in use across 

Canada in the implementation of NCIS. The case study highiighted difficulties 

associated with the division into experiments and w e y s .  

The third case study examines the censoring of data, a practice that involves reporting 

values as unbiown or undetected when their existence is known. This study of the 

British Columbia, Ministry of Environment's Environmental Management System (EMS) 

examines the limitations placed on secondary users and metadata systems by storing 

carsored data in archives. It includes a sumy of current practices in environrnental 

analytical laboratories and investigates the statisticd tools used to remediate censored 

data. The case study concludes that censorhg of data severely lirnits the secondary use 

of othenivise high-quality data. 

A gap-dysis of the studied systems leads to a set of recomrnendations and 

responsibilities that highîight the critical insights derived from the case studies and 

ernp hasize shared responsibility b y al1 partners in the data-to-decision process. The 

thesis then presents a three-tiered conceptual mode1 for a general environmental 

information system. In order to facilitate this task three new information elements are 

proposed and defined: datasets, infosets and rnetasets. It is anticipated that this work may 

serve to influence the direction of environmental data management pfactices by providing 

a mode1 for future environmental information systems. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.0 Imtroduction 

This thesis is about the management of environmentai data. The Canadian environmental 

data management strategy has been characterized as locaiized and uncoordinated, with 

data collection, management, access and preservation being driven by the needs of 

individual disciplines, institutions and projects (Canadian Global Change Program, 1996). 

Examples exid of major irreplaceable collections of data being lost in al1 disciplines and in 

alI secton in Canada (Canadian Global Change Pro- 1996). These data represented 

the inteliectual and financial efforts of countless individuais and institutions and would 

have been invaluable in continued research on eriwomental variables. Data are one of 

the few assets in an institution that increase in vdue. Samples taken at one tirne cannot be 

re-taken, and new techniques or hypotheses are continuaiiy being dweloped, thus 

permitting new interpretations of doaunented historical data (Clay, 1997). Irnproved 

access to this ineplaceable reswrce is essential to support future environmental research, 

monitoring and decision-making. Delays in developing systems to effectively preserve 

these data and information have very serious consequences. Researchers retire and 

information can becorne lost or irretrievable due to poor nüng systems, incompkte 

documentation of mes, or technological obsolescence. Besides the obvious desire of 

institutions and individuals not to see their work lost or forgotâen, making historical data 

and uiformation avdable a n  have numerous positive consequences hcluding reducing the 

need to reproduce work or carry out new sarnpling when pre-existing results can be used 

in their stead. 

Figure 1.1 displays the current state of the environmental data climate in Canada. In the 

center is the real world, which m e s  as the source of measurements intended to serve to 

understand the system. These measurements are carried out for nurnerous reasons and 

may be stored in a variety of locations and on a variety of media Users interesteci in 

accessing this data seldom have access to aîi the usefiil measurements that have been 

carrieci out. Instead, they are generaiîy limited to the data in pubîished reports or certain 



select archives. Consequently a great deal of usefiil idonnation is not considered in 

decision-making . 

/ Real world full ) 

User 
Data for use in 

decision-maki ng 
Figure 1.1 The Canadian Data Management Situation 



The current focus of the environmental data management field has been on developing 

stnichired archival databases and geographical idormation systems (GIS) containhg 

primary data (Natonal Research Council-USA, 1995). In Canada, organizations Wce the 

Federal Department of Fisheries and Ocuuis (DFO) and the British Columbia Ministry of 

Environment, Lands and Park (MELP) are dedicating si@cant amounts of t h e  and 

effort in the creation of databases such as the National Contaminants Information System 

(NCIS) and the BC Environmental Monitoring System (EMS) (AXYS, 1994; and LGS, 

1995). These systems are designed ta preserve the &ta acaunulated by these institutions 

for subsequent reuse (ES, 1995). The challenge in designing such systems lies in making 

the primary data available in a fonn that ailows for effective re-use. In particular, it lies in 

designing systems that promote the use of data by secondary users. 

Secondary users are data wnsumers. They make use of the data in information systems 

but are not directiy involved in the initial process that produced the data Consequently, 

they are often limited in theù understanding of the data accessed and rely on the 

information systems to provide them with reliable, applicable results. In essence, 

secondary users are seeking information. 

Data and information are diierent entities ( S d ,  1996). When data are properly 

gathered, organized, processed, analyzed, and deiivered they becorne information (Samli, 

1996). Roots (1992) emphasized that the main barriers to production and dissemination 

of information that can contribute to effective environmental knowiedge were those that 

affect the reliability, adequacy, accessibility, and understandability of environmental 

knowledge. These researchers both emphasii the same point, that data must be 

associated with some additionai elements in order to be usefiû as information. Identifjhg 

these additionai elernents and designing systems that incorporate them in order to promote 

the effective re-use of scientific mformation about the environment, are the chief goals of 

this research, 



Chachile (1991) bas d e s c r i i  an idealized deasion-making process as consisting of six 

steps: 

1) 1denti.Q the probiem and defme the goal 
2) 1dentir;l altematives hcluding the status quo 
3) Gather and d y z e  idorsnation about alternatives, probabilities, 

implementation pian, risks and benefits 
4) Apply a decision tool, e.g., systems model, decision tree or hear programming 
5) Make the decision 
6) Implement the decision 

The quality of any decision derived f?om this process is dependent on the quality of each 

step, if aay of these six steps is poorly acecutecl, then the resuit will be a fhwed decision 

process (Chechile, 1991). The research in thW work concentrates on the intonnation 

magement naeeds of the third and fourth stepq as these are most d i d y  related to the 

results of research scientists. The implication of this data-todecision model is that 

difZerent individuais will be involved in the process at different stages. These individuals 

vary greatly in expertise and rnay be Uwolved in the overd decision-making for only one 

or a few of the steps. Thqr include pasons in a wide variety of situations at alî levels of 

organizations, ranghg from elected officialq agency representatives, department heads, 

and bureau chiefis, to program managers, field wpervisors, and technicians (Holcomb 

Research Institute, 1976). DEemt decâsion-makers are otten sensitive to different issues 

or inputs and have differing prionties in the temporal (day-today operations or long-range 

policy making) and spatial scope (the amount of land or number of people affixted) of 

their decisions. 

While many decision-makers are experts in thar fields, none can be experts in al1 fields. 

When facd with multidisciplinary data they ddom have cornpiete CeTf8int-y of the data's 

disciphary-based uncertainties. This can r e d t  in environmental management decisions 

that do not consida disciplimy-specific uncerfainties in their caldus (Reckhow, 1994). 

Assessing the qudty and general availability of data and reporthg h t  information in a 

mamer that dows for effective disciplinaspeîinc and crossdisciplinary analyses is 



Data are the most valuable assets that most organhtions possess (Clay, 1997). It has 

been estllnated that 500/. of the costs of any shidy WU be directly related to data collection 

and up to a tbird of the entire research budget of an institution will be rquired for editing, 

documenting and archiving that data (Clay, 1997). Any process that can encourage the 

reuse of pre-aristing data wül, thuq provide an added r m  in both a scientific and 

institutionai sense. Samü (1996), in his work on the use of data in marketing, suggests 

that there are at least five aiteria for good data: reliab'rlity, validity, sensitivity, relevance, 

and versatility. 

Reiiabüity means that the data were produced in such a way that if the study were 
to be replicated using the same techniques; the same results would be obtallied. 
That means that the data is not loaded with randorn mors that make them 
undependable. 

Vaîidity indicates that the data show what they are supposed to show. In other 
words, the research instrument has measured what it was supposed to measure. 

Sensitivity Mpiies that the data indiate d changes and variations in the 
phenomenon that is being represented (or rne8sured) by the data. When the data 
lack sensitivity, research will not yield significant r d t s  and the efforts will be 
wasted. 

Relevana means that the problem to be solved or the decision to be made is 
practicai and important. The data that are gathered wüi be able to accomplish 
what they were supposed to do, meanhg that the proper data were collecteci. 

Versatiiity includes robustness. In other words, the data can be used for various 
statistid adyses. Measuring the phenomenon for various interpretations is made 
possible if the data are versatile (Sd, 1996). 

Samli (1996) notes how aitical it is that secondary users of data, like decision-makers, be 

able to decide on the quality of the data. He points out that ahhough the researcher must 

generate good data, in the final analysis, secondary usas are rrsponsible for detemiining if 

the data being accessed wiii be reliable enough for th& use. If the quality is not 

acceptable, the data can newr b m e  information or be used efEdve1y (Sa* 1996). 

Bolin (1994) insists that researchers must take more rapoasibility. He States that it is 

essential for scientists to recognize and communic8te clearty, and as objectively ps 



possible, the limitations of their information provided. What Bolin recognizes is that 

secondary users are often unable to detennine the reliability of data. Secondary users can 

be faced with situations where insufiicient annotative information is available to detennine 

the reliabiiity of data. Altematively, some users sirnply lack the expertise to carry out an 

analysis of the reliabiiity of the accessed data. 

Advances in cornputer technology have provided numerous tools to aid accessing data. 

The increasing power and decreasing cost of computerization have resulted in the creation 

of larger and more cornplex databases, which are able to store more data about more 

phenornena than was ever thought possible. The variety of data included in these new 

databases results in a nwnber of potential dfiailties, which cari hinder secondary users 

and thus decrease the value of the data stored in these systems. The stored data ofien Vary 

greatly in spatial and temporal d e s .  This results in the need for systems of Uicreasing 

complexity in both size and design (Stafford, Brunt and Michener, 1994). The data 

coiiected into these systems will also be derived fkom a multitude of disciplines; each with 

its own specialired analyticai and discipline-spdc language requirernents (Stafford, 

Brunt and Michener, 1994). Secondary users unfamilier with the requirernents and jargon 

of otha disciplims wiil be P equipped to search for applicable data and, if that data are 

identifiai, will be unable to address any uncertainties regarding the data's reüability. 

W1th the advent of improved technology the volume and avdabiity of data ha9 increased 

tremendously, but the community of users who can make use o f  the information derived 

fiom that data has deaeased. This decrease is the result of the heightened sophistication 

of these new systems, which require more sophisticated users and hcreasingly refined 

technologies (Roots, 1992). The expanding volume and rate of data acquisition and 

transmission has r d t e d  in the requirernent for inaeasingiy sophisticated means of 

dealing with it (Roots, 1992). The management of data, which was fomerly the purview 

of archivists and some, few scientists, has becorne central to important economic, 

environmental, i n k k t d ,  and social questions (Canadian Globd Change Program, 

1996). The flow of scientSc âata from a very large d e t y  of sources is increasing yet the 



development of systems and agreements necessary to make the best and most cost- 

effective use of these data lag behind (Canadian Global Change Program, 1996). 

Consequently, issues relating to data presewation and accessibility are receiving increased 

attention fkom the broad scientific community (Michena et a., 1997). 

EnWonmental science is particularly sensitive to technologies that in~e85e the avaiiabiüty 

of data. In the evaluation of an environmental problem one might be expected to examine 

physid, chmiical, biologicai, technological, economic, philosophicai, &cal, legal, and 

political W o n  (Chechüe, 1991). Omission of any of these &ors is likely to 

oversirnplify the problem and render the decision process incumplete and unredistic 

(Chechile, 199 1). The data used in environmental research have historicaiiy been coUected 

through smd-sale studies involving one or a few investigators in a single discipline and 

fùnded for relatively short penods (Stafford, Brunt and Michena, 1994). Consequently, 

available data on the environment are usually unique to a partidar sector and are 

coiiected to satis@ partiuilar operational requinments ( h f a ~ i n g ,  1992). This has 

increased the difliculty in reporting of changes in the environment and developing 

synergistic information (Manmg, 1992). The &'&ive management of this growing, 

multidisciplinary, data stream is an underlying challenge of the environmentai field. 

Assembling and processing data fiom a broad range of basic sciences for application in 

addressing environmental problems is one of the key fiindons of environmental science 

(Caldwell, 1990). 

There is general agreement that current database systems are inadquate for managing 

large heterogeneous sets of scientific data. Gosz (1994) indicated that in order to increase 

the value of datasets for future worlg databases should document the many conditions 

associateci with the original meamremeats. As Gosz (1994) pointed out, data becornes 

more valuable for subsequent stuclies if the appropriate andary data are archived. Ward, 

Power and Ketelaar (1996) analyzed the computational and information management 

needs of geoscientists and identifid key shortcornings in amnt geoscientific data 

analysis practices. They suggested that the key concepts of a proposed system 



architecture would indude the management of data, data analysis operators, and 

experiments; the maintenance of supporthg data for each of these components; and 

interoperability among diverse data source and application software packages (Ward, 

Power and Ketelaar, 1996). 

In a similar study, Brown (1994) analyzed the information requirernents for ecology. He 

suggested that ecologists must co&ont numerous challenges in their efforts to address 

environmental questions including: incorporating information from new data sources and 

other disciplines; standardking and controllhg the quality of data; and integrating, 

synthesizing and modeling knowledge about ecologica! systems. Brown (1 994) pointed 

out that the variation in the quality of data makes the need for standards for data 

collection, management and analysis critical. He suggesîed that al1 data does not need to 

achieve the sarne standards of ecairacy and precision, requirernents vary with the problem 

being addresseâ. Instead, Brown (1994) considered that the quality of data was critical. 

It had to be known to be accurate in orda to ensure that it was suflticient for the 

application. This requires attention to documentation and standardbation at ali stages of 

data processing, h m  initial collection through management to final analysis (Brown, 

1994). 

As noted above, data are a valuable asset, however, improvements in environmental 

information management systerns have multiplied the oppominities for data to move fiom 

one user to another, eventually escaphg the bounds of htended use (Chrisman, 1994). 

This necessitates the association of supplementary information to accornpany the escaphg 

data and provide a context for th& secondary use. Consequently, environmentai 

infiocmation systems must ensure that data are only available when accompanied with that 

supplernentary information. As Stafford, Brunt and Michener (1994) noted, this will 

greatly inaeese the complexity of any system designeci to contain this data. 

nie rquirement that &ta only be avdable if accompanied by supplementary or 

contsaual information will not prevent seçwdary users fiom accessing individuai 



measurements. It wiU merely guarantee that the individual measurements are accompanied 

by sufficient detaiis to ensure that the data are used appropriately. This protects the 

secondary user nom inadvertently misapplying the data, whüe reassuring the primary data 

producers that their work wiil not be misuseci. Only when both parties are satisfied can an 

effective environmental information system be developed. An effective system serves both 

the primary and secondary users. A systern is effeaive for prirnary data producers when 

thqr feel cornfortable e n t e ~ g  their data and are certain that the data wili be both seairely 

stored and protezted âom accidental misuse. Secondary data users require systems that 

d o w  them to understand the strengths and Limitations of the data accessed while 

rernaining confident in their knowledge that aü potentiaüy usefûi data bas been identifieci. 

There is a demonstrated need for a methodology that represents a new approach to the 

growing data problems in the environmental fields. This new approach must achowledge 

that as technologies progress, more data d be wkcted by more agencies about more 

phenornena The traditional approach of simply increasing the size of data repositories 

wiiî not address this problem. Data archives serve their purpose, but as these archives 

increase in size and wmplexity the need arises for tools to communiate the contents of 

these archives in an efficient manner for use by decision-makers. These tools mua refiect 

the fact that the environmental field is interdisciplinary, as is the expertise of potential 

users. It must also acknowledge the diering needs of primary and secondary users. 

As summarired above, numerous workers in the field have presemed a sirnilar group of 

requirernents for new environmental data management systems (Brown, 1994; Statford, 

Brunt and Michener, 1994; Gosz, 1994; and Ward, Power and Ketelaar, 19%). AU 

emphasized data with supporthg data elements, which appraise reliability and descni the 

context of data and data collection. Coilectively, these supporthg data are the 

"metadata". This thesis asserts that propedy defined and controlied metadata wiü 

encompass the additional elements that convert data to idonnation. Consequentiy, in this 

work, infoxmation can be defjned as data plus its associateci metadata This thesis 

examines the implications of metadata for environmentai data management. One aim of 



this research is to demonstrate that value added to the data, through their Wr to 

associated metadata, enhances the applicability and usaôüity of the original data for 

subsequent reuse, and in partidar, for decision-making in the environmental field. By 

developing an effective methodology to create, store and disseminate data and its 

associated metadata, the major concerns of both data producers and data users can be 

addressed. 

1.1 Goab of the Resaadl 

This thesis will present a new approach to the management of environmentai data that 

eEectively translates the uncertainty d a t e d  with environmental data in a transparent 

and objective maMer for use in environmental information systems. This process wiii 

accommodate the wmplexity of rd-world situations, include nahual variability and 

uncertahty and acknowledge the mdtidisciplinary nature and Mering needs of the 

receiving audience. This new approach, based on metadata, involves the creation of new 

information tools and systems that wüi Iacilitate access to the archivai records while 

adding value to the data by appending indiaitors of rehabüity and context to individuai 

records. nie information mode1 deveîoped in this thesis involves the creation of datasets 

as displayed in Figure 1.2. 

These datasets act as an orga-g tool to preserve the relationships between 

measurements in archives, whüe aiso serving as the basic information unit in a new 

generation of infomticn systems called inventories (Figure 1.3). Establishg the 

baseline metadata requuements of datasets and developing a process by which they are 

appiied are two of the major goals of this work. Then a process is needed to associate 

critical contextual information with âatasets. Consequently, an additional goal of this 

work will be to develop a procedure to associate contexhial information with datasets in 

environmentai idonnation systems. 
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Figure 1.2 Information Model for the Creation of Datasets 
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Figure 1.3 The Relationship between Data and Inventories 

These three goals are met through the completion of a number of component objectives: 

Determine the basic requirements for storing multidiscipllliary data 
Identify the basic nquirements of metadata for multidisciplinary data. 
Establish the badine metadata elements needed for mering types of 
environmental idormation systems. 
Develop of a set of stnichiring and appraisal tools to apply metadata to data in 
an objective and reproduaile rnamier. 
Elaborate a methodology to evaluate the contextual basis of &ta and report 
that M o d o n .  
Apply these srniauring, appraisai and contextual tools in r d  systems in order 
to test th& efficacy and assess how they respond to nahual unceffainty and 
variabii. 
Evaluate and reMew the process and iiicorporate improvements 

A general mode1 can then be developed based on these recomrnendations and this analysis. 

This mdel  will provide a theoretical and przicfical foundation and structure for an 

environmental information system that provides an effective basis for decision-making. 

1.3 MethodolopA Cue Study Appmch 

This thesis is an m u n t  of a program of interactive research. That prograrn began by 

identifjing the strmgths of the nabir91 sciences. nie research îhen incorporated concepts 

and tools fkom various sources including dabii ty  ratinga, standardid protocols and 



data structures. Each of these concepts and tools was rehed to becorne compatible with 

an overall methodology. The evolution was carried out through case studies that 

developed and implemented these concepts in real systems. Through this acfivty, 

weaknesses were analyzed and omissions identifid. Subsequent systems were then 

developed and the process repeated. At each stage. input was sought from experts and 

reviewers and incorporated into subsequent developrnent. 

This itmtive research project wül be presented as a series of three case studies. The case 

studies represent indepmdent research activities that shared criticai chawacteristics. Each 

case study examined some aspect of the prccess of storing data, denved fiom 

measurernents of environmental variables, iii uiormation systems. in order to nialitate 

e f fdve  decision-making. In addressing the case studies a nmber of tools were 

developed to tFansfonn the goals of the study into the architecture needed for a general 

model of an refined overaü process to improve the use of data in environmental decision- 

making. This model will be deScnOed in Chapter 6. 

The fht case shidy describecl the creation of a prototype rnetadata system 4 e d  the 

Continental and Oceanographic Monnation System (CODIS). Creating CODIS required 

developing an intellechial fiarnework for metadata. In order to apply this framework, it 

was necessary to design a number of data strucairing and reliabiiity appraisal tools. 

CODIS provided an opportunity to test and critique these tools and improve their 

efficiency. The outcornes of this cese study were an UaeUectual fiamework for rnetadata 

system anâ a set of protomls to structure data and appraise theu reliabiiity. 

The second case study examined the creafion of a system to appraise experimentd 

activities to be incorporate- into an environmental information system king developed by 

DFO d e d  the National Contarninants Information System (NCIS). The creation and 

application of this appraisat proces refineâ many of the tools developed for CODIS and 

requited the development of additional approaches. The outcome of this project was a 

fiindional system to evaluate the contact of experimental events, which is king used to 



input new data into the NCIS. In addition, this case shidy provided an improved 

understanding of the data and information needs of environmental decision-rnaking and 

insight into the limitations of many environmental information systems in current use. 

The third case study explored the use of tnrncated data derived from analytid 

labontories in M W ' s  new Environmeritai Monitoring System (EMS). This research 

examined the data requirernents of archives and investigated how changes in the data 

transmission or reporthg aflkct the abiiity of researchers to make use of that data for 

alternative tasks. 

The work in these case studies made it possible to identify gaps in ment  environmentai 

information systems. This examination provided criticai insight from which a nurnber of 

recornrnendations and responsibüities for environmentai information systerns and their 

users could be deriveci. The gap analysis, recornrnendations and responsibilities together 

suggested a conceptual mode1 for an ideai environmental information system that met ail 

the requirements discussed. This ideal mode1 is presented in Chapter 6. 



Cha pter 2 Def~nitions 

In the design of environmental information systems, controlled terms and definitions are 

critical. The following terms will dorninate the disaission of the case studies. 

In order to facilitate the long-temi, wmputerized storage of scientific data it is necessary 

to break down standard reports and publications to "datasets" which can be readily input 

into the storage systems. The McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms 

(4th ed.) defined a dataset as a named collection of siiiiilar and related data records, 

recorded upon some computer-readable medium The Concise Oxford Dictionary of 

Current English defined "dataH as known facts or things used as a basis for inference or 

reckoning. It defined "setn as a number of things grouped together according to a system 

of classification or conceived as fonning a whole. From these two definitions, it is clear 

that the term "dataset" must presewe the sense of expectation of intemal consistency. 

Since 1979, the Amic and West Coast Data Compilation and Appraisal Prograrns 

(ADCAPlWESCAP) of the Institute of Ocean Sciences (10s) of Fisheries and b a n s  

Canada (DFû) have produceci catalogues for al1 types of physical, chemicaî, and 

biological oceanographic data. The compilations attempt to examine al1 data regardless 

of their source and staais. Twenty-two cataiogues have been published to date in the 

Canadian Data Report of Hydrography and Ocean Sciences No. 5 and 37 series, as 

volumes of the Arctic (ADCAP) and West Coast (WESCAP) Data Cataloguing and 

Appraisal Programs, respectively. The catalogues developed for ADACP/WESCAP 

assemble groups ofme8surements together into entities, which they d l e d  data sets. The 

developers of ADCAP/WESCAP did not define "data setsn but did stipulate: 

Each data set comptises sampling or chernical measurements taken during a 
single mise, or during a sampling exairsion usually by a single agency. It is 
assumed, then, that data within a given daîa set have been collected unifomily and 
should be intemally consistent insofàr as sampling methodoiogy is concerneci. 



From this definition, it is evident that the term "dataset" must aiso preserve the sense of 

consistency derived fkom a single source. From these various sources Fyles et al. (1993a) 

defined a "dataset" as: 

a collection of measurements unified by one or more of the following 
characteristics: chernical species, biological species, physical matrix, geographicai 
locations, or sarnpling methodology. The measurements mua be treated 
uniformly, ideally by a single agent or agency and should be internally consistent 
with respect to sampling methodology. The measurements within the dataset 
need not aiways be of the sarne type. 

In addition Fyles et al. (1993b) stipulated that the derivation of individual datasets ftom a 

data source (or sources) must strive to maintain the expectations of interna1 consistency 

of tk original workers. This definition will be used in this research. 

Metadata is "data about data" or more completely, "data about the content, quality, 

condition and other characteristics of data" (Federal Geographic Data Cornmittee, 1994). 

A cornmonly recognized example of metadata is the Library of Congress system used to 

organize library holdings using cal1 numbas. Books are ordered on shelves using a cal1 

number system based on content and characteristics of the book (i.e. subject, genre, 

author, and publication date). A user seeking books on a subject need only identiQ the 

appropnate cal1 number in order to locate the correct section of the library where dl the 

books covering that subject should be stored. 

The metadata concept has a rich history in the social sciences (Zhao, 1991) while in 

cornputer science metadata and its use have become an important issue of investigation 

for the last two decades (Al-Zobaidie and Grimson, 1988). The most piorninent current 

use of metadata has been in the geospaîiai field, specifically in reference to geographical 

information sy stems (GIS). The sbndardization of information used in federall y fundecl 

geospatial data systerns in the Uniteâ Staies began in 1995 when federal agencies were 

instructed to develop and use a "standardm to doaiment new geospatial data and to 

provide these metadata through a National Geospatial Clearinghouse (Federal 



Geographic Data Cornmittee, 1994). The terni metadata, however, should not be 

restricted to geogniphical data. As Hsu et al. (1991) put if the scope must be extended 

nom simply representing data systems to including howledge resources as well. For the 

purposes of this work, the Michener et al. (1997) definition of metadata will be used: 

al1 information that is necessary and sufficient to enable long-term secondary use 
( rase )  of data sets by the original investigator(s), as well as use by other 
scientists who were not duectly involved in the original research efforts 
(Michener et al., 1997). 

This definition responds duectly and completely to the who? what? where? when? how? 

and why? questions posed at the outset by any user uinfronting a new piece of 

information. 

Metadata is a product of data that can be used without refening to the original data itself 

Cornputer systems based on metadata can be used to search for the existence of data 

without rderring to archival systems containhg the raw data just as libraries can be 

searched for one tome without reading every book. Metadata can al- provide insights 

not reaâily available âom the primary data themselves. Since the sale is larger, 

metadata offa the potential to examine large-cale trends, which are rnissing in the 

smaller scale of individual studies. The metadata offer direct access to cross-, inter- and 

mult idiscipl inary analyses of regional monitoring and management significance. Even on 

its simplest level, the metadata provide a usehl resoufce for the communication of 

special ist information to non-special ist audiences and non-expert users. 

The appraisal of measurements and observation is widely practised. Ln the biomedical 

field, meta-analyses of the results of several similar studies are a common approach to 

evaluation of the efficacy of various procedures (Mann, 1990). In order to combine data 

fiom individual studies, an appraisal of each study is an essential prerquisite. The 

classification schemes are usually not particularly subtle, using categories of "good", 

"reasonablew, "poar", and "bad" as one example (van Beresteyn et al., 1986). Similarly, 

meta-analyses in forestry (McCune and Menges, 1986), in ecoiogy (Gurwitch et al., 



1992), in institutional analysis (Roos et al., 1989), or in agriculhûal econornics (Fletcher 

and Phipps, 1991), al1 codkont the same issues with descriptive scales to express the 

degree of reliability of the data. In an organizational climate where defined experimental 

protods have beai developed, the reliability of information wllected can be expressed 

in the degree to which the "right" mahods were used. This ciraimstance occurs in multi- 

center biomedical shidies with rigorous clinical protocols and in water quality programs 

with signifiant investment in protocol development. One example of the latter is the 

Puget Sound Water Quality Authority (Puget Sound Estuary Program, 1991). 

The ADCAPNESCAP data appraisal effort made use of a common five-level scheme, or 

reliability rating to express the potential reliability of &ta (Cordord a al., 1982). This 

system has been adapted and reflned for use in this project. A breakdown of the five 

ratings is provided in Table 2.1. While hierarchical in appearance* this scheme is meant 

to establish the intercomparability of data. Hence "2" r a i d  data is not neccssarily less 

valuable (worse) than "4" rated data, provided it is applied with knowledge of its 

limitations. "4" rated data has both demonstrateci intemal consistency between 

measurements and has been standardised with some external standard while "3" rated 

data shows only interna1 consistency, without benchmarking by an extenial standard. 

An alternative approach to the appraisal and classification of scientific information is the 

NUSAP system desaibed by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1991, and Costanza a ai. 1992). 

NüSAP stands for Numaal, Unit, Spread, and Pedigree, and was designecl to describe 

the reliability of parameters such as the mean temperature rise due to a particular global 

wamllng model. A NUSAP notation for a value would be given as: a numeral value (3), 

a unit value CC), a spread (* 5 0 ,  and a pedigree grade (0.5). The spread is just the 

statistical uncertainty in the remit derived by conventional statisticai techniques. The 

pedigree expresses the limits of a scientific field in which the process knowiedge was 

generated. It serves as an assessrnent of the strength of the scientific result. 



Table 2.1 ADCAP/WESCAP Rating Scheme 6rom Fyles, King and West (1993b) 
Rating 1 Data Reliability 

O 

1 

1 1 used with relative confidence. Cornparisons with other datasets may be ( 

Data are found to have errors. The data source contains obvious 
discrepancies. 
Data are suspect because of recognized weaknesses which compromise 
the intanal consistency of the data Patierns or trends within the data are 

1 

2 
probably not reaL 
Insufficient information is provided to assess the reliability of the dataset. 
Trends in the data may, or rnay not be, r d .  

1 1 cornparison with other datasets of this ratinpr. - 1 

3 Data an intemally consistent. Patterns or trends within the data cm be 

4 

The NUSAP grade describes the assessrnent of the model according to matrix shown in 

Table 2.2. Cornford and Blanton (1993) use similar prose classifications to describe the 

degree of certainty in process knowledge. Wiuiin NUSAP, high scores imply a sound 

difficult or unachievable. 
Data are intemaily consistent and are dciently standardid to permit 

theoretical fhnework based on substantive experirnentai validations, and enjoying a 

wide degree of consensus support Information hom such a source is likely to have high 

predictive value and cwld be used with confidence in a variety of contexts. Lower 

scores imply a w&a theoreticai fhmeworic, more andotal experimental worlg or less 

consensus in the scientific community. The predidive capacity would aiso be lower, and 

the uncertainty in the infirmation would be correctly communicated to the public policy 

forum in the lower pedigree score. In the example above (3 O C  150% [OSD the pedigree 

of the model was assumed to be (2,2,2) indicating a computational model using indirect 

estimates, f b m  one of several competing rnodels. 

The pedigree grade is the average of the scores wnnalized on the scale 0-1. The NUSAP 

grade expiesses the uncertainty in a f m  which is amenable to an "arithmetic of 

uncertainty' (Costanza et al., 1992). More importantly, it provides a suggestive index 

rather than a defined mathematical quantity. 



Table 2.2 Numerical Pedigree Matrix (Costanui et al., 1992) 

Score Theuretical, 
Quality of model 

Experimental, 
quaiity of data 

Social, 
Degtee of consensus 

Established theoty 
- many validation tests 
- causal mechanisms 
undefsfood 

Experimentai data - statisticaily valid 
samples 
- controlled 
experiments 

Total 
- ail but f i g e  

Theoreticai model - few validation tests 
- causal mechanisms 
hypothesized 

HistoricaVfietd data 
- some direct 
rneasurementa - uncontrolled 
experiments 

- al1 but dedicated 
disputants 

Cornputaiional model - engineering 
appmxhations - causal mechanisms 
appmximated 

Statistid pfocessing 
- simple conelations 
- no causai mechanisms 

Calculated data - indirect rneasurements 
- handbook estunates 

Medium - compehg schools or 
methodologies 

Edudguesse s  
- very indirect 
appmltimations - "de-of3humbn 
estirnates 

Low - embryonic field 
- speculative der 
exploratory 

1 Ddiinitiodassertions 1 Pure 'guessesn 1 None 

The numericai rating of data reliability as used by DFO or the NUSAP scherne, are both 

effective ways to communkate scientific uncertainties to non-experts. They reflect a 

consensus approach to the doing and reporthg of science. Unf'ôrtunately, any appraisal 

intended to classify data aisa infers personal judgement, presumably by an expert, but 

nonetheless potentiall y i rnprecise and subjective. To edorce objectivity and ensure 

confidence in the assessments, appraisal proasses require well-described protocols for 

the analysis of primary data. 



Chapter 3 CODIS Case Study 

3.0 Introdudion 

CODIS (the Continental and Oceanograpbic Data Information System) is a geo-referenced 

data Uiformation and retrievai systan based upon metadata. CODIS was developed as a 

funaional prototype upon which to test theoies of infonnafion management using 

metadata CODIS also m e s  as a stand-alone management tool. The research activity 

that eventualiy became the CODIS project predates the beginning of the research 

program d e s a i i  in this thesis. CODIS, however was an integral part of the formulation 

of the approach to environmental information management used in this work It served as 

the central research activity of the &y years of this project and provided a vehicle to test 

and refine many of the p~ciples that are fiindamental to the completion of the model 

presented in Chapter 6. 

The CODIS case shidy is an examindon of the process that began with the decision to 

create a metadata system, it evoived into a systematic methodology to apply metadata and 

appraise datasetS. The methodology developed in the creation of CODIS was 

subsequently refïned in the development of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 

Canada @FO) National Contarninants Information System (NCIS) and testai against 

other modefs including the British Columbia, Muiistry of Environment's Environmental 

Management System (EMS). Case studies of these other systems are the subject of 

subsequent chapters. The goal of this case study was to carry out a critical analysis of 

how metadata could be created and organized for use in an idonnation system. It 

included examining the lessons leamed in that process, which were incorporated Ui a 

general model for information management (Chapter 6). Speafically, the CODIS case 

study examined the process by which the CODIS metadata system was designed, how 

metadata was assigneci to datasets and p d c a l  applications of the model. The metadata 

creation pro- involved developing mcthodologies to structure mdtidisciphary data, 

building a multidisciplinary information system and appraising individual datasets for theù 



quality. It imrolved developing a general structure for multidisciplinary data and the 

aeation of a methoddogy to appraise scientific data 

CODIS began as a sub-component of the Aquatic Resources Re~eacch Project: 

Environmental Risk Assessrnent rad Management (ARRP) in Apd 1991 (Farrell, 1993). 

ARRP was a multi-faceed research project centered at Simon Fraser University (SFU) 

(Farreli, 1993). It combined the expertise of 50 researchers drawn f?om the Geography, 

Environmentai Toxicoiogy, Biology, Zoology, Chemistry. Resource irIaMgement and 

Statistics departments at SFU, W i c  and the University of British Columbia (UBC). The 

focus of the p r o j e  was on the pdtioning of toxic compounds in the biota, waters and 

sediments of the Fraser Riva and on the Iuikage between scient8c data and resource 

management. The research program involved five mutuaiiy supported aib-components 

airned at contriiuting to a design for an integrated strategy for improved ecosystem 

management (Farrell. 1993). Sub-cumponent IIIA, at Wic, involved creating a 

sustainable, fiinctional database oforganic data in the Fraser River estuary. This database 

was intended to support other subcomponents by faalitating Liaisons between datasets 

and data users. It eventudy expanded to become CODIS. 

The crucial feahire of the sub-component IIIA database was its need to serve as a cross- 

discipiinary link that would dow the interdiscipllliary team to identdy critical elements of 

multidisciplinary data for use in th& own discipline-specific research. The ultimate goal 

of this project, within ARRP7 was multifkceted and included: providing reliable datasets 

for an environmental modehg subcomponent; identifying criticai data gaps and focusing 

on critical criteria for modeling purposes; providing a close link to policy and decision- 

making groups withh ARRP; and d g  as a powerful monitoring and planning tool in a 

pro-active support role for the social science components of the project. 



CODIS, fiom the outset, was intended to serve as more than a limite. tool for use by 

ARRP in the Fraser River. Eariy development involved cooperation with the Data 

Assessrnent group (DA) at the Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS) in Sidney B.C. The DA 

group, in association with the Native and Regdatory AffairS Division and the Freshwater 

Institute, had been involved in a process to reMew the SUfficiency and suitability of 

available scientific data colledeci in the Arctic and West Coast of Canada (Ratynsb and 

de March, 1988; Birch et al. 1983). ADCAPlWESCAP was designed to coiiect and 

publish this data in the Canadian Data Report of Hydrography and Ocean Sciences Series 

No. 5 (ADCAP) and No. 37 (WESCAP). The cooperative research venture was intended 

to combine the development of CODIS, at UVic, with the efforts of the DA group. The 

aim was to creata a system that would incorporate both the Fraser River and 

ADCAP/WESCAP data into a single system. 

When the CODIS project was initiated in 1991, the DA group had already published 22 

ADCAP and three WESCAP catalogues. These catalogues covered a diverse range of 

disciplines from ocean chehstry to marine zoobenthos. In order to simplify the task of 

pubüshing the ADCAPlWESCAP dogues, some of their data was coiiected into 

cornputer files (Wainwright, 1991). After their publication in papa format, an effort was 

made to mate a computerized catalogue, which would contain some of the information 

fiom the catalogues. This system, calleci the ûceanographic Data Monnation System 

(ODIS), was designed to support &&nt cornputer access to the ADCAP/WESCAP 

information and the tides and cuments data being storeû at IOS (Wainwright, 1991). 

ODIS was developed in Oracle with aistom FORTRAN procedures that provideci map 

display and "query fiom map" capabilities and resided in the MicroVax system at IOS 

(Waiwright, 1992). 

ODIS sened as the starting point for CODIS and so initial work of CODIS involved 

rationahhg the ODIS data structure formalized by Waiawright in his T C  ODIS Data 

Dictioaary" (1992). The ODIS data dictionary presented six disciplines: physics, 

cheniisûy and bidogy (which consistllig of four ab-discipiines: fish, marine r n d s ,  



plankton and benthos) (Wainwright, 199 1). Since the data was coliected for publication 

and not for the creation of software, each ODIS discipbe had its own distinct data 

structure. F m  stmcturai details were held in cornrnon between disciplines. In effect, 

ODIS was six separate databases com~cted through a single software sheii for use as a 

single system (Figure 3.1). 

The CODIS software was initially envisioned as a PC tool that would combine the ODIS 

data with Fraser River organic contsminants data As mentioned above, the ODIS mode1 

consisteci of three, disciplinebased systems that operateci unda a conmion software sheli. 

If a dataset contained data from more than one discipline, separate files would be created 

in each discipline to which data might belong. The disciplines were linked thrwgh 

sampling locations, source documents and people. The lack of structure in the applicable 

files meant that none wuid be used for searching purposes. Figure 3.1 cleariy 

demonstrates that the different disciplines were supposeci to work in parallei., as part of a 

large combineû system. The cornrnon thread between each was supposeci to be the 

Dataset Identitication (DS-ID) field. The DSJD field was a method designeci to uniquely 

identify evgr dataset in the systern (WainWnght, 1991). Signifiant ovalaps in DS-IDs 

existed between disciphes. This compromiseci the Gnctionaiity of DS-IDs in ODIS. 

The design presented in Figure 3.1 was never M y  implemented (Smiley, B., Pers. 

corn.). Instead, each discipüne worked independently. S h e d  files wexe not actualiy 

shared and each discipline had its own unique structure. A typical data stnichlre (Ocean 

Chemistry) is displayed in Figure 3.2. 

CODIS was originally intended to expand on the ODIS modd by adding a new disciphe: 

organic contaminants in the Fnwr River Basin (called Continental Chemistry), and 

transfeming the entire product from a mahihune environment to one capable of king used 

on a personal wmputer. Eady in the ddopment  of CODIS it became apparent that 

se- dierat data struchires made for an exceedingly compkx p r o g d g  task. 
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Figure 3.1 ODIS Overd Data Structure tiom Wainwright (1992) 
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Figure 3.2 ODIS Ocean Chemîstry Structure fiom Wahwright, (1992) 

It was, therefore, decided that CODIS 1.0 be designed to formalllie a data structure across 

disciplines and then to aeate a system that demonstrateci effective fùnctionality in a single 

discipline (Continentai Chemistry) (Fyies et al., 1993a). 



A critical feature of CODIS was the ability to provide effective geo-referencing of its data. 

In both ODIS and CODIS this was done through the use of proprietafy sohare called 

QU'iKMap. QUIKMap is a desktop mapping and database management program 

developed by Environmental Sciences Limited (ESL) in Sidney B.C. (ESL, 1988). 

QlJKMip ha a number of unique featureq which greatiy aided the creation and 

development of CODIS. QUMMap separates rnap overiays. The maps and the data are 

treated as separate entities. Conssquently, a single map can be used to display multiple 

sets of data and a single set of data can be plotted on several dSeient maps of difYerent 

d e s  and projections (ESL, 1988). This faîure facilitates the aeation of databases, 

independent of the rnapping program, but provides for the use of maps in the assembly of 

data. In CODIS, this feature allowed developers to derive latitude and longitude values 

for data using the "point and click? features provided in QUMMap. 

CODIS 1 .O was cornpkted in 1993. Subsequently, a new version was proposed to expand 

the number of disciphes covered, to upgrade the software plaâorm, and to expand 

fûnctionality to ail the disciplines mvered. The result was CODIS 2.0 released in 1997. 

One of the major additions in the creation of CODIS version 2.0 was the incorporation of 

a new catalogue of benthic invettebrates in the Fraser River Basin (Continental Benthos). 

The data structure for the Continental Benthos catalogue was created at the University of 

Victoria. Experts at Simon Fraser University (SFU) carried out the cataloguing and 

inputting task Details of this process are available in Johansen and Reis (1994). 

CODIS version 1.0 w u  a DOS application. For CODIS version 2.0 the platform was 

shitted to Wmdows and bom proprietary software packages to MSAccess. CODIS 2.0 

nins under MSAccess version 7.0 for Wmdows95 and WUidowsNT and uses QUMMap 

for mapping hctions (CODIS User's Manual 1997). CODIS 2.0 achieved all the orighai 

design goals and contained metadata for eight disciplines wvering the Canadian Arctic, 

the British Columbia West Coast, and the Fraser Riva Basin. Within the regions and 

disciplines defined, the coverage was beiieved to be comprehensive. The metadata range 



from the eady 1800's to 1996, fkom isotope ratios to whale behaviour, fiom established 

acairacy and precision to established m o n  (CODIS 2.0 Users Manual, 1997). 

CODIS 2.0 had a number of fatures cornmon to rnany types of databases. Metadata 

could be searcheci; the results rapidly browsed and printed using standard reports; and al1 

data cwld be mapped. Usefs search nles couid be restored or deleted and the metadata 

files maintained ushg the software. New metadata cataiogues wuid be created using the 

software. CODIS 2.0 aiso had a number of features rarely seen in databases. The 

documentation was extensive and couid be manipulated separately fiom CODIS. The 

metadata was accessible to 4 and users were encouraged to explore the metadata using 

the tools of MSAccess to develop aistomized queries unique to each usef s needs. Every 

aspect of the database was open and accessible to users. CODIS 2.0 is currently f?dy 

available on the Worid Wide Web for download and use. 

A number of researchers were involved in the CODIS project. My responsibilities 

included a) developing the initial data stnictures and structwing tools, b) cfeating the data 

entry look-up tists, c) transforming the ADCAPMESCAP data for inclusion into the 

system, d) developing the decision tree methodology, e) creating the Continental 

Chernistry decision trees and guidefines, f) appraising the Continental Chemistry data, g) 

testhg the appraisai system, and h) produchg the initiai drafts of di reports. Dr. Fyies 

and 1 worked jointiy in the a) development of the finai data structures, b) QAiQC analysis 

of the Continental Chemistry and Continental Benthos data files and appraid systems, 

and c) supervision of the Continental Benthos cataloghg task. Otha researchers assisted 

in locating much of the Continentai Chemistry data, whiie data entq and software 

development were contraded out. 



3.1.1 CODIS Desim Goals 

CODIS was envisioned as an accessible, multidisciplinary research tool that would speed 

up the retneval of background material at the sîart of any monitoring program or research 

project in order to avoid costly duplication of data coliection activities. By using a simple 

PC platfonn the objective was to provide effective environmental data management tools 

to a wider range of user. By using CODIS before initiating a testing program, a user was 

expected to be able to identify data produced fiom p r d s t i n g ,  original research or 

testing. Suitable data would be located using the CODIS search features including the 

option of both textual and rnapbased searching. Output fiom C3DIS would hclude both 

the option of on-screen viewing of both maps and te* and detailed p ~ t e d  reports. A 

tint-the user approaching CODIS would expect to enwunter an intuitive system that 

used standard scrolling lists to identify data of interest. This user would be provided with 

sufiicient details nom the metadata ta determine if origiiüil data merited retrieval fkom 

their archiveà location, which was identifid through bibliographie data supptied in the 

included standard reports. 

CODIS was also envisioned as a tool for data cataloguers. In order to satisfy the needs of 

cataloguers, CODIS required tools to break down larger data sources into datasets and 

report the reliability of the data that made up those datasets. This involved developing a 

methodology to objectively appraise datasets and report the outcome of those appraids. 

Once created, such datasets had to be accurately and efficiently entered into the system. 

Unnecessaty duplication of effort had to be eliminated. By simplifying the input task 

cataloguers would be more Iücdy to use the system. This required eüminating as much 

textual input as possible and limiting typists to the use of previously prepared lists for 

input. This would reduce the number of keystrokes required to input data, which would 

subsequentiy decrease the possibility of input mors. Cataloguers needed tools to confïrm 

their input and custornize the process for their partidar needs. 



While providing usefùi tools for users and cataloguers, the prirnary goal of CODIS was to 

serve as a practicai platFom to test information management theories. CODIS was 

designed as a multidisciplinary index to prirnary datasets rather than an archive of raw 

data. It included metadata that spanned the scientific disciplines represented: chemistry, 

benthos, fish, marine mammais and ocean physics. The datasets incorporatecl into CODIS 

were d a t e d  with indicators of their reliability that would provide users with a measure 

of th& potentid utility. This methodology deveioped for appraising retiability had to be 

both robust and objective in order to be acceptable to the scientific comrnunity. The 

process of inputting metadata into CODIS had to be simple, accurate and M y  

documenteci. 

Data can vary tremendously in style and format. In order to be of fiture use, data must be 

organued (National Research CounciJ, 1995). Stnictu~g of data serves to standard& 

documentation while descn%ing aii pertinent aspects of data coliection (Stafford 1994). 

As such, stnicnire is an essential component of an archival database. Structure arises fiom 

applying wntroiied terms or vocabuiary to the data. The application of wntroiied 

language is a well accepted tool in database creation and is used primarily to b i t  the 

number of altanatives that need be searcheci in order to identify applicable data (AXYS, 

1994). As a simple example, ansider the use of the Chernid Abstract Service (CAS) 

registry nunber to identifjr chemical compounds. Due to the complexity of nomenclature 

in chernistry, a single chemical may be hown by a cornmon name, a vade name, and by a 

fonnal chernical structure. The CAS registry number insures that, regarclies of how the 

compound is named, a search of the CAS registry number will idente ali occurrences of 

that compound in their database. 



3 -2.1 Data b u t  Lists 

Data input into CODIS was carried out using previousiy prepared üsts caiied look-up lists. In 

order to input data a cataloguer was required to go a list and pi& an appropriate, pcBe>esting 

aitemative. AU the potentiai alteniatives for a piirticular field, mch as dieniid coataniinants, 

were stored in a fle (in this case d e d  'Chemical Co ntaminants"). Each con taminant had an 

associated number in the list In order to enter &ta, the code number was aaered in the 

appropriate field. This resukd in the appropriate contambmt appesring both in the file and in 

any sub~e~uent report. The raison for Ustig sudi lists for data inpd was to p m e  the 

relational databas structure, simplify &g, and to speod up the systan Lie every d e  

ofSthispro~sshaditsadvantagesanddisadvantages. Theadmntagesforthissystemwere 

thtee-fold: since data was input using Lists the typist requirrd a gnatly reduced nimber of 

keystrokes to enta data, n m d  input meant that if the typist slipped and entered a number 

not on the Est the compder would not accept the character thus avoiding mair/ m m ;  and 

using 100k-q üsts wah defined tanrs eliminated the use of u o W  es an input. In simüar 

utnloguhg efforts elsewhere the worâ "other" was an acoepted tam, and in some portions of 

the ADCAPIWESCAP catalogua approrDmateiy 300h of al1 the data was entered as "other" 

(Fyies et al., 1993a). The disadvantage of using previously preperrd lists in input was that 

More a dataset could be e n t d  in the dataset it had to appear on the list. Any value not on a 

lookup list at tirne of data aitiy d d  not be admitted to the system by the typist, 

The preparation of the lists for data input required the aeation of an overall data 

structure. Fonnulaîing this o v d  data structure is the initial task of any cataloguing 

activity that foiiows the approach used in CODIS. A aitical feahire of CODIS-Wçe 

systems was that aii disciphes covered should share a simiiar paraiiel structure. Each 

discipline had its own disciphe-specific data fields while shah8 ammon nondisciplinary 

system-level files with aiî other discipiines in the system. The parallel structure served as a 

template for data input and look-up list aeation and was both flaaiile and robust. The 

sharing of system-level fiies semd to decrease unnecessary duplication and improved the 

ability to handle rnultidiscipünary datasetS. Two types of l&p lists were needed to 



input data h to  CODIS: general shared Lists and discipbspecific lists. The general lists 

were shared by al1 disciplines while each discipline-specific list was unique to its own 

discipline. 

The need to develop an overall structure and look-up lists before data input placed the 

majonty of system design effort at the start of the cataloging process. In doing so it 

reaped rewards of decteased input time and inaeased quaiity of data that more than made 

up for the initiai investment. An initiai task in deve10ping CODIS was to translate the 

critical elements of the data source in question using a controlled vocabulary with fixed, 

unique definitions (West, Fyles and King, 1993). Structural qualifiers inciuded source, 

location (in the and space) and data specific elements such as species and collection 

method. The f o d  process that insured the one-tosne relationship between structure 

elements and the controUed vocabulary was rnaintained through detded protocols that 

defined th& relationship. AU metadata files were govemed by protocols. In some 

disciplines this involved grouping of measurernent techniques (thermocouples and 

themiorneters), or media (migratory fish, to include both saimon and bout). Controlling 

terms available for data input lirnited the number of altematives available, this reduced the 

need for experts to input the data. 

The creaîion of üsis for aitering data d e d  dedoping unique definitions for all temrp. 

Since aii these tenns were unique, MY search of these fdes using these terms would be 

"exactN. Ody the controUed terms could be used in an exact search so a user was 

guaranteed to get a result if one occumed in the file, and no result if the file tmly wntained 

no occurrence of the search term (West, Fyles and King, 1993). In contrast, searches of 

text strings (lists of characters) have a numk of potential disadvantages. Text string 

searches could be slower, case saisitive ("Basin" versus "Winm), and mi@ yield 

unwanted resuits ("catn would also find "categoryN). If the textual information was oniy 

loosely denned or incornpiete thai these searches dso ran the risk of k g  "inexact" and 

could miss OcCuTenus in the database. The distinction between "exact" and 'inexactn 

searches was a consequence of the metadata concept. Exact searches were those which 



dealt directly with the metadata while inexact searches foaissed on a p a  specific to a 

given data me. 

3.2.2 CODIS Structural Features 

The struchtring approach used in CODIS began by assembling data into datasets and was 

govemed by a set of d e s  and guidehes ( d e d  conventions hereafter)(Fyles et al., 

1993a). The entire list of these conventions was presented in Fyles et al. (1993a). The 

convention for collecting datasets required that the division of a large report into datasets 

strive to maintain the expectations of interna1 consistency of ihe original workers. It 

stated that this subdivision must also take into account some general realities. 

1) When subdividing a large report into simpler datasets one shouid strive to m a x h k  
the size of the datiwts. 
2) M e n  subdividing reports, the new datase& should be easy to derive h m  the 
original report. 
3) Datasas should bave d o m  quality tankings. A large daîaset d be fiagrnented 
to preseM quality *3" or "4" data togetha with "O" or "1" quaiity data in a separate 
subdivision. 

A criticai aspect of structure when dealing with multidisciplinary data was the process of 

identifjing the appropriate discipline to which the dataset belonged (Fyles et al., 1993a). 

Disciplines were a conceptual tool that provided system designers with abiiity to refine 

their work based on the understmdii limitations and reqwement of the spedc branch 

of science (discipline). In CODIS, disciphes shared a p a d d  data structure but had 

elements that were unique to the discipline. As an srample, individuais studying 

contaminant loads in soü amples might need a üst of contaminan& wMe marine biologists 

might need a taxonomie key of large marine mammals. The translation of text and ideas 

into code suitable for input into a system could vary in complexity depending on the 

discipline. 

The use of disciphes in system development provided advoatages for designers. One 

such advantage was that the existence of disciplines aîiowed for discipline-specific 



language, methodologies and techniques. This limited the requirements of input tools and 

meant that appropriate lists wdd be targeted for each discipline. Parallel data structures 

across disciphes aliowed for structureci, fomialized, discipline-specific protocols for the 

evduation of the reiiabiiity of the data (West, Fyles and King, 1993). The paralle1 

structure bnplicitiy recugnized that no two disciplines could be treated using the same 

protocols. A consequence of this division was that the same data source may have 

d i f fe~g levels of detail in different disciplines but ai l  the data would be accessible via 

either discipline. 

CODIS was a muitidisciplinary tool that could also effectively h d e  interdiscipllliary data 

(the dserence between the two is a ftndarnental one in nature). EnWonrnental research 

has both an interdisciplinary and a multidisciplinary chamder. This results in activities 

that can be both multidisciplinary and interdiscipüwy. Consider the publication of the 

cruise report for a science vessel. Over the course of the cruise, measurements rnight be 

taken of ocean currents and metal concentrations in ocean water. This research would be 

mdtidisciplinary, with the ocean aiment data being catalogued in one discipline (Ocean 

Physics) while the chernical data bang catalogued in another (0- Chemistry). nie 

structure developed for CODIS ensurd that the two datasets p m e ~ e d  that relationship 

through the shared fiie structure to be disnissed later. Interdisciplinary data involves data 

that crosses between disciplines or includes bdamental aspects of diering disciplines. 

Consider as an example a study detaihg the concentration of a chlorinated compound in 

benthic invertebntes and its effects on population. The cataloguer might classis. the 

dataset as belonging in the disciphe of benthic invertebrates; while a chemist might 

classify it as a chernical dataset involving benthic organisms. Both of these allocations are 

appropriate. The structure developed for CODIS IeA the docation of discipline under 

wntrol of the cataloguer. The procesp reüed on cataloguer judgement and not protocols, 

but catdoguing activity affected it. An effective multidisciplinary system would produce 

usefid metadata in both cases. How a dataset was initialiy classineci would not affect the 

eventual usefùlness of the derived metacha. 



Geographical data presented additional complications. Location may be variably defineci. 

A botanist may need to be able to find a single, endangered plant in a smail plot, while a 

marine biologist rnay only requue a general rnap quadrant in the ocean. Using multi-tiered 

location descriptions, data couid be associated within an appropriate level of reliability. 

Within CODIS, locations muid be aPsigned by exact latitude and longitude, by a named 

ma, or by a general location or region @des et al., 1993a). As an example, consider - 
Roberts Bank in the Strait of Georgia off Vancouver. Roberts Bank covers an area of 

severid square kilometers in the Georgia SCrait, at the mouth of the Fraser River. It can be 

located by Mme (Roberts Bank), by specific latitude and longitude (49" 123" W), by area 

(Fraser River Estuary md/or Georgia Strait) and by region (Fraser Basin and/or Strait of 

Georgia and Adjoining Waters). Areas and regions were not exclusive and as such 

locations me Roberts Bank cuuld be included Li more than one region or area. 

3 .Z.3 CODIS Software Structure Considerations 

The goal of the CODIS data architecture (detailcd in the CODIS data dictionary) was to 

elucidate a fhmework to support an interdisciplinary information system that could be 

used to bridge the gaps between disciplines. This could only be accomplished if al data 

types d d  be identifieci and dealt with in a simiiar manner. Given the recognition that a 

standardized data sûucture was needed, an effort was made to investigate the 

cornmonalties of the initial data groups in the systern (cherni-, physics, marine 

marmnals, maMe fish and physical oceanography) in order to identifil the ammon feanires 

to all disciplines. 'Ibe outcorne of this process is displayed in Figure 3.3. 

As a point of departun? it was ncognized that a data source, in order to be of use, m u t  be 

capable of bang dedbed by a bibliographie citation of some type (author, titîe, source of 

the informatim, and publication type). It was ah mqnmd that all data sounxs (except 

laboratory Wes, which not included in the CODIS database) have informafion about 

measurements at locations; the data are hhenxtly 'gewefefericed" . 



Figure 3.3 CODIS htqmmion of dataset componetlfs. 

Since gea-nferenœd data coîlectim must involve expenditure of tirne, eff~a, and 

r e sum,  CODIS assumed that thae was idormation about the project that gave rise to the 

data (staa and stop date, sponsor, and descnptim of the project). 

niere were furtha assumptions about the measuremerits and locations compents of the 

data sûwtm. Wiîh nsped to locaficm, a hierarchy of &aii was assumed. At die @est 

scale were q$m; foiiowed by name!d areas; and die pRcise Iatihide and longitude of 

sampling locafions. The main aSSumption at tbis stage was that regions were geographically 

defmd within CODIS, whiie a ~ a s  foliowed phce Mme usage. Areas could be subject to 

definition by extanal s~urces such as a standard m, while regions were larger and 

needed a controlled definition possibly unique to CODIS. 

The regions used in CODIS aroçe h m  the ADCAP/WESCAP process in which average 

was partly &W by this type of geographicai &finition. Not aii regions needed the same 

surface area: datadase regions amid be smaiier than data-1ean regions so that mughly the 

sarne amount of rneFadata would be assogated with each region. The defjnition of a region 

also nesded to accommodate conventid Pacepciolls of the name given to the region. 

niis led to some overlap at the boundaries of adjacent rêgims. Lmatiolls near such a 

boundarycaildbeassociatedwithhkrootmorefegiions. 



Discipline-speafic metadata had two componmts: location meCadata, a d  measurnent 

metadata. Even in a multi-discipline dataset, it was extremely unlikely that exactly the 

same measuIwnemt at location meradaia (sampling 1Ocafion, tirne, and de@) wodd be the 

same for aU measurements acn>ss the discipiines. Consequentiy, aii facets of the 

measurement p ~ o ~ s s  were handied on a discipline speafic basis. The CODIS software was 

expected to resynthegse the multidkipline daoiset from the discipline-spec& 

components stored îndividually. 

Figure 3.3 displays these minimum stnichiral requirements. Each dataset was expectd to 

have a start and stop date; a SpoIlsOr; and an overail description that applied to Uie dacaset as 

a whde. Of these, the rnost unique f- were the dates, and these w m  used as the 

stamag point in the process of detinllig new CODIS datasetS. 

Figure 3.4 dispiays how this themetical inkqretation was implemented in the CODIS 

system. The pivotal table in Figrin 3.4 is the Dataset Identification Table (DSJD) ,  which 

contained the datas!t-Speanc information. The regiom, areas, and bibliographie 

inforrnation tables were W to DS-ID via cross-ref- tables, which supported the 

many-bmany relationships in the data. The daraset to bibiiography CTOSS-reference table 

(DSIDXREF) also acmrnmodated the quired sortllig of bibliographie information by 

discipline. 

nie  programming task q u i r e d  that a unique identifier be used to assaaate datasa. In the 

ODE system this unique iden- was the Daîaset Identification number @S_ID). 

Cataloguas assigned the DS-il3 values which saved as a u n i v d  pointer that guaranteed 

Uiat information ielated to a dataset was always associated with that dataset. nie historicai 

ADCAP/WESCAP data had some dupiicare usage of DSJD, so uniqunes d d  not be 

assumed for this field. in CODIS 1.OM.O the DSJl  was supplanted by a unique identifier 

d e d  the UNIQUEUEID. In aii cases, the UNIQUE-ID was mmpanied by a DS-ID, and 

in 
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Figure 3.4 O v d  ûrganisation of Tables in CODIS 



some ciraimstances, the tm, d d  be used interch;uigeably. However, the UNIQUE-ID 

values were machine generated and could be guaranteed to be unique in all reMonships. 

The D S -  was useful for reporthg and pmvided the hkage to the therical &ta, so it 

was presedved. 

Assoaatad with each datasa wese globaliy d e W  metadata n i e  were brœd feahires of 

the metadata, which were used in différent combinations by a l i  datasets in CODIS. These 

included the list of disciplines, the list of regim, the iist of n d  areas, and the 

bibliography m p e n t  of CODIS. A hgie dataset may involve multiple disciplines 

typicaliy at a cummon set of locaîia (regions, areas), but the d t s  rnight have ken 

published on a disciplinepcific basis. Consequentiy, the bibliopphy neeûed to 

incorporate a discipline selection. Maintahhg a cornmon bibliographie component was 

judged to be more effective than trying ta maintain multiple discipline-specinc 

bibliographies. Whai a Rport was gemated the globally d e W  metadata would use the 

discipline selection to idai* which ~ f m  to include and in what order. T'hus, a 

chemisiry report that included prviously pubiished benthic observatons w d d  appear as 

the pr- xef- in a chemistry  port but as a sec-ondary reference when reporthg the 

benthic data. 

The hierarchy of measuriemerits was more cornplex. At the highest level were disciplines. 

These were d&ed amvmtidy with the un-g that some duplication rnust arise 

at discipline boundaries. Within a discipline were p u p s  of similar measurements callaci 

parameters, which divided ai i  the potentiai measuremerits into 812 large groups. In the 

chemishy disciplines these parameters were large p u p s  of chemicai wmpounds that 

shaffd chemicai chwmktics. Most life sciences disciplines had similar parameters basxi 

on cornmai critéria of diet or morphology and these d i f f d  h m  parameters in the 

physicaî sciences disciplines. Measuriemerits were made with respect to sorne organism or 

medium. In the life sciences disciphes, the taxonomie cîassifïcatkm of the organism was a 

aiticai elanait of the megdaQ In the physicai sciences, the cmmpamb1e element of 



metadata was the medium of the measurement. In al i  disciplines the method used to rnake 

the measurement and the daca a p n h i  iating weze included in the metadata. 

The lower part of Figure 3.4 implies the relatiOIlShip6 with the discipline-specific tables. 

nie figure uses two letter codes to qreserit disciplines. These shorkned codes were a 

requiremerit of disk operating software at the the, which ody allowed for table names of 

eight charadas or les. 'Ihe fidi list of codes was: CB, Continental Benthos; CC, 

Continental Chemistry; MF, Marine Fish; MM, hhrhe Mammals., MB, Miuhe Benthos; 

MP, Marine Planldon; OC, Oceui Chemistry; OP, Ocean PhyScs. In orâa to simpiify the 

discUSgon an additional caîe 0 is used in the nmainder of this work. XX is used in 

cases where di disciplines share a cornmon &le name. 

Each of the eight diçciplines had two key tabla linlUed to the DSJD tabie. One table 

QCX-ATG) amtained and directed r e l a t i d p s  to the discipline-Specinc measurement 

metadata. The otha played the same rde fol the discipline-specific locaîim metadata. The 

Iowa part of Figure 3.4 a h  implies that the eight disciplines in CODIS shared cornmon 

data stnichires. 'Zhe Merierices between the life scierices and physical scierices have been 

noted above. The extait of these dB- made directly m e 1  stnrcnires in ali 

disciplines impossible. Nonetheless, h r e  e&d basic gmilarities shared by ail 

disciplines. These cornmai features are iuustrated in Figure 3.5. 

AU disciplines had location metadata (cailed stations in CODIS) stored in a table named 

XX-STNS, and measurement metadata ( d e d  raîings UifOfmation) stored in table 

XX-RATG. The hey field in the XX-STNS file was a unique idmtifier for individual 

stations (XXSTNS-ID); the paraUel field in the XX-RATG file is the XXRATG-ID. 

These two kys supported the relationships of the discipline speclfic informafion to the 

UNIQUE-rn. 

nie 1OCatiais megdata was iarpdy amtained in the XX-STNS Table. The measuriement 

meladaîa was paaly contained in the IM-RATG Table, and parlly relatad to tables for the 
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Parameter 
<>O(-PARAM> t 

1 Measurement 1 
or Constituent 
<)O(_MEAS or t- 

Taxa or 
medium 

<XX TAXA or 
XX:MED> t 

i Measurement 
metadata 

<XX-RATG> 

Location 
metadata 
<XXSTN> 

1 Measurement to 1 1 
location 

cross-reference 
<XXRATXLC> 

Measurement 
notes 

<XX""N> 

Figure 3.5 Organisation of Disnplbpdïc  Tables in CODIS. 

Location note 
XX-LOCN 

discipline, parameter, measuremait or constituait, taxa or medium, and method. These 

cornprised the megdati for the da&et, and were the basis for the searches CODIS 



supported. niere were severai additional tables associated with the locations and 

rneasuremerit rnefadaîa tables that provided additionai informafion, wIiich owld be reported. 

These additional items were stod in 'notes" tables. The notes tables were interidexi for 

reporthg but d d  be subjected to text seardies if required. 

Discipline speafic tables mm supporteci the relationship between individuai 

measwemerits and individual locations (measuriemerit+1ocation relationship). These 

lidœd oreor-more mique measurements (XXRATGJD) to one-or-more unique stations 

(XXSTN-ID). In certain disciplines, some hisbrical data had this informaîion embedded 

into the measurement metadata (Cbean Physics), some had it explicitly repre~ented (Bathos 

and Planldon), and some ignured it mtirely. A simiiar situation existed for the meihod 

metadaoi tables in a l i  disciplines. Histonically, some aidogisers aüempted to systemaike 

Uiis aspect of the meiadata, while O- tegardcd it as ai ly informafion to report, a h  to 

the notes tables. The CODIS shuaun quiried Uiat this should be mtn,Ued metadata, and 

incorporatexi it, even whm the availat,le infirmation was p r i y  s y s k m t i d .  

In order to mate the CODIS tables it became necessary to reconstNct the original ODIS 

data fles. This acfjvity consisteci of taking the original files and manuaiiy translating them 

for use by the new data system. This procesq wMe time coIlSuming, was especiaily usefiil 

for mode1 development as it highiighted a number of signifiant data problems that had to 

be faced in order to mate a fundonal multidiscipllliary information system. The 

following sections disaiss some of the problems, discovered through this and an eariier 

process, and considem them in light of the o v e d  goal of designing an effeaive tool for 

environmental information management. 

3.2.4 Data Structure Development 

The most sipnincant issue fàced by the chemhy cataloguers was the development of a 

wmplae constituents kt. A codnient was a CODIS temi fa a chernical compound, 



As a starhg point, th= existed a constituent file h m  die PC-ODIS Ocean Chemistry 

discipline. This list was derived fiom a data dump of ail the chernical nles included in the 

system It was essentiaiiy u~lsfrtlctured and was related to a parameter fiie which broke 

the compounds d o m  into nim parameters, these being: 

1) Hydrocarbons; 
2) o l ' g a l l ~ ~ h t ~ ~ e ~ ;  
3) Metals; 
4) Pigments; 
5 )  N-, P-, Si-based Nutrients; 
6) Dissolved gases; 
7) isotopes and Isotopic Ratios; 
8) C-H-N-P; and 
9) Mer (Wainwright, 1991). 

Whiie each parameter list contauied some compounds, 30.h of the overall list was held in 

the "Other" category. Given the lack of structure in the list and the existence of the 

"othd' both as a category and a constituent, there were numaous dupiicates and the 

system was essentiaily unusable for the input of new datasets. 

Each constituent was subsq\~ntly examineci and uniquely reîaîed to the CODIS parameters. 

Each &tuent was ulthatdy &nned by its Chernical Absüact Service (CAS) registry 

number @ure compounds or deW mixtures) or by a prococo1 definition where no CAS 

Rgistry number cwld be found. Compounds having a variety of common names, 

synonyms, aaaiyrns or ûa& names were wmbined unda a Sngle OOIIStiaient Mme. In 

order to Smplify the pmœss, an additional level of division was incorporated into the 

pro ces^ (the pammter gmup), which wîll be d i s c d  in more daail later. The new 

CODIS definitions for parameter and parameter group were: 

Pprpmaer A CODIS tenn for large groups of chernical constituents. The 
parameters remgnbd by CODIS are: "Hydrocarbais", "Chlorinated organic 
cornpoimds', 'Inorganic", 'Natural Plroducts', 'N,P, and Si nutrimtsn, 'Gases", 
"Isaopes and isotop ratios', 'C,H,N,O,P,S and X compamds', and "Roperîies" . 

by CODIS when ncc*rprry to dmde the tdaî iist of amstihients into manageable 



pups  ushg dehitions based on stmctud or functionai similarities (Fyles et al., 
l%&). 

The paramaers and their associated groups are presented in Table 3.1. Each of these 

parameter groups and constituents was strictly dehed in Fyles et al. (1993a). 

The constituent list was one of the eariy products of this research program. It underwent 

scnitiny at the University of Victoria and was then reviewed and expanded by researchers 

at the Federal Departmats of the Environment and Fisheries as weil as the provincial 

Ministry of Environment. A revised version of the list was subsequently presented for 

review at a workshop held at the Institute of Ocean Sciences in Sidney B.C. of May 1& 

20', 1993. The airn of the workshop was to develop protocols for a new National 

Contamînants Information System (NCIS). It was attended by 18 DFO, Environment 

Canada and private sector experts fkom mas Canada At the workshop several dzerent 

models were presented for categorizing chernical constituents these included the CODIS 

scheme as wel as the ADCAP/WESCAP system mentioned previously and two additional 

systems: The Environment Canada-ENViRODAT scheme and the Puget Sound Ambient 

Monito~g  Program PSAMP file (Blyth, Thomas and Gormican, 1993). Mer a 

discussion the Workshop chose to use the CODIS list. 

The systemization process used to mate the constituent list was subsequently c;Uned out 

for the list of media. While the constituents Est had an obvious pre-existing structure, no 

obvious structure existed for potentid media in which an organic contaminant might be 

found. The creation of this lis& thdore, was C8Tfied out in an d h o c  manm. A list was 

made of the most cornmon media in *ch orgaaic contaminants were masured. As new 

data were collected for the database, new categones were identified, ~mprehensively 

defined, and if necessacy, added to the kt. The outcome of this process was a 

comprehensive media tist. 

When CODIS was expanded to aeate a Continental Benthos discipline a number of data 

issues had to be addressed, The ODIS Marine Benthos data stnicture was unworkable. 



Table 3.1 Chernical Parameîers and Groups in CODIS 1.0 

N,P and Si Nutnents 1 N,P and Si Nutrimts 

I=topes 

C,H,N,O,P,S and X Compunds 

rsatopes 

Pheiiolic Compauids 

Phthalates 

- Herbicides and Fungicides 

Anti-!hptah 

C,H,N,O,P,S and X Cornpounds 

m=- 



It included a number of files which were intended to serve as a cross-referenas between 

records (Wainwright, 1991). The existence of these files made the ODIS look-up lists 

unsalvageable for use in the creation of the CODIS Continental Benthos catalogue. As a 

remit, the Continental Benthos catdoguers were required to aeate look-up lists in an ad 

hoc manner. 

A serious dficulty arose in the development of the pararneter-meamernent relationships. 

In CODIS 1.0, aii parameter-constituent (the quivalent relationship in chernistry) 

relationships were stridy defined. This requirernent was a hallmark of the CODIS 

approach. This strict control was missing in the benthic discipline and resulted in 

âiflidties in deteminhg why a meastuernent was associated with one parameter and not 

another. As an s~amplê, the meawuement "density and identification" was associated with 

the parameter "density" while "identification and enurneration" was associatecl with 

"identification". Moreover, some datasets included "density", "enurneration" and 

"identification" as three separate measuements (Fyies and King, 1994). An examination 

of the original âaia appeared to indiate that the Merence involved the assuciation of data 

with a specific location, versus composite station infotmation (Fyles and King, 1994). 

This depth of insight wodd not be available to the first-time or naïve user and would pose 

senous problems for users interested in identification information, as several parameters 

are involved (Fyles and mg, 1994). 

Another issue arose in the creation of note fields. As mentioned previously, CODIS used 

note tables in order to provide wmrnentary regarding specific datasets. The ODIS note 

nles were unstructurexi which resulted in huge üsts that included entries that varieci in 

length âom one or two char8cters up to 762 characters (the maximum note-tile length in 

the ODIS database). This variety in sizes made the creation of standardized reports 

difticuit. Large note fields also detncted âom the quaüty of the data holdings as 

cataioguers occasiondy chose to include information in a comrnentary rather than 

including it in the appropriate fields in the datsbase. In the CODXS approach, note fields 



were contained in look-up lists that could only be added by the data manager and not by 

individual cataloguers. This use of look-up lists sharply decreased the fieedom of 

expression in the note fields. 

3.2.5 Data Structure Analvsis 

An important issue in developing look-up lists for input into a data system was the 

"coarseness" of the groupings used. Coarseness has a profound effect on the usefulness 

and user-fiiendliness of a system Users who carry out unsuccessful searches become 

d i d d  with the system, whiie users who receive multiple, uselas, "hits" become 

fiustrated. Both problems decrease the likehood that the user will use the systern again. 

Cataloguers, on the other hanci, want clear divisions for cataioguing and resent systems 

that require unnecessary, tirneallsuming, scrobg when inputting data. Both groups 

ment non-intuitive groupings and structuring systems that "lose" their data. 

The aim in developing CODIS was to structure the data in intuitive groupings of s d a r  

data-density. As an example, consider the breakdown of the major locations (called 

regions). As rnentioned previousfy in the discussion on locations, not ail regions were 

alike. In British Columbia there exist a number of distinct geographic regions that are weii 

recognized by most researchers. In addition, much more work on organic contaminants 

had been C8Cned out in the population rich southwestern corner of the province (the lower 

Fraser River are-) than in the much l es  densely populated centrai portion of the province. 

CODIS acknowledged these two considerations by breaking the data-rich southeni areas 

into a number of srnaller datadense regions while retaining the geographic integrity of the 

larger data-poor regions. The outwme of this process is illustrated in Table 3.2. 

Whiie the data-density was by no means even, it was broken down in a m e r  that was 

intuitive for the user. Greater balance was evident in the distribution of the chernical 



parameters and constituents. Table 3.3 indicates the distnfution of the Fraser Bash 

organic chemistry by parameter. 

Table 3.2 CODIS 1.0 Dataset Density by Region 

1 Middle Fraser River 1 73 
Upper Fraser River 27 

Thomp~m Sub-BaSn 62 

Nechako SubBaSn 19 

Ta bit 3.3 Fraser Basin Datasets by Parameter 

Parameter 1 NumberofDatasets 

The entries under the Inorganic parameter refer to orpic carbon and total organic 

carbon. Both these constituents wae ploced in the Inorganic parameter to place them in 

proximity to total carbon, total inorganic carbon, graphite, and the otha elemental fonns. 

The entries under the Properties parameter reflect a single constituent (volatile residue) 

that did not fit in any of the 0th- groupings. 

C,H,N,O,P,s and X Compounds 293 



A diilkulty arose, however, when it came to enterhg constituents into the system. The 

original cunstituents list in CODIS was very long (containing 812 constihrents) as were 

some of the parameter iists (Chlorinaîed Organic Compounds had 176 constituents). This 

made data input fhstrating as cataioguers were forced to scroU through pages of 

constituents in order to track down the appropriate one. As a result, it was necessary to 

create a sub-grouping called a "parameter group" which was used for input and is 

presented in Table 3.1. WMe the d i i d t y  with data coatseness in the constituent list was 

recognized eariy in the data input stage, the same was not so for the media list. Table 3.4 

displays the density of datasets in CODIS 1.0 by medium. It indiates a potential problem 

with the protocois for media. Although each medium had a precise definition, it is obvious 

that there were too rnany choices of media for fish. As a result, users of CODIS had to be 

cautioned to use a broad search of several related fish media together in order to ensure 

that they did not miss interesthg data. 

In summary, coarseness of data groupings is an issue for any process that assembles data. 

If the data screens are too large then groups become ovefled and searches become 

impractical as was the case with the constituents list. Too fine a screen results in 

underpopulated fields as was seen in the media üst. Expenence creating CODIS 

demo~~~trated that of the two choices the d e r  screen was preferable. It was 

significantly easier to lump together several s d e r  groups than it was to break a larger 

group into smaiîer substituents. In the case of the media list, it wodd be relatively simple 

to assemble the 14 fish tissue sub-groups into three or four larger groupings. The act of 

breaking d o m  the constituents list, however? was both time-consurning and di86cult. 

The understanding developed in CODIS on data stnictu~g served to improve subsequent 

systems. The DFO-NCIS workshop disaisseci later, benefited fiom the lessons learned in 

the development of the CODIS media list. As a result, a carefidiy excised media list was 

created for use in NCIS. 



Tabk 3.4 Fraser Basin Datasets by Medium 

Medium 1 # 1 Medium 1 # 

1 132 1 Fish 

~stuarine water 120 l ~ i - M U S &  I S  
Sea Water 1 14 1 Fi-Liver 

Waste Wates 

Weli Water 

Liquid 

Dredged Sedimats 

Subtidal Sediments 

Soil 

6û 

158 

3 

1 

1 

4 

MigratoryFish 

Migratory Fish-Muscle 

Migntory Fish-Liver 

10 

6 

6 

Semi-MigratoryFish-Tissue 

Non-Migratory Fi 

Non-Migratory Fi-Muscle 

1 

8 

3 



3.2.6 Initial QuaIity Assurance/Ou Cuntrol of CODIS Continental Chemistry Files 

The goai of the Quaiity Asswance/Quaiity Control (QAIQC) program in CODIS was to ensure 

that the data was both corn- abstmcteû h m  the onguial swce and that data entry was 

conect. nie key question was - how awirately did the CODIS genetafed report refiect the 

original data source'? AcaYinilaton of mors d d  ocair throughout the process: during 

transcription h m  the data sources to the standardind f o m  used for input, during data quaIity 

appraid and decisions about divisions of data sources into unique datase@ as well as during 

entry* 

Once the Fraser Basin data was completeiy artered, it was possible to explore the mors 

incorporated in the CODIS files. This imolvtd three steps: 

1) selection of a random subsd of the DS-ID file and g d o n  of dataset ID, ratine 
and station reports for each of the dected dataset IDs. 
2) field-by-field cornparison of the information in the CODIS reports with the 
informaiion in the oiginal data source documentation, and with the idionnafion on the 
standanlizcd fonns used for data input. 
3) tabJarion ofthe emxs daeded using a standard method to munt the mors. 

The first step in the QNQC process was the random choice of twenty datasets. These 

datasets were chosen by ranking ail 578 datasets plus subsets in increasing 

numeriCavalphabaical order and then ushg a standard pseudo-random number generator 

(QBasic, default seed) to choose twenty random numbers between 1 and 578. A fûrther 

20 da- IDs were idaitified for subse~uent use at a later stage using the next 20 

numbers generated. 

Emon were deteded by cornparison of the original data source to the p ~ t e d  report, using 

a field-by-Md eomparison, as weli as a fidl analysis of the standardized data entry forms. 

This step also checked the data quality appraisal step and the division of the data source 

into datasets. Enors were assigned to various categories dependhg on which type of 

fields in the finai report were a8Fected by the mot ,  and the total number of fields in the 



report affected by the enor. The main categories were report header, ratings fields, 

station fields, and data produa fields. The foliowhg division was used: 

Report header fields = 9: 
Start date, Stop date, dataset ID, Interon chiaset ID, system manager note, 
CONT-CHEM fiag, reference de, statu of doaimerd, coiledon area 

Ratine fields = 17: 
o v d  quaüty rat* medium samp14 parameter, constihierit, # of stations, # of 
samples, five quality ratirigs and five conm>ans, remdcs 

Data product fields = 7: 
Unas of measmement, detection ümR, number of sarnples > detection limit, minimum, 
maximum, mean, median 

Station and QwkMap fields = 17: 
station kq: station ID, station code, start date at station, stop date at station, rem& 
swipling depth, maximum depth, sampling hime, nimba of samples at station, latitude, 
longitude, QM data type, QM symbol de, QM symbol cdour, QM syiibol thicloiess, 
label 

Total fields: 50 
Six fields were «>mrnonly not used (mean, median, station code, sample depth, 
maximum depth, sampling the) and three other fidds Usuany tmk d a t  d u e s  (QM 
data type, QM symbol thiclaiess, QM symbol colour) 

One factor that greatly aided the QC process was the relationship of typist to dataset 

provided by the Unique Identifier function. This dowed two systematic erron particular 

to typists and document types to be uncovered. In the first twenty reports, the most 

cornmon error was c l d y  linked to one of the typists and a partjcular report type. On 

mher review, it was discovereû that whenever that padcular typist came across a 

constituent not mently on the constituent üst that typist would simply omit to include 

that constituent and aii its line items. Once noted, this problem was eady solved by 

identifjing ail the datasets enter4 by that individual and confinning the numbers of line 

items in each dataset with reference to the original data entiy fonns. The result was that 

ail furiher omissions of that type were eliminateâ fiom the file as a whole. A su- of 

the error classification is presented in Table 3.5 



Tabk 3.5 Classincation of Emts in the Con- Chamstiy Catalogue 

Emr type hhcimmnumberof Eamr assignecl to. 
affeded fields 

1 Typo in a tact field 

Typo in a d e  field 1 Fieid as defined above 

Typo or omission in a data field Varies: countEd on the Data 
ratings report 

Error m compilaton or data 

The second systematic enor was the resuh of a misunderstanding by one typist, in a set of 

138 datasets. In this group there was a systernatic technique used to indicate the 

0cc;uffence of a test where no pesticides were detected. This resulted in one rnisnamed 

constituent in the dataset that was repeated 138 times. This systematic error was 

identifid in the first QNQC step and once identified, was comected. 

This first QA/QC step did not eüminate al1 the mors, but the number of rernaining errors 

was s d .  A second group of nineteen DS-JDs was examinad to Mprove the sampiing 

statistics. Whiie the statistical siBRificance of 39 datasets fiom a population of 576 

appeared to be adequate, the number of fields checked was inadquate. In this case, whde 

6.77% of the datasets had been checked only 4.2% of the fields in the CC-RAT.DBF [the 

ratings files were stored in Dbase IV format] fde had beai checked. Whilst the average 

dataset had about 8 line enaies in the CC-RAT.DBF file, there was a small group of much 

larger daîasets that had not been property sampled by the random se ldon process used. 

Clearly, there were a few big "nuggets in the sand" of smalla datasetS. A p u p  of the 25 

largest datasds had an average of42 consthuedmedium lines and contained 22% ofthe ratllig 

fields in the CCJAT.DBF file. Ushg a d o m  nurnber generator, 3 of the largest 25 



datasets were idenfified and checked as previody, and the cumbined 42 datasets were then 

uslôd to determine the overall enor rate. 

The overall error rate in the Fraser River Continental Chemisüy files was estirnated to be 

about 1.3%. The overaii figure masks the vew low error rates in the stations and header 

fields (O and 0.03% respectively). The most signifiant error was a ratings error for the 

precision of a particular shidy (4 assigneci in place of 2), but this had no consequence for 

the o v d  rating (2 due to undocumented sarnpling and storage). This was a single error 

at the enûy form stage, but it was replicated 3 1 times for the 3 1 constituedmedium lines 

in the CC-.T.DBF file. 

ûther abundant mors were omissions of means reported in the original data source, and 

to a lesser degree the omission or confusion of the maximum detected. These, and the 

remaining data product mors, were relatively unimportant, as they did not influence the 

quality of the metadata. Confusion over which constituent code to use might have been an 

histoncal resuit of the evolution of the constituent codes list as the cataloguing was 

proceeâing. 

The total numôer of metadata errors d i r d y  attributabte to the cataloguing task was only 

5 in an estimatecl total of severai thousand cataioguing decisions. No erron were dnected 

in station location information, no errors having to do with incorrect medium or parameter 

were detected, and no mon relating to o v d  &ta quality were deteded. Thus, a user 

of CODIS Continental Chemistry would be certain to locate the information sought, but 

would run a nsk of error of about 1-2% in using the sunimary data provideci on the 

CODIS report in place of the data of the original data source. 



3.2.7 Initial Error Analvsis of the CODIS Continental Benthos Files 

There were 168 DSJDs assigned to the Continental Benthos catalogue. Using the same 

technique as descn i  above a set of 18 was selected for analysis. An examination of the 

overd fle structure indicated that unüke the Continental Chemistry catalogue, in the 

Continental Benthos catalogue no datasets involved more than 18 dament measurements 

(2.4% of the CB-RATG file). While many dataseta involved large number of taxa, the 18 

DS-IDs showed averages that were comparable to the global averages of the overail data 

aes. 

Each DS - ID was in tum viewed using the 'View Datasetsn hction. There were six 

types of entry positions for the data entry tasks: 

1) Dataset Identification 8 fields 
2) Regions 1 or more fields 
3) References 1 or more fields 
4) Locations 13 fields plus 15 QUIKMap fields per station 
5 )  Ratings 10 fields per measurement per assignecl station 
eV= 1 field p a  w o n  per assigneci station 

The QUïKMap fields were set by the program to default values. Once the program had 

assigned a DSJD, the relationships with ail the other forms were maintained. Thus, 

mixing between DS-IDs in principle could not occur (and in faa none were detected in 

the Benthos catalogue). The data structure permitted measurernents to be "assigned" to 

station locations rather than at the firU dataset level. This provided added detail at the 

station level. Moreover, the taxa could be migned to each measurement, allowing the 

taxa at a station to be uniquely hown to the user. This complicated the QAfQC analysis 

as the number of fields was determitleci by the data, not by the file structures. The entry 

foms for each of the datasets selected were viewed in him: accounting for ail the assigned 

stations and taxa, a total of 2 17 forms were examined, and campared with the prirnary 

documents and the rating information provided by the appraisas. Table 3.6 summarizes 

the outwme of the process. 



Table 3.6 QNQC results for Continental Benthos data 

Field Name 

Identification 

In addition to the erron in Table 3.6, there were a number of systernatic issues that might 

be considerad as mon. For example: rnany of the priiriary documents included depth of 

sampling, but the appropriate location field was Whially never used. Clearly, the 

cataloguers decideci to ignore this type of Uifodon. SiMlarly, the vast majority of 

ratings fonns examined did not have a "me8sutemmt method" assigned. In many cases 

the mesurement was obvious ftom the nature of the study, but a default method might 

have been assigned in these cases. Both of these systernatic errors are ignored in the 

anaiysis. 

Regions 

References 

Locations 

Ratings 

Taxa 

Of the 3015 fields plus taxa examined, ody 12 errors were detected for an overall error 

rate of 0.39.h. There were no enon detecteâ in taxa, even though the data entry of 

taxonomie idonnation was very tedious. The anxs in the rstlligs fields were ail of the 

same type - the wrong parameter was assigned to the field measurement. This was a 

result of the copy-append finidion of the data atry process. in p ~ c i p i e ,  this error could 

be avoided using software, as the a s s i g ~ ~ n t  ofmeasurement to a parameter was strictly 

controlied. Coh~equently, this field could be automatidy generated. The remahhg 

errors dealt with rnissing information type and were probably the result of legitimate entry 

mistakes. 

Errors 

5 

1 

I 

1 

4 

O 

Number of Fields 
Examined 
180 

A 

Percentage of erron 

2.8% 

26 

18 

572 

780 

1529 

3.85% 

5.5% 

0.17% 

0.5 1% 

O 



As with the Continentai Chemistry data, this error analysis indicated the gteat strength of 

using cuntroUed iists for data entry. The highest error rates were in "note" fields where 

the data entry person had to type directiy into a field. The low error rates were associated 

with rigidly fied protods. 

3.2.8 Cornpanson of Error Rates with ûther Systems 

The previous sections have detailed the approach taken to structuring &ta in CODIS. 

They have demonstrated that the approach could be applied to a fiindonal system. What 

remained unanswered, however, was whether this new approach added value beyond 

conventional databases. The results of the case study indicated that the approach to 

stnrctwing data used in CODIS improved on traditional systems in a number of areas. 

The disaission below details these improvements. Concrete examples are provided of 

how the approach Mproved on aspects of comparable systems. The most compelhg 

proof; however, lay in the bict that given several competing data structwing 

methodologks presented for their new NCIS system, the DFO experts chose the approach 

used in CODIS. 

The use of look-up lists produced significant inaeases in input speed over comparable text 

fields. Since data cataloguers entered code nurnbers in lieu of text fields the number of 

keystrokes needed to input each individuaî dataset was greatly decreased. A single, two- 

keystroke input replaeed enterhg a 250-character reference. Smce this reference had to 

be keyed into the look-up list to be& the benefits of this system were primarily seen 

when a number of datasets shared a cornmon set of references. In the CODIS Continental 

Chemistry file, one reference was associated with 138 datasets while the rnajority of 

datasets had shared references. Data input using look-up Iists increased the input speed 

but had an even more signifiant e f f i  on input quality since the system exasperated 

erron. When an incomect code was input for a measurernent, an entirely dinerent 



measurement (associated with the actuai code punched in) wouid be displayed on the 

screen. This evident enor could be quickiy identified and corrected. 

Compare the system used in CODIS with aitemative systerns used dsewhere. In the 

Forest Science Data Bank (FSDB), developed for the Qualitative Sciences Group of the 

University of Oregon, data quality control was ensured through duai entry. with data being 

entered twice by different key operators (StafEord, 1993). Mismatches between the two 

entries were flagged and the original fields checked for accuracy (Stafford, 1993). Once 

the data were entered, a program c o m p d  the data elements to the formats in the 

metadata control file. niere was no estimate aven for transaiption error fiom documents 

as that was the responsibiity of the researchers who provided the data (Stafford, 1993). 

Clay (1997) estjmated that every t h e  data are transcribed for information storage, up to 

5% errors are introduced. Another methodology suggested to iimit errors in a data system 

was used by the Louisiana Department of Environmentai Quality, ClBice of Water 

Resources in theu Water Quaiity Network (WQN) (Hindrichs, 1998). In WQN, data was 

entered daily. At the end of the month ali the data were printed out and manudiy checked 

against each station's fieldnab sheet to identify and correct mon (Hhdrichs, 1998). Any 

errors were then refemd to an Environmental Quality Spe'alist for cross-checking and 

correction (Hindrichs, 1998). Users of CODIS avoided these time consuming tasks. Tn 

neither system presented, was an o v e d  error rate provided with the documentation. The 

implication was that the fina error rate was zero. 

By reducing the n u m k  of keystrokes required for data entry and eliwnating the need for 

dupiicate entry procedures, the approach used in CODIS i n c r d  data input speed and 

acairacy when compareci to simjlar systems in use in otha jurisdictions. The reporting of 

overail &ta reiiability in the system by CODIS appears to be a unique feature of this 

system. Whiie othas systems cany out very detaited QA/QC oftheir data, the author was 

unable to find any reporteci reliabüity figuns for data in these or any simila, systems. 



3.2.9 Anaiysis of Overd Data Structure in CODIS 

The anaiyses of the individual disciplines in CODIS estabiished the effectiveness of the 

stniduring task for the purpose of cataloguing. Through the input of chernical and 

biological datasets it was been dernonstrated that the structure could effdvely handle 

discipiine-specinc, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary data and that aii three types of 

datasets could be entered into the system and produced usefid metadata. Once the system 

was shown to be effective for cataloguing, the next task was to demonstrate that the 

CODIS data structure effectively hcilitated the task of searching for appropriate datasets. 

This process could be &ed out througb dir- testing of CODIS and through h a 1  

experiments. These experiments consisted of considering theoretical and reai experiments 

d e d  out in environmental matrices in orda to determine how effectiveiy the CODIS 

structure could ident* the data required by these projects. 

The first vimial test involved a scenario based on the current data holdings in CODIS. In 

that case the question posed considered an analysis of the interaction of dilorinated organic 

CO ntanmuiats in water and sediment with benthic organisms. Bieammulation, and deds on 

benthic popdations was estabfished in the 1970s h m  o b s ~ o n s  at a variety of locations 

(Foehrenbach, 1971; hike, 1970; T- 1982). A researcher d c h g  to cany out direct 

research in this field would be looking for datas& hvolving both orpic  and 

bathic measurements. A A in the CODIS Benthos d o p e  revealed that only two 

datasets involved conamnt measuranents of organic contaminants and berithic 

rnmenients: a w e y  report h m  1972/73 (Albright, 1975), and a monitoring report fiom 

1989 (Swain, 1989). These reports would be the ody publications available h m  a tracütiod 

search of the literature. 

Using the structure elements developed for CODIS, additiod datesets d d  be identifid 

The muitidiscipiinary ~iture of the CODIS sûucbre aiiows a usa to search for concurmt 

datas%, datasets containing either M c  or chernical data in dose proxhity to each other. 

Such a search muhed in the identification of 133 d o n  l d o n s  derived h m  53 d&asets 



f?om the Chanistry dogue ,  which conta id  sedimat and water levels of organochiorines. 

A W -ch of the Bentlnc catalogue identifieci 25 benthos Qtasets covering 41 direct 

station locations. A station-by-station inspedion of the benthos stations for chemistry stations 

in close pro* (< 1 km), and close in time (< 2 years), reveaied 31 of the 41 benthos 

stations d d  be supported by the dieniistry data The overlaps were distri'buted widely over 

the map ma, and oaAirrrd in roughly 5-yeady iniavals (1972, 1977, 1983184, 1989). Thus, 

using traditionai research methodg M a e n t  data would be available to investigate the 

problem but h g h  the use of metadata signifidy more information could be uncovered. 

This example iuustrates the potaibia dme$data to use an imperfa and hgnmted historical 

remrd to pmvide a composite, muttidiscipimary picaire. Cleady, if organisms were not 

anaiyzed in the past, no amount of modem manipulation could create data nius, the data to 

acaMne ôi-on was simpiy not a v a l e  apart fiom the two datasets with 

co~xureas M c  anci chemistqr data. Howevet, the analygs of the metadata suggested that 

the historica data would support an adysk of ecosystem &eds on benthic speciation, 

population, and commun@ sb~cture in the Fraser Basin estuary. The primary data stül needed 

to be adpd in detaii, using statidcal tools appropriate for the âivgsty of the data 

qresaited, but the metadata greaiiy fiditated this task The example i d d e d  the Speanc 

locafions to be pooled, and aisured that the primary data would support the trend-analysis 

required. The metadata also provided bibliopphic derences. Altemative searches of the 

metadato would provide even greriter rdhmat, sYdi as poolhg by a specific meamernent 

type, by a specific group of &es, or withn resfricted time intervals. 

Another method of deteminhg whether the CODIS data structure couid accommodate 

environmental data was Camed out by acamllllng how the structure handled published 

reports over a much broader range of science than was seen in the CODIS data. 

Consequently, a test was conceived that involved taking articles fiom the scientific 

literature and determinhg whether the CODIS data structure could satis@ their basic 

information needs. In this test men issues of the journal EcoIogy (1998-1999) were 

obtained. Each issue containeci between 24 and 30 individual articles. With the first issue 



the initial ten articles were chosen and tested, in the following six issues three of the first 

ten articles were randomly chosen resulting in a total of 28 test articles. 

The test wnsisted of examinllig each article and identifjing the parameter, measurement, 

taxa and other relevant metdata elements. This information was then compared to the 

data structure to determine if any critical metadata was king excluded or missed. The 

aim of the test was to determine whether the data structure of CODIS would be able to 

ident* any appropriate preliminary data in the Iiterature. The outcorne of this experiment 

was the determination that in each case the structure could effdvely identify useful pre- 

exiting data. In order to cany out these tests a number of assumptions had to be made. 

Several of the articles included data fiom disciplines not cuffently covered in CODIS. A 

test was considerd successfiii if the information content of a paper could be transferable 

to the genaal structure of CODIS, assuming appropriate new disciplines were completed. 

As an example, consider Harrison's (1999) paper on the local divefsity of herbs in a 

patchy landscape. In order to be included in CODIS this paper would require the creation 

of a new discipline "Botany". This new discipline would require a taon list that included 

the 50+ species of herbs noted in the paper. It would require the aeation of a parameter 

cded 4cdiversity" with a number of specific measurements inchidmg "diversity on 

patches", "diversity on continuous areas", "diversity and suil calcium", and "diversity at 

elevation". 

Of particular interest to users of CODIS was a tool developed for the fist test: the 

proximity search. A proximity search is a direct search of metadata and involves 

identifjing whether two or more acfnrities were carried out within a given area of tirne 

ancilor space. This can be done because the metadata includes ranges of times and 

locations. Thus, a proximity search bas the potential to identify where siwcant ovedaps 

exist in time and space between usefid datas&. This feature is seen in many other non- 

metadata systems but the nature of metadata systems (being wmprehensive in tirne and 

space) accentuate the advantages provided. The ability to cany out proximity searches 

provides a powerhil tool for the anaiysis of enviromnentai variables partiailady when data 



is associated with accurate location Uiformation, as in advanced GIS systems. In 

surnrnary, the CODIS structure provided direct for direct searches of the literature and in 

addition aiiowed for seconbry searches based on proximity in t h e  and space. 

33  Decision T m  for Data Rdhbility Appriiul 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Data quality is a central issue for dl users of data, irrespective of their individual goals. 

Data q d t y  has a direct and controihg infiuence on the confidence level of conclusions 

drawn fiom the data and on the kinds of questions that cm be appropriately posed. Data 

quality assessrnent is an area of cuntinuing research. In environmental chemistry, data 

quality assessrnent is widely disaissed in the wntext of quaiity assurance/quality control 

(QNQC; see Mesley et al., 199 1, for a review) and traditionally, the focus has been on 

QNQC of analyticai laboratory techniques. Some remt worlc has expandeci this to 

include the entire process of sainpüng, storage, analysis, and data dissemination (Clark and 

Whitfield 1993). With respect to wmplete datasets, the traditional mode of quality 

assurance in the chemicd field has been the use of peer review. Peer review is a system of 

decision-making by referees, editors, and research program directors in evaluating the 

quality of scientific research (Cicchetti, 1991). Hodgson (1997) notes that peer review is 

"so much part of the fabric of scholady inquiry that it is often taken for granted". 

Moreover, peer review is a time coosurning task. In the context of the Fraser Basin and 

the tremendous arnount of data being collected for inclusion, the likeiihood of identifLing a 

sufficient number of reviewers was virtudy nil. Even assurning peer review was an 

option, the appraisal of data quaiîty iden personal judgment, preswnabiy by an expert. 

This has the potential to be imprecise and subjective. What was required for this system 

was a method to encourage objdvity and easw confidence in the assessments through a 

transparent, objective process. As Coniford a ai. (1982) noted: the data quality appraisal 

process repuires welldescribed protocols for the analysis of primary data. 



3.3 -2 ADCAP/WESCAP Methodology 

In the ADCAPWESCAP process, "data rating chartsn were u d  to appraise datasets 

(Ratynski et al., 1988). These charts consisted of a sories of questions that identifiecl key 

characteristics of a daîaset and r d t e d  in the gaieration of a data rating (Ratynski et al., 

1988). The charts, however, depended heaviiy on the expert knowledge of the appraiser 

(htynski et. al, 1988). The aspect of the data rathg charts that was of partidar interest 

to this research was its d a r i t y  to traditional decision trees. In a classic decision tree, a 

dataset is classified by sequentidy subdividing it accordomg to the decision framework 

defined by the tree. A class label (in this case a data rating) is assigned to each 

observation acarding to the leaf node into which the observation fds (Friedl and 

Brodley, 1997). A decision tree fonnat has signincant intuitive appeal because the 

classification structure is expikit and thaefore easily interpretable (Freidl and Brodiey, 

1997). The ADCAPMESCAP &ta rating charts met the requuements of a decision tree 

in that each cladlcation procedure rmrsively partitioned a data set on the basis of a set 

of tests at each bmch (or node) in the tree (Friedl and Brodley, 1997). A typical example 

of the ADCAP/WESCAP data rating charts is displayed in Excerpt 3.1 below. Note that 

the structure was based primMly on a root with three splits at each question: one that 

continued to the next split for yes, and two that gave ratings for no and not specifieâ. 

While rating &ors existed to aid in determining the appropriate answer for each question 

they consisted of recornrnendations for the appraiser and were not comprehensive, nor 

were they referenceâ. Excerpt 3.2 gives an example of rating f a o r s  for the weight chart 

presented in Excerpt 3.1. As is evident fiom the contents of Excerpt 3.2 the appraiser was 

expected to use professional judgement when doing appraisals. 



No 
Nere appropnate units used? --+ 1 

I 
Yes 1 

lNas an appropriate measurement instrument used? No 
- 1  

No 
Was the measurement instrument calibrated regularly? - 1 

y.s 1 +?A, 

No 
[f samples were stored, were the storage conditions 1 ,3' 
md length of time stored stated? 

1 
No 

for storage conditions? --+ 1 
1 NS 

V No 
Are precision and accufacy data presented? - 1 

If storage conditions and storage tirne are the sarne for al1 fish the dati 
will be &parable within the data set 

Excerpt 3.1 Data Rating Chart for Marine Fish fiom Ratynski, March and Srniley (1 988). 

The appiaisal system developed at UVic and used in CODIS was aimed to improve on the 

ADCAPIWESCAP methodology by deriving an objective data rating for a dataset in a 

manner that was reliable and repeatable. 



- 

Weierht 
TYPES OF UMTS USED: As with length, the size of the unit has to be appropriate for 
the weight of the fish. 

CALlBRATION OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: Scales often go out of 
cali'bration and must be recaiibrated at regular intervals. It should be stated that this 
procedure was carried out and at what intervals it was done. 

SPECIFICATION OF STORAGE CONDITTONS: As with length, storage conditions of 
spechens pnor to weighing may affect weight. Eweights are taken after storage or 
presewation, the treatments should be desaibed in detail. For best resuits, the effeçts of 
storage and preservation techniques should be detennined and reporteci. 

To receive a rating of 4 weight data must inchde type of d e  used, estimates of the 
precision and accuracy of measurements, iafonnation about dbration of scales, 
idionnation about storage of samples, and the effkcts of storage on weight. 

Excerpt 3.2 Rating Factors for Fish Weight Measurement fiom Ratynski, March and 
Smiley (1988). 

The design principles of the system were threefold: 

1. Objectiviîy: the system had to both be, and appear to be, objective. 
2. Simplicity: the system had to be sufnciently simple to allow appraisen to efficiently 

appraise numemus datasets in a lirnited pied of the; and 
3. Flexibility: the system had to be flexlile enough to aiiow for advances in science 

and changes in procedures. 

It was evident that the ADCAPNESCAP data rating charts had encouraging aspects but 

needed reûesigning in order to encourage objedivity and limit the possibility of appraiser 

bias. 

The development of decision trees was carrieci out in pardel with the development of the 

CODIS stnicturing des .  It was the interchange of ideas and concepts f?om the 

structuring work that eventually redted in the development of the CODIS decision trees. 

Much Iüre in the structuring ta& the AM",AP/WESCAP data r&g charts served as an 

effective starting point. In CODIS, these charts were refimd through adherence to the 

following principles: 



1. The inclusion of a stnctiy dichotomous or blliarj structure, 
2. The inclusion of guidelines which gave descriptive guidance to appraisen while 

providing for changes in methodologies with irnprovements in technologies or 
techniques, and 

3. Peer-review and workshop testhg of the decision trees to ensure a "consensus". 
This was acpested to limit the subjectivity inhererit in the ADCAPMSCAP 
charts. 

The approach used in CODIS to rate data used a series of stnictured questions designed 

to yield a unique reliability rating for each aspect of the measurement or experimentai 

process. It included binary nodes with yeslno logic where a no resulted in the generation 

of a value. The dichotomous nature of the CODIS decision trees was designed to increase 

the simplicity of the qstem. As won as a value was generated, the appraisal in that 

section was complete. The questions were taken in tum, with a "yes" response quivalent 

to "continue to next questionw. An example of a typical CODIS decision to appraise the 

sampling part of a measwement process in trace organic chemical analysis 

presented in Excerpt 3.3. 

ûrganic Conîambnt Sarnpling Decision Trcc 

1) Was coilection documcnted? (sec guiâcbc 1) no+2 

2) Wen coiidon appmtus and aiaterials suitable? (sec guideliac 2) no-)() 

3) Were ail utensils and containers suitably clcanal? (m guidelint 3) no-)(] 

4) Was crossumtambation avoidedl (set guidelinc 4) M)-)o 

5) For bcnthic sampltc: Was suitable samplet uscd witb biscloscd wsh  size? -1 

6) For fish sampks: Was trap methUd ancl fish type ~ ~ ~ d i ~ i k d ?  -1 

7) For dioxhs, futans and related analytcs: wcre contaiacrs pce-wasbed with sampte? 

8) For voWe anaiytes: was head spacc kft in sample? F+I 

9) For watcr column sampls: was the fiinctioning dtbc sampler established? 
Xi-1 

10) Exit with collection rating 4 

Excerpt 3.3 Decision Tree for Organic Contaminant SampÜnp (fiom Fyles et al., 1993) 



The tree in the excerpt includes guidelines to guide the appraisal and produces an outcome 

consistent with the ADCAP/WESCAP rating scheme. As is evident in Excerpt 3.3, some 

questions did not apply to al sarnples and wuld be ignored when not applicable. 

The cnticai advance on the ratmg charts was the inclusion of guidelines. They were 

designed to provide guidance for appraisais and not as an attempt to prescribe a correct 

method. The guidelines serveci as a source of information about the criticai aspects of the 

rneasurement under evaluation. Guideihe 3 fiom Excerpt 3.3 is shown below in Excerpt 

3.4. The guidelines provided the appraiser with critical information in order to dow for 

an objective determination as to whether the dataset met the standard accepted 

requirements of the field or not. The guidehes, which were backed by an extensive 

bibliography, were de- h m  consensus protocols and appraised methods. 

3.3 -4 Usina Decision Trees to Appraise Datasets 

The decision trees provided a methodology to assess the reliabiity of each step in a 

measurement process. What was needed for CODIS was a process to appraise entire 

datasets. The systern developed did uUs by developing protocols to derive the quaiity 

rating of the data in the dataset (Fyies et ai., 1993). In the case of organic chernistry the 

evaluation of data quality was broken d o m  into five independent categories: collection, 

storage, analysis, accuracy and precision. These categories were chosen to assess the 

confidence level in the fbll history of the sample from collection to final reporting. Each 

category was irnportanf and relatively independent. Ambiguities in any of these 

categories would be sufficient to diminish the o v e d  reliabüity of the data, despite 

excelient perfo~nance in the other categoies. Each of these categories had its own set of 

decision trees which included an overail flow of questions to be answered, and a seaion of 

guideiines to assist in m e r i n g  the questions. Each decision tree yielded a single 

reliability rating value, ushg the 0-4 d e  disaissed previously. 



Guidehe 3 : Suitable cleaning produre for colledon rnaterials: 

1 Puget Sound Protocols for cleaning utends 

Utaisils should be washed with detergent, rinsed with tap water then distilled 
water and dried at > 105 OC . Solvents can be used as well: these include acetone 
and high punty dichloromethane but uteasils must be oven dried after the washllig 
prdure. Sarnple b d e s  should be washed with detergent, rinsed with tap and 
distilled water then rinsed with acetoae ar hi&-purity dichloromethane and oven 
dried. Giass botdes shaitd have thar lids protedcd with PTFE to avoid 
contamination. 

Environment Canada Method for cleaninn of utensils. sarn~le bottles and lid 
liners. 
Mer washing with detergent and Ming shouid be with tap water, distille. water 
or high punty deionized water. Then the following cleaning procedures should 
be followed: 

I Semi-volatile and Non-volatile Compounds: 

Several rimes with acetone to remove any water followed by several rinses with 
@esticide grade) hexane or methanol or petroleum ether to remove organics. 
Dichiorornahane (pesticide grade) is used only for highly contaminated or dried 
on material. The utensils are then oven baked at 325°C for 12 hours or at 350°C 
for 6 hours or at 450°C for 4 hours. Solvent washmg is recornmended. AU 
equipment can be solvent washed in the field to prevent cross-contamination of 
samples between different sites. Solvent washing also ailows for consistency 
between field and lab cleaning. 

1 Volatile Com~ounds I 
Utensils should be oven dried at > 1 0 9 ~  withait sdvent washing or rinsed 
several times with acetone or hexane and the dvent evaporated in an oven at 
125'~. 

C 

Exccrpt 3.4 Guidelines for Suitable cleaning procedure for cohction materials (Fyles et 
ai., 1993a) 

The five ratings could then be compared, and the overall reüability of the measurement of 

the constituent/medium combination 9ssgned. The o v e d  rating was based on the 

"weakest-linkn p ~ c i p l e  (Codord et al., 1982). It sbted that overall data can be no more 

reliable than the least reliable step in the entire rneasurement or *entai process 

(Fyles et al., 1993a). The rationale for each of  the decisions made in the appraisal process 



was documented to give a record of why a particular measurement gave the overall rating 

assignai (Fyles et al., 19%). 

Figure 3.6 presents a flow chart of the process devdoped to appraise chernid 

measurements. The process comenced with the identification of a group of c h e d  

measurements to be appraised. In the first phase, a list consisting of controuecl terms for 

chernical wnstituents and media would be created as discussed previously. For each 

combination of constituent and medium, the details of the samphg, storage, precision, 

acairacy and anaiysis of the sample were appraised. Each of the five aspects of the 

appraid involved subjecting the measurernent process to an appropriate decision tree 

comparable to the one displayed in Excerpt 3.3. 

Each decision tree would yield a single reliability rating value and associated 

documentation. The process wouid be repeated for each of the constituent/rnedium 

cornbitions in the dataset to mate a set of o v d  reliability ratings. If ali values in the 

set were the same, then the group would be considered to be M y  appraised. If the overall 

ratings in the set differed, then the meesurements assigned to the group wouid be 

redeflined to achieve a uniforni data r e g .  The overall reliability rating (the nnal result of 

the data appraisal) and the initial aeation of a dataset were in a feedback relationship. If 

ail the meamirements in the initially assigned group could not be appraised on an equai 

basis then the group would need to be redhed, and the new group re-appraised (F'yles et 

al., 1996). As one example, wnsida a suite of sediment samples analyzad for volatile 

chlorinated compounds and PCBs. At the outset, this could be considered a single 

dataset. If the data appraisal process, however, detennined that storage methodology was 

inadequate for the volatile chlorinated compounds, but adequate for the PCBs (storage 

period of 6 months before andysis), then the dataset wouid be sptit to reflect the 

dierences between the two sets of measurements. 



Appraisal of C hemical Measurements 

Ust of comw 
ternis for chmicd 

çonstihrents and media n 
I for each coWkent and <- 

medium am bination 

-- 

Sampling rating 

Storage rating 

Predsiori rathg 

h r a c y  rating 

Anal ysis rating 

Oocurnent rating 
and appraisal 

rating and uncertainty have the same m m ?  

Figure 3.6 Appraid Process for Chemistry fkom Fyles et al. (1996) 



3 -3 -5 Decision Trees for Continental Benthos 

The use of p d e l  data structures provided for the development disciplinaspecific 

appraisal protocols. In the case of the Fraser River Benthic catalogue, this meant a 

process designed specifically for the case of benthic invertebrates. It was determined that 

four decision trees could be used for the appraisai of benthic datasas: collection, storage, 

analysis and QNQC. A sarnple decision tree for cotlection is shown in Excerpt 3.5 

(Yohansen and Reis 1994). Note the similarity with the continental chemistry decision 

tree presented earlier. A dichotomous structure is p resented, struchired questions are 

posed and using the guidelines an outcome is derived. 

COLLECTION: 

2.1s equipment suitable for substrate king sampled, the organism(s) of interest and the 
purposc of the snidy? (Se guidelinc 2.) 

3.Are the pmcedures suitable for the equipment, the conditions under which the quipment is 
king used and the purpose of the study? (Sec guiAeline 3.) 

Exit with a rating of 4. 

Excerpt 3.5 Decision Tree for Colledion of Benthic Samples fiom Johansen and Reis 

(1994) 

In designing the benthic appraisal process the authors used a slightly different approach as 

they noted in their finai report: 

It is not the intent of the authors to produce a handbook of benthic study methods 
and as such the users ofthis document are directeci to selected references on the 
subject. Those individuals assigneci the task of rating data sets wüi be expected to 



be educated in this discipline and use their experience in conjunction with the 
protocols and appropriate refererices to assess the data. The authors have 
attempted to create a rating system that is of broad scope so it can be used for a 
wide range of study types. The questions in the decision trees have been 
developed to maintain objectivity when possible, given the many types of data sets 
expected (Johansen and Reis, 1994). 

An examination of the guideluies developed for the benthic decision trees is presented in 

Excerpt 3.6. It presents an approach to guidelines that is less descriptive than those seen 

in E x q t  3.4, relying instead on users r e f h g  back to the original references. 

3.3.6 Critical Analysis of the Decision Tree Design and Functionality 

The decision tree format and trees describe- in this work have been in use since 1993 and 

have undergone countless revisions, irnprovements and reviews. Extensive testing was 

wried out and the format used in the two new catalogues was incorporated into CODIS: 

Continental Chernistry and Continental Benthos. As part of the developrnent of CODIS a 

detailed QNQC evaluation of the decision tree methodology was carried out. The 

outcome of the evaluation foliows. 

The Continental Chemistry catalogue contained 578 unique datasets conceming 4663 

chernical constituent/sample medium combinations for samples Born at least 1394 

sampüng stations in the Fraser River Basin; the majonty included multiple samples, over 

spans of time ranging fiom a few minutes to decades (Fyles et al., 1993a). Usiig the 

initial decision trees developed for CODIS 1.0 di these datasets were appraised. As a part 

of the QA/QC process approximately 1û% of the rated datasets were re-anaiyzed and re- 

appraised. Of the 210 ratings checked, there was disagreement on ody one, giving an 

estimateci accuracy rating for the overall appraisal process of99.5% (Fyles et al., 1993a). 
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Excerpt 

The various types of equipment avdable for benthic imrertebrate sampling require 
specific techniques for their proper use, dependmg on the type and size of the 
equipment and the sampling conditions. Grabs of sirnilas designs can be found in a 
variety of weights and sizes, and the procedures for their use wiiî depend on 
certain parameters. H e e r  and larger grabs may require winch andfor hoist 
equipment, whereas smaller, lighter grabs may be hand operated. Heavier grabs 
are more suitable for use in adverse weather conditions and for deep sampling than 
are lighter grabs. If inspection of grab samples upon retrieval shows evidence of 
washout or leakage, samples should be rejected and criteria used for their rejection 
shouId be documented. 

Certain aspects of the use of a Stream net sampler should be taken iato 
consideration, including: 

oavoiding disturbance of substrate upstream of the sampler 
-avoiding clogs in nets which may cause backwash 
-placing nets in areas of d c i e n t  water velocity and appropriate depths 

When using stream-net samplers, acceptability criteria should be related to the 
consistency of the sarnpling procedures, i.e. sarnples should be coiiected using 
identicai methods. 

When artinciai substrates are usecl, recornmended colonization tirne is six to eight 
weeks and exposure times should be consistent within a study. Extrerne care 
should be taken duMg rebieval of artifid substrates to minimite loss of 
organisms. Ideallys a fhe me& net should enclose apparatus during retneval. 

Because of the srnall surface ara  sampled with cores, rneasures must be taken to 
compensate for the problems associated with patchy distributions of fauna A 
sufficient number of repliaies must be taken to ensure samples are representative 
of the shidy site. 

Equipment of aii types should be rinsed &a each use to avoid contamination of 
fimire samples. 

Selected References 

Beak et aL, 1973; Eleftheriou and Hoime, 1984; Gibbons et aL, 1993; Klemm et 
al., 1990; Lewis and Stoner, 198 1; Memtt et al., 1984; Peckarsky, 1984; PI* 
et al., 1989; Tetra Tech, hc., 1989; Wainwright et al., 1987. 

Guidelines for Decision Tree fiom Johansen and Reis 



A sirnila. process was carried out in the Fraser Benthics catalogue. The Fraser Benthic 

catalogue encompassed 168 datasets (Johansen and Reis, 1994). The average Continental 

Benthos dataset involved 3 different measurements, at 6 different locations, involving 15 

dierent taxa (Fyles and KUi& 1994). To check for consistency between cataloguers 

using the trees, a random sarnple of datasets making up 10°/o of the totaî datasets were re- 

rated by Serent cataloguers. There was a 94.4% agreement between cataloguen using 

the decision trees (Johansen and Reis, 1994). 

The outcomes of these evaluationa indicated that the systems were Uideed reliable. 

However, these evaluations did have a poteritid flaw. The same individuals who created 

the decision trees canied out the appraisals. While no individuais were given the 

opportunity to evaluate their own appraisals, the potentiai for bias aristed. in addition, 

since theu creators were the ones using the trees, no opportunity existed to detennine 

whether the trees met another design criteria: ease of use. As a result, fiirther testing of 

the trees was warranteci. 

In 1994 and 1996 workshops were held in which the decision tree methodology was 

evaluated. The 1994 workshop, held at the Institute of Ocean Sciences (10s) on June 13" 

and 14&, and moderated by Dr. Dave Thomas of AXYS Environmentai Consultants and 

Dr. Tom Fyles of the University of Victoria. The role of this workshop was to evaluate 

the decision trees dweloped to appraise trace organic and inorganic chemicai analysis. 

This workshop occurred over two days. By the end of the second day the group agreed 

that by using the decision trees, consensus on appraisal outcomes muld be obtained. The 

decision tree methodology was initially met with scepticism. This scepticism was dispeiied 

by early into the fmt day, by which t h e  the entire group had accepted both the concept 

and the o v e d  process. The rnajority of the workshop t h e  was spent disaissing the 

contents of the guidelines, which were edited in detail. The only sipnincant change 

involved reorganizing the order of the trees to facilitate the d v i t y  of appraising trace 

andysis rnethodology. 



The 1996 workshop was held at the University of Victoria It was attended by 15 senior 

scientists and data managers fkom DFO and the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency @PA) and was intended to evaluate the protocols developed to appraise 

Contaminant S w e y  and Experimental events for NCIS. The attendees at the second 

workshop Mered 60m those who attended the first with the exception of the University 

of Victoria researchers who ran both workshops and IOS researchers involved in the 

project. The aim of the second workshop was to evaiuate the o v e d  NCIS protocols 

(which will be disaissed in detaü in the NCIS case study); this included using decision 

trees to evaluate datasds. The workshop lasteci two days with much of the time being 

spent introducing the delegates to appraisal protocols and decision trees. The attendees 

vaned in expertise fiom senior administraton to laboratory technicians with the cornmon 

thread being that aü had worked on, or had interest in the development of the NCIS 

system. At the outset the delegates were provided with treining materials in the form of 

tutorials which were intended to introduce them to the protocols and give them the 

oppottunity to view the appraisal of a number of datasets. The fmt tutorial involved 

appraising chernical contaminant measurements and used modifled CODIS chernistxy 

decision trees. 

The first session of the woikshop consisted of a bnef introduction followed by a nin- 

through of the tutorial material. This was foiiowed by a detailed evaluation of the first 

tutorial (using the chemistry decision trees) and an oppottunity to carry out appraisals. in 

order to facititate the Ieanilng outcomes the o v d  group was bmken into four sub- 

groups each of which was given the same datasets to appraise. After a haKhour to cany 

out the appraidq the four groups cornparad thàr outcomes. Al1 four groups produced 

the same rating outcornes for the datasets aithough each group had its own unique notes 

associated with the rated âatasets. The entire process fkom introducing the users to the 

decision trees, to the successful appraisal of chernical datasets was carried out in one 

moming. 



At the outset of the workshop, the gmup expresseci strong scepticisrn about the 

workability of using decision trees to appraise datasets. This scepticism was dispelled in 

one moming. This outcorne indicated that the decision tree methodology had potential 

and in an environment of srnall controiled groups and consensus, could be used to provide 

reliabie outcornes. Given the s d  sample nurnber, this data is primarily of a n d o t a l  

interest. However, with regards to the decision trees, it is important to note that foilowing 

the workshop a number o f  the attendees were then able to retum to theù own districts and 

teach other users how to appraise datasas using decision trees. 

3.3.7 Evaluation of Continental Benthos Decision Trees 

In order to cany out a more comprehensive examination of the decision tree methodology 

another set of tests was carried out in 1998. The first evaiuation involved benthic datasets 

and consistai of two stages. The fint stage was a retrospective analysis. This involved 

re-evaiuating benthic datasets and cornparhg the results with those obtained by the 

original cataioguers in their 1993-94 appraisals. The second stage involved training an 

individual in the use of the benthic decision trees and then having that individuai evaluate 

10 datasets that had previously been evduated in the first stage. Thus, the fist appraiser, 

at least one historical cataloguer and the new appraiser would have appraised these 10 

dataset S. 

In the first evaluation, 50 random datasets were chosen fiom the benthic catalogue and the 

processing numbers used by the original data cataloguers to organize their records. The 

first four datasets were set aside for use as a training set wMe 17 additional datasets ( l m  

of  the total) were used for appraisal. These datasets were then appraised using the 

published decision trees provided in Johansen and Reis (1994). In order to maintain 

cunsistency between the appraisalq the original the references cited in the Johansen and 

Reis (1994) protocols were obtained to supplement the guideluies. The 1993 appraisals 

were then obtained fiom the histoiical files in order to compare results. In 1993, two 



appraisers cmied out aü the appraisals in the benthic catalogue. Upon inspection of the 

17 datasets, it was detemiined that one of the two original appraisers was 

underrepresented in the test sample. Therefore, an additional four datasets were chosen 

using the initial random list but also searching by appraiser. 

The appraisal process desaibed in this work was designed to provide an effective 

methodology for researchers to appraise measurements. It was designed as a tool to aid 

experts not to test individuals. The mahodology was designed specificaUy to avoid 

individuai bias consequently, in the foiiowing discussion there will be no consistency of 

identification between appraisals. AU individuai appraisers and appraised references 

docummted in this thesis WU remain anonymous. 

Once the first stage of the evaluafion was complete, the second stage was begun. In that 

casey an individual (Appraiser A2) was chosai to do the appraisals. Appraiser A2 was an 

experimced user of decision trees who had carried out numerous appraisals of biologicai 

datasets. Appraiser A2 had never used the decision trees designed for benthic datasets. 

Appraiser A2 wss given the test set and put to the task of training ushg the datasets. In 

order to avoid bias, an individual not involveci in the actual testhg superviseci the training. 

Once the training set was complete, Appraiser A2 was given 10 datasets. These were 

chosen randomly fiom the original set of 21 datasets. A su- of the overall dataset 

ratings is presented in Table 3.7. The ratings are based on the û4 Sc& used in CODIS 

with "n" being used to indicate that the individual appraiser did not appraise that dataset. 

In order to provide additional information it is usefùl to examine how agreement was 

broken down by individual decision tree. This is displayed in Table 3.8. The values 

presented in the table involve a oneto-one cornparison between each appraiser and all 

others who appraised that dataset. The Z values provided in Table 3.8 are the outcome of 

a sign test where agreement between appraisers was viewed as a positive and 

disagnements as a negative (Johnson and Bhattacharyya, 1992). 



Table 3.8 Interrater Agreement by Decision Tree 
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The results, while positive, only showed significance for three of the four trees and only at 

the 90% level of significance. 
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Table 3.7 
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QNQC 
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A more powerful statistical tool was available for the analysis of inter-rater reliability: the 

Cohen's Kappa (K). It provides a coetncient of interjudge agreement for nominal scales 

(Cohen, 1960). The dif5culty with K is that it requires large sample sizes in order to 

provide rehble results (Cicchetti, 1976). In the evaluafion of the benthic appraisais, the 
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ody grouping that provided for a dc ient ly  large sample size for the r to be reliable was 

a comparison between raters Al and A3. A compatison of the two produced a 95% K 

value of 0.654 f ,449 while the 99% x was 0.654 i: .59 1. Cicchetti (199 1) provides a 

scale to judge the agreement for two reviewers: 

c0.4 - Poor 
0.41-0.59 - Fair 
0.60-0.74 - G O O ~  
0.75- 1 .O0 - Exceîlent 

Checchetti points out that low levels of K can be produd not oniy by low levels of 

overall agreement, but also by large disaepancies in agreement on the various rating 

categories available to reviewers (Cicchetti, 1 99 1). 

In summary, good agreement was seen between appraisals Al and A3 with signifiant 

agreement seen for ail appraisals ushg the collection, storage and analysis decision trees. 

Seven of the eight occurrences of dif5ering ratings involved a single appraisal disagreeing 

with the other appraisals on the suitability of documentation. Only one disagreement 

(dataset 1) involveci a direct disagreement between appraisals as to the quality of a dataset. 

This disagreement involved the appropriateness ofa standard used in the denvation of the 

dataset. 

The lowest levei of agreement was encountered in the QAIQC decision tree. An 

examination of the comments associated with the disagreements deriveci fiom this tree 

appears to indicate that this lower level of agreement reflects the continueci debate in the 

benthic field as to what a reliable and reproducible meamment entaiis. This will be 

disaissed in detd later in this section. nie c'Overali" agreement of 64% reflects the effea 

of the weakest link pMciple and the uncerfainty in the QAiQC decision tree. This value is 

comparable to other methods of appraisal, üke peer review, which will dso be disaissed in 

detail later in this chapter. 



3 -3.8 Evaluation of Continental Chemistq Decision Trees 

Given the experience with the Continental Benthos decision trees it was determineci that a 

sirnilar procedure be carrid out using the Continental Chemistry decision trees. The 

methodology used for the ht evaldon was changeci for this second test. In this test 

three ap~raisers were given the same 10 datasets chosen at random fiom the chemistry 

files in order to carry out an appraisal. The hisioncal appraisals were dso included. In the 

original appraisal process for Continental Chemistry carried out in 1992-1993, ail the 

datasets were appraised by one appraiser using decision trees developed at that tirne 

(Appraiser Tl). For the evaluation, rehed decision trees developed for NCIS were used 

(these are disciissed in Chapter 4). 

The uiree individuals chosen included two experienced appraisers and an individual who 

had never carried out appraisals using decision trees. AU three appraisers were initiaily 

supplieci with a training set of five datesets with the hexperienced apprsiser being trained 

by one of the experienced appraisas. At the end of the training task ai i  three appraisers 

compared results in order to emwe that a cornmon base of understanding. Foiiowing that 

meeting ail three appraisers were given 10 randody chosen datasets for the test. 

Communication between appraisers was îimited in order to avoid bias. Foliowing the test, 

the historical appraisals were retrîeved and the four sets of appraisals were compared. 

The outcome of these appraisais is presented in Table 3.9. The historical appraisai is 

included to reflect the effkct of the changing of decision tree structure on the actuai 

outcorne of the trees. Thne tables foliow. The f h t  (Table 3.9) presents the appraisai 

outcornes, the second (Table 3.10) compares the three modem appraisals and the third 

(Table 3.11) compares the agreement between ali four sets of appraisais. 



Table 3.9 Results fkom Chemistrv Evaluation 

Tablc 3.10 Corn 
hodem CC 

mison of Apreement of Modem Chemistiy Appraisals 
Agree Test % Agreement Z Value Sig 90% 
19 30 63.3 1.46 No 

Appraiser T4 
2 
2 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 

Historiail Tl 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

22 30 73 -3 2.57 No 
28 30 93.3 4.75 Yes 
22 30 73.3 2.56 No 

Sig 95% 
No 

2 
2 

1 

Appraiser T2 
O 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

Table 3.1 1 Corn 

Appraiser T3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 

Ameement of Aii Chemistrv h~ra isa ls  

2 
2 

Test % Agreement Z Value Sip; 9û?! 
60 63.3 2.07 Yes 
60 65 2.32 Ye3 

2 I 2 
2 I 2 

Sig 95% 
No 
No 

The Z statistic is the same as that used in the benthos evaluation. Due to the LUnited 

sample number, a fuli r could not be determineci. In this case, however, it was possible to 

use a similar methodology developed by Wüliarns (1976) to compare the joint agreement 

of several raters with another rater. This technique requires that aii raters rate all datasets 

and was therefore not appropriate for use in the benthic evaluation. Williams' technique 



produces a masure of nominal scaie agreement (I,, ). He descnbed the interpretation of 1. 

as follows: 

Let a specimen be selected at random and rated by a reference labofatory which 
itselfhas been randomiy selected kom the n reference laboratories. Ifthe 
specimen was also rated by the participant laboratory, this second rating would 
agree with the first at a rate 1. of the rate that would be obtained by a second 
randomly selectd reference laboratocy (Wiiams, 1976). 

The values of I,, for the overail ratings were caidated for Table 3.9. For the three 

modem raters the vales were: 

T2 vs. modem 1 .O7 
T3 vs. modem 1 -07 
T4 vs. modem 0.88 

When conside~g the entke record the values were: 

Tl vs. aii 0.55 
T2 vs. all 1.27 
T3 vs. all 1.27 
T4 vs. al1 1.13 

ln both cases, agreement between TZ, T3 and T4 was high but not significant (a value of 

0.70 is sigroficant at the 75% level and 1.38 is signifiant at the Wh level) (Johnson and 

Bhaîtacharyya, 1992). It was notable that the three modem appraisals difEered 

considerably fiom the historiai appraisals based on the original decision trees. 

The data fiom this anaiysis, while insufncient for statistid significance, appeared to 

indicate a number of trends that could be investigated in a future reseatch activity. The 

outcornes fiom the early chemistry decision trees Mered markedly fkom those of the 

newer chemistry decision trees. The W o s  decision trees appeared to show an 

intermediate wnsistency whüe the modem chemistry trees showed a high level of 

agreement between appraisers. The author maintains that this hierarchy of reliability is a 

progression based on an understanding of process and a more intaise peer review process. 

The finai chexnistry decision trees mderwent detailed scrutiny tfnough numerous tests and 

external evaluations. This improved sautiny r d t e d  in the production of improved trees 

that present consistent resuits. An additionai, not unexpected, consideration emerged 



fkom the data. It appeared that the more experienced appraisers showed the highest level 

of agreement. There was indcient  data to determine whether this high level of 

agreement was the result of inaeased familiarity with the trees or a more detailed 

knowledge of the field developed through repeated appraisals. 

3.3 -9 Peer Review 

In order to caltirate the foregoing waluation of the decision trees it is necessary to 

compare it to a readiiy recognued standard. Peer review provides a useful cornparison 

although it has been cnticized. Ciccetti (1991) discusses the problems of peer review in 

detail, 

A number of papers have been produced which discuss the reliability of peer review. In 

their benchmark paper produced for Science Cole, Cole and Simon (1981) evaluated 

reviews of research proposals submitted to the National Science Foundation and National 

Academy of Sciences. They found that correlation between reviewer of proposals in 

chernical dynamics, economics and soiid-state physics (n=50 for each) ranged fkom 0.60- 

0.66 with the highest correlation in economics and the lowest in chernical dynamics (Cole, 

Cole and Simon, 1981). Hodgson (1997) did a similar study, which involved deteminhg 

the agreement and correlation between the pea review systems at the Heart and Stroke 

Foundation and the Medical Research Council of Canada She examined grants that wae 

sirnultaneously submitted in the same finding year to these two funding agencies and 

examined the results b d  on a six level ordinal scale. She found that raw agreement 

within a wholedigit range was 53% with a 95% IC of  0.1984382. Raw agreement 

between two funding agencies on the binary hdabldnot fhdable question was 73% with 

a 95% K of 0.382-0.522 (Hodgmn, 1997). In another major shidy, a review of articles 

submitted to the J-2 of the Amencan MediCCLiI A ~ ~ o c i ~ o n  showed that one fourth of 

the t h e  re-reading of a journal article r d t s  in a reversal of the decision as to publish or 

not (Garhnkd et al., 1990). 



The peer review study indicated that the outcornes derived by the decision trees in CODIS 

were entirely consistent and comparable in reliabiity and reproducibility with peer review. 

In some cases, it appeared that the decision trees produced more reliable results than peer 

review, although one must recognize that low levels of reliability in peer-review 

evaluations may reflect the fow levels of consensus at the research fiontier of scientific 

disciplines (Cole, 1991). In addition the increased dciency of the CODIS decision trees 

may be afExted by the training of appraisers. If peer reviewers undement the same level 

of training, their repeatability might also improve. 

3.4 W g h b  DWed lmm the Decision T m  and Appruul Evaluatioos 

The process of evaluating the decision trees highlighted a number of significant cases and 

issues that wiil be d i s c u d  in the following sections. In order to ensure anonymity in the 

foiiowing discussion there wiii be no consistency of identification between appraisais, and 

references to datasets will not be included. 

3.4.1 Insufficient Process Knowledne and Differina Eqen O~inion 

Uncertainty is an issue to be addressed in al scientific endeavoun and as such had to be 

addressed by the decision trees. As an example, in one typical case, two appraids 

differed over a change in analytical technique. In the report in question, vandals disrupted 

a research project measuring benthic comrnunities, this resuited in the loss of some 

samples. In order to presme the experirnent, the investigators chose to use a "Modified 

Surbur" method to mllact samples. The investigaton indicated that this rnodined 

collection methodology would pronde usetiil data and avoid a camplete loss of data for 

the survey. 



DEeiences emerged in the appraisal of this report. Appraisal al noted that there were 

questions surrounding the use of a Surber sampler in a riverine enviromnent and that 

additional detail was rquired in order to detemine if the sampling was correctly carIied 

out. In support of this decision, appraisal al cited two journal articles: Chutter (1972) 

and Kroger (1972). Chutter noted that the Surbur method could give highly variable 
. - 

results in determinhg population information depending on how the net was submerged. 

Kroger suggested that the Surbur method systematidy underestimatecl standing crop 

because s m d  invertebrates were able to crawl through the sampler's fine mesh whüe the 

backwash created by the tapered end of the net canied others out. Appraisaf a2 cited a 

mering reference (Zelt and Clifford, 1972) which suggested that as long as pore size was 

reporteci, then the Surber was an etrédive tool for population studies. Since the report 

being appraised Uicluded a reference to the mesh size, appraisal a 2  deemed that the 

reporting was acceptable. 

This raiseci an issue cornmon to every developing field: there exists the possibility that 

experts wiU disagree on how effécfvely difEerent tools work. The decision trees were 

incapable of completely accornrnodating these dismepancies. Consequently, when the 

decision trees were initialiy being applied a standard approach (a convention) was created. 

It was decided amongst the CODIS cataloguen that the trees be interpreted in a 

consewative manner with the benefit of the doubt gohg to the researcher. If the 

appropnate academic comrnunity recognized a methodology, then it would be considered 

acceptable. This decision was consemative because of the way it affected the overd 

rating. When applying the weakest-link principle, a higher rating would not influence the 

overall rating in the same way as a lower rating. Where lower ratings existeci, the lower 

rating would be the weakest Mc. A r a i d  rating would not increase the rating of the 

dataset to a value higher than its weakest li.& but a lower h g  would reduce the overall 

rating for the entire dataset. Shouid subsequent rrsearch or debate achieve a scientific 

consensus then appraisals could be reconsidaed. Consequently, in the case of 

disagreements between experts a3 to the vaiidity of a methodology, the benefit of the 

doubt went to the researcher. 



The decision trees required appraisers to makc decisions. Any time a decision is made, the 

potential d s t s  for disagreements. In the analysis of the benthic datasets, a number of 

cases emerged. in one study, benthic invertebrates were behg collected for life-history 

anaiysis. Samples were collected in a weU-designeci rnanner and then fiozen on site before 

being brought to a lab for analysis. Appraisai p l  indicated that inadequate information 

was provided on storage while appraisals PZ and P3 did not. In this case, appraisal f33 

included the following comment: 

Sample fiozen in the field with dry ice. Notaassume that appropriate container 
type was used. 

This assumption, which was noted in appraisal 82, was that in the case of simple storage 

for the purposes of transport, any storage container that was sealed would be appropriate 

because issues of contamination were not relevant. 

In another dataset, the stomach contents of caddisfly were examined to i d e n e  diet. The 

prey items were identined on the bais of sclerotizedhard structures with reference to 

siide-mounted species of benthic taxa. Appraisal y t indicated that the lack of specific keys 

for the determination of stornach contents iimited the usabiîity of the data and gave the 

Analysis section a rating of 2. Appraisal y2 notd that the mounted slides that had been 

previously identified by experts and were being used by quatified individuals would serve 

the purpose effectively, in lieu of specinc keys, and so awarded a rating of 4 for the 

Analysis section. 

A recurring disagreement arose between appraisals regarding the number of tows or 

sarnples taken. In the case to be considered benthic population studies were king carried 

out through the use of crab traps. The experiment callecl for a specific number of anitnals 

for the tests and trapping was carried out und the appropriate number of animals were 

caught. Appraisai cpl indicated that the number of samples coU&ed was ambiguous and 



awatded a rating of 2 for collection. Appraid 92 suggested that the number of sampling 

episodes was not relevant as long as the nwnber of animals was hown. 

The final case to be considerd dealt with the identification of experts in order to confirm 

the accuracy of resufts. In this case, appraisai 62 disagreed with the 0th- appraisais 

regarding Question 4 of the QNQC decision tree, which states: 

Where applicable, were taxonomic samples identified with a known key d o r  by 
qiialified individuais? 

Appraisal63 presented the view that: 

Again, no mention is made of taxonornic keys/refs ardor cornparison with 
archived rcference collections although researchers are higiily respected in their 
fiefds. 

Appraisai 62 noted that: 

Acknowledgments thanked a disthguished researcher for help in the identification 
of the organisms in the study. Cied individual is a Sualifid individual and 
therefore the use of the or in the question is applicable i.e. were taxonornic samptes 
identified by qualifieci individuals? Yes [sic]. 

AU these cases re-itefated the reality that experts oflen dier. Clearer guidelines could 

irnprove several of these cases, and better documentation by authors might address the 

rest, howevet, it would be unreaüstic to assume that experts wüi not rnake unreliable 

decisions. This issue can only be addressed through the complete documentation of 

appraisals and an d d v e  program th& allows appraisen to get feed-back fiom authors 

or other experts. This issue was addressed in the NCIS system by including authon in the 

appraisai process. 

3.4.3 Potential Sources of Additionai Outside Information 

An improperly worded question in a decision-tree or dditional knowiedge outside the 

assessrnent wuld result in decreased repeatab'ility of daîaset appraisais. One example was 

observed several times. In the Benthic QNQC decision tree Question 3 staîed: Wniere 



applicable, were portions of the samples re-examined to detennine sorting efficiency?" 

nie guideline that accompanied this question was equaily vague. This resulted in 

inconsistencies both between appraisais and between datasets by the same expert 

appraiser. From the commentary Uicluded with the appraisals, it appeared that some 

appraisers used this question to Iowa the ratings of papers in which they had low overaii 

confidence. In' one case a seKpublished report done by a consulting company was 

awarded a rating of 2 due to a lack of doaimentation on sorting efficiency. A similar 

report, published by a higldy respected researcher in a major journal, was awarded a rating 

of 4 with no data on sorting efficiencies. 

Another example arose where additional information was availabte autside the assessrnent 

In that case, the guideiines did not incorporate the fact that the fÙil knowledge of theof- 

year in a study of stomach contents would resuh in a qualitative diifference in the results of 

a study. Most expert appraisers recognized this probiem. One appraisd awarded a rating 

of 4 while the other appraisais ail gave a rating of 2. 

This discussion only reitenites that the decision trees were an attempt to create an 

e f f i v e  expert systern that wouid d o w  the appraisal of datasets. The appraisal process 

itse& however, could not rely on automatons. The appraisers, in many cases, were 

experts in their own right, and as such, would be expected to hold opinions. The a h  of 

the guideiines was to direct those opinions and ensure sufficient documentation to provide 

for the needs of friture users. 

3 -4.4 Currency and Ada~tabiky of Guidelines 

The aim of the guidehe deveiopment process was to d d o p  guideiines that refiected the 

best of m e n t  research and technique. These guidelines were then used to appraise work 

that had been done in the past when many of the techniques recommended were not 

avaiiable. Of particular wncem would be the case where an outdated methodology was 



indicate that fact. A subtler scenario existed where methodologies had changed and 

standards of the pst were no longer standard, but neither were thqr generdy considered 

wrong. Consider the use of an artificial substrate for benthic colonLaton that was used in 

the 1970's. At that tirne, it was considerd standard to allow a month for colonization of 

these artificid substrates, which were then evaluated for community structure. In 

appraising two reports one appraisai included the foilowing comments: 

"Only 4 weeks colonization period; 6-8 weeks is recornmended, Johansen and Reis 
(1994). Note -If4 weeks is acceptable, a collection rating of 4 is awarded" 

" Approximate (sic) 4 weeks colonhtion period with tray sarnplers vs. the 
recommended 6-8 weeks (Johansen and Reis, 1994). Note- if4 weeks is d c i e n t  
then a collection rahg of 4 is awarded. 

Dinerent published reports held dïerent views on colonization period. The B.C. Ministry 

of Environment recommendation was 6-8 weeks for wlonization (MELP, 1994). The 

APHA Standard methods merely stated that 6 weeks was recommended. Neither 

indicated that a month would produce incorrect r d t s ,  only that better results would be 

seen by waiting 6-8 weeks. Recent work clarified the debate. Clements (199 1) indicated 

that the length of t h e  required to obtain equi'brium communities in trays varied among 

streams. Clements (1991) showed that conimunity composition in a second order stream 

was highly variable arnong days but benthic cornmunifies collected fiom fourth and sixth 

order streams a f k  18-20 days colonization were d a r  to those collected on day 30. 

These results suggested that longer colonbation periods may be necessary to characterize 

the benthic comnninities of small streams but that shorter times were entirety appropriate 

for larger streams. Given this added information, and knowledge of the stream size, it was 

decided to accept the original methodology as reiiable and reproducible. In similar cases 

the lack of documentation on stream size resulted in the ass img of a rating of 2 except 

where additional or general knowledge was adable  regarding the stream size in which 

case that idormation could be considered. 



3.4.5 Additional Issues in Assianing Ratinns 

The fiow of questions in the decision trees rwulted in the possibüity that one dataset could 

be assigned differing ratings due to ambiguities in documentation. In particular, it was 

possible to grant the rating of 2 in lieu of a rating of O or 1. An example wnsider the 

previous case involving the Surba sampla whae a long-term study was being &ed out 

but a nurnber of additional issues came into play. The vaudaüzation of gear not only 

forced the use of questionable gear, but also aimost certainly easured that cornparison of 

the values collecteci for that year with other years in the study would be inappropriate to 

due to differences in study design. In addition, this was a long-tenn study king carrieû 

out by a private fum. They underwent a major staff changeover during the course of the 

study and had to change taxonomists. Appraisals ql and q2 used this detail to award a 

rating of 2 based on lack of idonnation demonstrating intemai wnsistency of the data. 

However, appraisalq3 saw the work differently. As appraisai q3 put it in awarding the 

dataset a rating of 1 : 

From a cornparison point of view the data is highly unreliable. First 3 years had six 
replicates next 3 yuus had 3 replicates. As weiî the taxonomists capabilities andor 
abilities changed over the duration of the study. 

It would seem unjust to assign a lower rating for diECU1ties not d i r d y  under the wntrol 

of the researcher, this appeared to be what appraisals ql, end q2 represented. In this 

case, however, appraisal q3 followed the logic of the apprriisal wmpktely by requiring 

documentation of interna1 consistency w i t b  the projad. Whüe it would be easier to have 

awarded a &ta rating of 2 the appraisers had to maintain their consistency throughout 

their appraisals. If this meant awarding a questionable dataset a rating of O or 1, then that 

was what should have been done. 

In some cases, however, the decision trees only gave the option of a zero when a 1 was an 

appropriate rathg (i.e. level of catainty in error). In the previously described discussion 

regardiig length of colonization of an artificiai abstrate, en issue wiui the decision trees 

was idartifid. There were 0ccasions whae only a rating of zero was adable but a 



rating of 1 rnight be more appropriate. A rating zero is wmidered wrong, while a rating 

of 1 indicates documentecl uncertainty. If one were to assume that colonization period 

varied depending on Stream s k e  as suggested in Clements (1991), then a colonization 

period of 4 weeks would certainly not be wrong, but it might not be optimum as dehed 

by APHA A zero would, therefore, not be an appropriate appraisal 

appraisal might hesitate to give the zero. A rating of 1, however, wouid 

and would be much more Wrely to be assigned. 

rating and an 

be appropriate 

A more obvious flaw in the decision tree structure involved the benthos storage decision 

tree. In that decision tree, there was no way to award a rating of zero. Thus, an obvious 

flaw wuld not be indicated by an appropriate rating. This flaw in the tree d be 

eiiminated in the next round of peer review. 

The second part of this disaission makes it appear that it would be appropriate to deal 

with these difûculties by providing an alternative access to either a O or a 1 rating in a 

single decision tree question. The first discussion, however, readiiy indicates that when 

given the choice appraisas tend to award the higher rating. This di&icuity has yet to be 

effeaively addressed in the benthic decision trees as they stand. Since the benthic decision 

trees are not airrentiy being used to appraise datasas, this issue has not been addressed. 

I$ however, a new cataloguing task arose that required the use of benthic decision mes 

then the only solution that would be consistent with the design critena of the CODIS 

approach would be to scrap the original decision trees and redesign them to meet the 

requuements of the system. 

Anonymity is a piiiar of the peer review system, with reviewers identities being known 

only to editors and not to the author being reviewed. The preservation of anonymity has 

been argued to protect reviewers 60m retribution (Zentaü, 1991) and to avoid the review 



process firom becorning too '4personabd" (Greene, 1991). On the other side of the 

argument are those who suggest that anonymity in peer review protects careless and 

obstructive reviewers (Campanario, 19%). Many arguments against anonymity have been 

put forward includhg Adams (1991) who suggests that forcing reviewers to include th& 

narne with their evaluations wouid result in more constructive criticism (Adams, 1991). 

The issue may be moot, since as Raurke (1991) suggests, the advent of fkeedom of 

information movement means that journais will evenniaiiy be forced to adopt a policy of 

signed reviews. 

The appraisal processes desaiied in this case s~idy shared many problems with peer 

revkw and the arguments continue regarding the anonymity of the appraisal process. In 

the case of retrospedive anaiyses, where hundreds of datasets needed to be appraised, the 

decision tree methodology provided individual researchers with the tools to effectively 

appraise the work of numerous other researcbefs. This task could be tedious, but was 

criticai to the effdveness of the process. As Rws et al. (1989) put it: "assessing data 

quality is not glamorous, but it is highly desirable". The possibüity existeci in a very smd 

minority of cases that appraisais risked o f f i g  individuais who had the ability to h m  

or intedere with their career. Anonymity provided a protection against this unusual 

occurrence. 

Anonymity could often be aiticai to ensure appraiser cooperation for a more general case. 

The decision tree methodology developed for CODIS intjected error checking h o  what 

was fûndamentally a ûust relationship between peers. This error checking had the 

potentiai to af3éct continuhg working relationships. Consequentiy, individuals appraising 

the work of their peers would ofken seek to remain anonyrnous in order to preserve 

worhg relationships. 

The arguments agahst anonymity were equaüy persuasive. It was pohted out that public 

documentation can provide the ûest protedon against repnsals. This protection would 

not adable to anonymous reviewers. Another consideration when dealing with 



anonymity addressed concems presented in this case study. It was demonstrated that 

while the decision trees coufd be designeci to reduce bias they could not be designed to be 

entirely objective since every appraiser brought his or h a  own body of howledge with 

them into the appraisai. Numerous researchers adciresa this issue in the literature. One 

school of thought professes that objectivity does not ercist and that aii research is value- 

laden (MON, 1994). Staeheli and Lawsoa (1994) suggested that rather than objectivity, 

researchers should aim for criticaliy examineci partiality. While not dohg so expressly, 

this is how the NCIS system handled the difliaiity of ~onymiity of appraisais (see Chapter 

4). In NCIS, scientists were expected to appraise thQr own data Thuq there was a 

recopized bias that could be lirnited through an effective doaunentation of the appraisal 

and an effedive QAQC process to scnitinize the seKappraisals. T'bis approach will be 

dealt with in more detail in chapta 4. In the CODIS case, anonymity of the appraisals 

was &cal and the issues of appraiser bias were deait with through documentation and 

QAIQC. 

In the general case, the issue of anonymity of appraisais could be addressed in one of two 

ways. The first would be to follow the example used in research journds where reviewets 

remained anonymous to the data provider but known to the data manager. The alternative 

to anonymous appraisais involved incorporating the investigator into the appraisal of 

her/his work. As will be disaisseci later, in this research study the latta was found to be 

most effective. hmporating researchers in the enalysis of th& work provided an 

educational element and r d t e d  in improved doaunentation of subsequent research. 

Training is an issue in any area where an evaiuation takes place. Crandaü (1991) and 

Delcomyn (1991) both pointed out thaî the sbüity to write a usefûl miew in the peer 

review process irnproves with experience. Adam (1991) pointed out, howewer, that the 

leaniing process for most reviewers was "haphazardn and uUncer&ainn. W e  training in 



the use of decision trees was not possible at the start of this research, more recent 

appraisers underwent a variety of training regimes. ûver the course of this project, 

approximately 30 hdividuals were trained to cany out appraisals. While this number is 

insufncient to provide statistid verification, it did provide a great deal of anecdotal 

evidence on appropriate training methodology and on training speeds. W1îh regards to 

application of the protocols, eqerts,hs would be expected, had the least ditficuity 

understanding the methodology but tended to be the most resistant to a strict adherence to 

rating guidelines. The gmeral faling they had towarda the dataset providers was one of 

coilegiality, where datasets that lacked documentation would not be downgraded since 

"everyone does that". 

One interesting aspect of the training was that as individuais became more familiar with 

the decision trees they tended to rely less and less on the decision trees, tmsting theu own 

judgment instead. Less experimced appraisers were found to rely more heaviiy on the 

guidelines provided. The strongest demonstration of this came in the case of one of Our 

most experienced appraisers. In a munber of cases, this appraiser included specific 

cornrnents in the QAIQC section of appraisal forms that were cleariy denved from 

questions in the analysis tree. It was ody m e n  months later when that appraiser was 

halizing the forms for input that these errors were noted end correcteci. Fortunately for 

this research, the appraiser document4 the changes, which brought this to the attention of 

the group. Subsequendy, two other appraisers pointed out that they too had ofien 

appraised datasets without referme to the decision trees. One candidly admitted that 

whiie hehhe used the decision trees for herniis early appraisals after gaining experience 

hdshe ceased using them for &y-today appraisals. Shdhe only referred to the trees 

when specinc concerns were raised, or in order to wnsult a specific guideline. 

The lessening reiiance by appraisas on their decision trea muid lead to a serious issue, 

which cwld challenge QAlQC evaluators: that of interpretation M. An evahiation of 

the appraisals done by the benthic cataîoguers noted a signfiuiat change in notation 

associated with the Anaiysis and QNQC decision trees. Spdicaliy this dealt with how 

the appraisers handled the use of taxonomie keys for the identification of samples. 



Taxonomie keys were specincally mention4 in question 4 of the QNQC tree "Where, 

applicable, were taxonomic samples identifiecl with a hown key a d o r  by qualified 

individuals?" Numerous appraisals dated fiom the beginning of th& appraisal process 

bore the following comment under QNQC rating "No mention of keys us4 for I.D." In 

the development of the trees, however, notes fiom telephone conversations with Wk 

indicated that a decision was made to move the use of keys to the Analysis decision tree. 

It was decided that taxonomy was a measurement, and as such keys were a tool to carry 

out that meastuement. While the decision was made and doaunented in telephone logs, 

the a d  trees were never changed nor the guidelines updated. 

It was clear that shortly after the decision was made the appraisers chose to interpret the 

analysis tree as ifit included a repuirement for taxonomic keys whiie still considering it in 

the QA/QC tree as weli. This was supported by the appraisal doaunents that showed 

positive cornments on taxonomic keys appearing in both the QNQC and d y s i s  notes, 

but that negative comrnents towards keys, and resulting lower ratings were only observecl 

in the andysis trees. 

"Interpretation creep", as exempMed in this case, is not always serious, s ince  dl the 

datasets were being treated in the same manner. Where intefpretation creep becomes an 

issue is in a dispersed environment like DFO. If this type of acep were to occur at the 

regional level then the possibüity wouid exist that simiiar datasets might receive very 

different treatment in different constituencies. This wouid defeat the aim of a cornmon 

system and lirnit the effectiveness of any such system 

In summacy7 a number of important issues have been r a i d  and addressed. The rating 

outputs of the decision trees were of comparable reüabiiity to peer review. The reiiability 

of the decision trees improved in an mvironment of consensus, continued training and 

effedive revîew, however, the decision trees, as wxitten, were weighted towards 

disagreement and appraiser agreement had an upper limit (Le. appraisals could ody get so 

good due to inherent uncatallities). 



3.5 Case Study Outcoma 

The creation of databases presupposes the notion that data are valuable and therefore 

worthy of presewation. The value in data lies in the fôct that once coUected they can be 

used for more than one purpose. The CODIS case study took threads from various 

sources including reliability ratings, data rating charts, database stnicturing theones and 

search criteria and evolved each to becorne compatible with an o v d  systmi. This 

overd system invalved the creation of a fonnalized process to take a coiiection of 

mwrements and using stnicturing and appraisal tools to reproducibly mate datasets 

with associateci reliabiiity hdicators. These datasets and th& associated ratings were 

subsequently input into an exact search systern developed for this work which presented 

improved data structures. The simuitan8ous development of the CODIS program ami the 

ataioguing task grrauY clarifiai the criticai necessity fw rigomus protocols and definitions and 

indicated areas of consideration in contiriued research on the information requirements of 

environmental databases. The activity of inputting data into the CODIS prototype 

demonstrated that the approach used in CODIS to structuring data and evaiuating data 

quality was both effêctive and comparable to simiiar systems in use at the tirne. 

The uitirnate utiiity of the software system caiied CODIS continues to be Uivestigated. CODIS 

provides the most comprehaisive assembiy of datasets adable for the West Coast of Canada 

and the Canadian Arctic. The wmprehensive nature of the data stored in CODIS provides 

users with unpdeleû detad of the historiai record. The software sheii and contents aiso 

have some a p p l i d i i  outside the boundaries of the research area comprised by their data 

The CODIS source code and documentation has beai made available on the intemet. This 

should provide an opporbunity to determine if the mode1 wüi 0ourish or be ignorecl. The 

software shell and cataioguing tools are under considdon for use in new dogu ing  efforts 

in the British Columbia derior and the Arctic (Smilq, B., pers. comm.) and the evaluafion 

proas  is ongoing and wiîi continue for the f ô h l e  fittute. 



The development and application of the CODIS prototype also exposeci a number of 

issues that drove the next stage of the research program. Consider a plausible scenario 

using the CODIS database. A researcher accesses CODIS to assemble data to test a 

hypothesis regardhg the effcds of chlorophenolic compounds on benthic communities. 

The researcher is m g  to recover data involving chlorophenolics in benthic organisms as 

weii as chlorophenolics in the diments and benthic communities in those sediments. A 

search of CODIS uncovers two datasets involving the concentrations of chlorophenols in 

benthic organisms and a number of studies invohring either chlorophenols in the sediment 

or benthic cornmunities in sediments. CODIS has therefore successfùlly canied out its 

task The researcher has a bibliographic list of datasets that have been appraised for 

reliability. The obvious next task for the researcher is to determine which of the datasets 

has appropriate data for use in the study. This involves obtaining the individual 

bibliographic referaces and carefuliy examining each to identify which of these datasets 

are useful for hypothesis testing. The CODIS appraisai proces has aided the researcher in 

identifjing rehble datasets but an additional activity rexnains. This additionai task, the 

determination of the appropriate use of data stored in various media, is the basis of the 

nexi case study. 



Chapter 4 NCIS Case Study 

4.0 Iatt.oduction 

The role of environmenfai databases is to assemble and store data. These data can consist 

of mcasufernents of environmental variables coliected at geographicai locations at specific 

times, or controkd measurements collected as part of a research activity in a laboratory. 

What is ofken missing nom these databases is the additional supporthg information that 

cleariy indicates what types of data are behg stored. It is this annotative documentation 

which allows individuals who are unfàdiar with a coliection of data to determuie the 

data's applicability for a spedic reseatch objective (Stafford 1993). This annotative data 

supplies sacondary users with the necessary sciertific and expamiental ''conteXi" to make 

use of the raw data. The contamial information provides an indication of the reliability 

and applicability ofthe data in databases for secondary users. Komarkova and Bell (1986) 

indicate that descriptive and annotative data are an essential part of a scient& database. 

A process that is able to reproducibly associate contexhial information with the hcluded 

sets of data increases the likelihood that the data in that database will be used 

appropnately . 

Context is dependent on the information user. As an example, consider pulp-mil1 stack- 

gas ernission data. It might be used by a regulator to CO* cornpliance to a regulatory 

requirement, but rnight also be used by a process engineer to Uidicate process 

characteristics of the stack Emission data may be of no use to the process engineer if ail 

the values were non-detects, but would be perfkdy acceptable to the regulator who only 

wanted to enme that the emissions were below regulatory rquirements. The diierences 

between these two uses involve a diierence in context between a simple monitoring use 

and a more cornplex process-control use. The two types of tasks have very different 

requirements of the data. The CODIS data stmcturing and apprsisal process focussed on 

the appraisal of individual datasets, without reference to their context. CODIS assurned 

that through documentation, multidisciplinary data couid be made available ta all users. 

This documentation produre did not acknowledge that rnultidisciplinary users might 



lack the expertise to appraise the usefùiness of data outside theu area of expertise. 

Foiiowing the successfid irnplemmtation of CODIS, this research project went on to 

address the issue of developing toois to associate contextuai information with data for the 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada @FO) National Contarninants information 

System (NCIS). 

The aim of this portion of the research pro& was to deveîop a methodology to formalîy 

associate contextuai information with data and provide the tools to aiiow investigators to 

store contexîuai information with their archived data for NCIS. The methodology 

developed was govemed by a stnictured set of appraid "protocols". A protocol was 

defird as a set of procedures that created specific restrained outputs fiom diverse inputs 

(Fyies, 1996). The protocols dweloped for NCIS consistai of decision trees and 

associateci guidelines and conventions. The protocols govemed the activity of creating 

contextual information and associating it with datasets. This case study e d e d  the 

dewelopment and irnplementation of the protocols developed to rsrty out this task in 

NCIS. This involved exarnining the process developed to m a t e  contexhial information 

for NCIS and identifying key f e e s .  This case study included a discussion of the 

rnethodology developed to appraise the reüabiiity of the contextual information and an 

atiempt to understand its strengths and weaknesses. The CODIS case study Uicluded a 

detailed evaluation of the decision tre methodology. That level of detded evaluation 

was not &ed out in this case shidy because the methodology had not been fùiiy 

implemented. This case study relied on an mecdotal evaluation of the protocols to aeate 

contextual information and a retrospective andysis to determine whether the context 

evaluation actuaiiy worled. The outcorne of this cape study was a practical understandimg 

of how such protocols should be design4 and implemented. This knowledge will be 

incorporated into the overall mode1 presented in Chapter 6. 



4.1 Introduction and Oveivicw of NClS 

DFO, since its inception, has wllected a vast amount of information regarchg chernical 

c o n h a n t s  and their various effêcts on environmental compartments. Much of this 

information d l  needs to be archived Qeeley, 1998). When the Green Plan Toxic 

Chernids Program was instituted, it became apparent that an organized system to archive 

the resulting data was required. NCIS was designed as a structure to describe the data 

coiiections and hold the data from aU these projects (Kedey, 1998). NCIS had three 

major components, which fonned a logical structure for the data and information. The 

directory level held idormation about the projects under which data collections were 

made. The inventory held information about regional data holdings and was designed to 

aiiow users to identify data of interest. The archives were the repositories of the 

measurements and each region controlled its own archive's structure (Keely, 1998). 

The inventory level of NCIS was of particular interest to this project. It was designed as a 

relational database buiit on a distributed architecture with the Marine Environmental Data 

SeMce (MEDS) in Ottawa and DFO regions taking part in the design, building and 

operation. Keeley (1998) stated that the inventory level was designed to hold metadata 

about contaminants hvolved in the archives; details of collection, storage and analysis 

procedures; where and when observations were made; and the organism studied. 

Each participant region operated a smer for the database. Queries using client software 

ran on one or more cornputers in each region and couid be made across the DFO 

communications network to examine holdings in the local region or other regions. Upon 

identification of data of interest, a request d d  be d e  for the data. Depaiâing on 

access pnviieges, data (and any additional idormafion pertahhg to the data) would be 

extracted fiom the appropriate archives. Provision of data was not a component internai 

to the NCLS, mther, data managers were required to make contact with the requester to 

transfer the data Qeeley, 1998). 



The three NCIS lwels provided for a system that both archived raw data and provided 

detailed inventory metadata to provide users with effective tools to search the database. 

As a data repository, NCIS d d  fimction without any indicators of the reliabii or 

indications of the conteid of the idionnafion aitrtained in it. However, that would not 

take the full adwmtage of the quaiity asmance programs already in place in the DFO 

laboratories that generated d t s  for NCIS. The fe~eafch activity d e s c r i  in this work had 

two tasks: to dweiop a method to appraise the data being incorporated into the archive and to 

create and incorporate a new metadata demeat to descr i i  the context of the data in the 

inventory level of NCIS. 

4.1.1 Expehental and Survev Events 

In order to insulate users fiom the large masses of contaminant measurements held in the 

archives, NCIS collecteci s d e r  assemblages of "likedataN about contaminants into 

"events". The definition of an event was related to the definition of a dataset: 

Each evmt is made up of individual data records that share a number of cornmon 
characteristics. For example, ail data in an event must measure the sarne 
contaminant, in the same organism or abiotic medium, that was coliected in the 
same way, at about the sarne the,  and at about the sarne place (Fyles et al., 1996). 

Events in NCIS werc split into two types: " m e y  events", and "experimental events". 

Strain and Sowden (1995) disnissed the distinction between the two in daail, some basic 

concepts are repeateû here: 

A suwey shidy is a study into field conditions that have not been manipulateci by 
the researcher. 

An experimental study is a study in which an organism or ecosystem has been 
manipdated or a biological raponse has been mea~ufed in a field study. 

A survey shidy must always have d a t e d  location information while location 
information rnay or may not be asdated an expimental study. 

A contaminant mgr event can aise only fiom contaminant survey shidies and 
represents similar rneawrements 8SSOCi8fed with one or mon locations. A 
contaminant survey event cannot record biologicai observations associateci with 



the samples wiiected in survey studies. It can only record chernical contaminant 
daa. 

An experimental event can arise either frorn experimental -dies7 or fkom survey 
studies involviag biological responses. It represents AU the chernical and 
biologid responses that ocair as a consequence of a given experimeritai 
manipulation. An experimental event generated fkom expeiimental work 
wnducted in a nanual environment can be associated with one or more locations 
(Strain and Sowden, 1995). 

Contaminant survey events wnsisted only of appreised measurements. These 

measurements were appraised using CODIS-like decision trees and were not evduated for 

context. For the purposes of the system, k g  a survey was theü context. Experimentai 

events included appraised rneasurernents and additional metadata elements to describe 

contact. Each individual nammmt in an arpaimeiit event was cailed a "response" (Strain 

and Sowden, 1995). The use of this terni m N a  was intadexi to avoid confusion by 

dowing usas to mgiiiEe whether a value or measurement was derived h m  a survey or an 

arperimaital event This provided users with the ability to search NCIS for partidar types 

of experimental events and to refine data-dtiven searches for applicability. 

NCIS was designed to incorporate retrospective and continuhg data. Consequentiy, data 

contributors were hvolved in the creation of the metadata, including the determination of 

events. So while event aeation was controiied though a protocul, the dataantributor haci 

the ability to iduence the scope of individuai evenf~. The most obvious control involved 

p d j m g  the spatial and temporal average. The â a t a a n t n i r  may have fdt that it made 

sense for a dump of data to be presaitrd to the data-user as a sinde package. For e ~ a m p l e ~  a 

researcher might consida it important to ksep mammmm~ catrieû out to d u a t e  the &ects 

of new pollution controt equipment togethers iasisting that measurrments More and aAer 

implementation be considd as a group. The reasons for this d d  mchrde a concem that a 

user mi@ inadvertedy miss contextuaüy important data be*iuse of the Cestncted t h e  *od 

or spatiai extent ofthe user's query. 



As wiii becorne clear Iater, the appraisal of an ecperimaital event required the appraid of the 

individuai measurements that made up the event. This procas was done using discipline- 

speQfic appraisai protocois and decision trees. Each p m t d  anci d d o n  tree was developed 

foiiowing the methodology presented in the CODIS case study. As in the CODIS case study, a 

wmmon p d e l  structure united the discipbspeafic appisisal protocois but each had its 

own pecuhties. The entire process for appraising was documenteci in F y h  et 

ai. (19%) which presented detaiied protocols for the appraisal of chernicai, biological and 

toxiwlogicai responsea dong with the& d e d  decision trees. At over 2 0  pages, the Fyles 

et al. (1996) doaunent was too compreheflsive to be feproduced in d d l  hem, although 

critical protocols and decision trees are preserited. The oveMew for the appraisai of chernial 

responses was pre~enfed in the CODIS case study and w d l  not be disaissed here. A summary 

of the methodologies for biologicai responses and bioassay Bcpaimaits folows. The process 

for appraising biological responses was CreZLfed by Mhrk P d u k  and Dr. Fyles. It is king 

included hem for completenes. The rnajority of the text for these methodologies was taken 

directiy 6rom Fyies et al. (19%). 

4.2.1 Anoraisal methodoloav for biologîcal responses 

A biological response was defined as a measurement designed to reved the effect of 

contaMnants on an organisrn. The organisms studied in an expimental event may have 

one or multiple responses to a contaminant. For example, in an experiment that involved 

exposing rainbow bout to 2-phenoxyethanoî, one wuid meesure blood gas and acid-base 

balance as well as corticostaoid/catecholamine levds in wnjunction with a behaviour 

response. Multiple responses for the same acposure r d t e d  in an inherent overlap in 

response classifications. For instance, in studies that invoiveâ independent responses such 

as behavioral and biochemicai measurements, the behavioral component might require a 

rdatively unstressed Lmng organism, and M o r e ,  mwt surely precede withdrawal of 



terminal sarnples for blood chemistry measurernents fiom any individuai. On the other 

hand, tertiary measurements such as reproductive fitness were d e t e l y  dependent upon 

precursory biochemical responses (e.g. sex hormone levels). In this case, prelirninary and 

ongoing endocrinological analyses would IÙrther support the observed behavioral 

response. The appraisai protocol foUowed this- experitnenfal logic - measurements 
requirllig remote observations were usualiy considered before measurements involving 

greater degrees of intervention. 

A flow chart for the appraisal of biological responses is aven in Figure 4.1. The appraid 

began with a list of controlied t a m s  for the biological response measurements and 

organisms. The first step of the appraisal involved determining the measurements of 

interest (e.g. cortisol) and the associated response parameter (e.8. biochemical effects - 
endocrinological). The second step of the appraisal involved the identification of the 

organisms imrolved using the "Appraisai of Identification* decision tree Pyles et al., 

1996). For some measurements, the identity of the organism was not critical. In the case 

of cultureci specirnens, the identification proces was usually straightfomard. For field 

caught spechens, the identification process was more involved, and was appraised more 

closely. The outcome of this first step was an identification ratkg based on the five-tier 

scale presented earüer. In the thkd step, the appraisai was direaed to one of six sections 

depending on the type of measurernent considered. Remote observations were cansidered 

first, foiiowed by measurements on wholeliive organisms, rneasurements on ab-samples 

of organisms that were either aiive or were aüve immediately prior to sampiing, and finaiiy 

measuiements which did not neeessariy require live specimens. Each of the sections 

appraised relevant aspects of the measurement process: sampling/wUection, storage, 

QNQC, and the actual analysis. 



Appraisal of Biological Responses 

Figure 4.1 Appraisal Process for Biological Responses (Fyîes et al., 1996) 



Groups A and B (remote obsenations), and C and D (mea~u~ements on whole and iive 

orgariisns) were divided by the desigrutions '%el&' and 'qab". This distinction was based on 

the extent of envifo~nentai manipulation around the organh during the measufement. Field 

meant a natural or unmanipufateci environment. Convedy, lab meant a manipulated or 

controiied environment. The extent of the manipulation couid vary k m  minor aiteration of 

the flow within a strearn or con taniinant plume, to a complady isolated acpaimentai 

apparatus. No matter what the phy9cai location of the meanaanag or the degree of the 

environmental manipuMion, di such measwements were appraised as lab measurements. 

The fidd/lab distinction extadeci to the separation of dtured stock versis capmed wiid 

stock The appraisal of collection for fieid caught stock was more rigorous than for ailtumi 

stock, but the appraisal of storage for both types of orgaiiisms was SMilar. The criticai issue 

was the extent to wtiich arperimed manipulation of the apnism interferai with the 

reSpOIISe measurement. 

The process was repeated for each measurement and organism until d measurements and 

organisms had been considered. Due to substantial duplication in the appraisal processes 

streamlining questions were added to groups C to F to sirnplw the amount of work In 

essence, if a measurement with restricted handling and storage considerations had aiready 

been appraised, it was not necessary to redo the same type of appraisal for a measurement 

that had less stringent handling requûements. From the exarnple above - if the appraisai of 

the behaviour measurements was satisfactory, then sample handihg of the organism prior 

to removal of the blood sample had catainly been satishory. 

Once all measurements and organîsms had been wnsidered, the final step was to establish 

that aii measurements groupai for appraisai achieved the same overall rating. If they had, 

then the appraisai couid proceed through the remaining steps of the experirnental events 

appraisal. If thqr had not, then the group needed to be redefined to place measurements 



of the same reliability in a single event and those of difTerent reliability in additional 

event(s). 

4.2.2 A~~raisal  Methodoloav for Bioassay Experirnents 

Bioassay experiments dealt with toxicologicd experiments involving organisms and 

populations in a laboratory sening. Toxicology is the study of the harmfùl action of 

chernical stressors on biota, includïng humans. It involves both an understanding of 

chernid distriiution and effects as well as an understanding of biological mechanisms in 

order to identify hazards (Loomis, 1974). The measure of toxicology is toxicity, which is 

dehed as the potential or capaîity of a test merial  to cause adverse e f f i s  on living 

organisms (APHA et al., 1992). The f ~ s t  objective of toximlogy is to determine the dose- 

response where dose is a measure of weight of test substance per unit weight of test 

animal (Environment Canada, 1993) and respome is the measured biologid effect of the 

variable tested (APHA et al., 1992). Dose-response can be modified by variables such as 

temperature, chernical form, adability and acposure as revealed by bioassays and 

measurements of ambient concentrations; this leads to an assessrnent of risk. In the 

bioassay appraisai process toxicology was defined to include both acute and chronic 

toxicity testing. Acute toxicity involved relatively short-term lethai or other effects, 

usualiy dehed as d g  withh four days for fish. Chronic tolacity involved a stimulus 

that lingered or continued for a relatively long period of the.  Historidy, a toxicity test 

was "chronic" if it exceeded a fixed nurnber of days (i.e. 70). Now, chronic is dehed 

with respezt to total organism life span (usudy as one-tenth of the life span). A chronic 

toxic effect muid be mea~u~ed in terms of reduced growth or reduced reproduction in 

addition to lethaiity (APHA a al.. 1992). Some examples of measures of toxicology 

include LCa, LDa, EC50p inhiitîng concentration, subchroaic NOEL and chronic NOEL. 

The bioassay appraisai methodology was an dgamation of the biological and cheanical 

responses protocols and a flow chart for the full appraid of both wmponents is &en in 



Figure 4.2. The appraisai process began with a list of controlled tams for the bioassay 

Bcperiment. The first step ofthis apprsisal involved appraising the colledion and storage of the 

chemid contambnt under consideration niese appraisais deait with the collection of the 

chernical sample used in the errpeiimad not wah the biologid indicator in the test. Appraising 

collection was imperative in the case of mixtures and enluents that had not been 

thoroughly characterized or where synergistic and antagonistic & e a ~  were undetermineci. 

Appraising collection wodd be considered less relevant in the case of studies on known 

and pure chernicals (Le., toxicity of laboratory grade solvents). The output from the 

contaminant coiiection and sampling decision trees were rating values and wmments. 

The next phase of the anaiysis involved all adVities surroundhg the biologicd hdicators 

as well as the actual bioassay procedutes and quaüty assurance/quaity control (QNQC). 

The first two decision trees in this section evaluaîed the samphg/coU&on~rearing of the 

biologieal indicator and any subsequent handüng of that indicator. The analysis decision 

tree identifiecl if appropriate procedures were used in the bioassay and whether the 

reliabiiity of the measurement was established. Once the analysis had been appraised, it 

was necessary to examine the documentation of QNQC to detennine if it met standard 

requirements. The final step in the appraisal of bioasays involved îuii documentation of 

all tests b e d  out including the statistical procedures that were used. The statistid 

significmce tree provided the means for a systernatic evaluation of the statistical tests 

applied in the analysis, as wel as documenthg the tests that were carriecl out. The 

protocols and decision trees presented folowed the guidehes set out by the Steering 

Conunittee on Identification of Toxic and Potentially Toxic Chernicals for Consideration 

by the National ToxicoIogy Program, of the U. S. National Research Councii (1 SM). 

The disciphne-spdc appraisal protocols developed for NCIS were first published in 

1996. Mer  that they underwent reMew in the workshop describeci previously and were 

edited and revised. The protocols shared many of the strengths and weaknesses of those 

developed for CODXS and d i d  in the CODIS case study. 
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Figure 4 3  Appraisai Process for Bioasay Experiments 



They continue to be used to appraise contaminant s w e y  events being entered into NCIS. 

The nurnber of users of the protocols remains relatively srnall, however, and insacient 

data is avdable at this point to carry out any evaluation of the protocois' effectiveness. 

4 3  OvvvKw of Experimentai Event Appraisai 

4.3.1 Ex~erimentd Pedigree 

The experimental event appraisal process was designeci to examine and document the 

context of the expertnental event. It considered the intention O: the investigator, the 

design and execution of the experiment and summarized that information in a pedigree, 

which reported the context of the experiment to the user. A pedigree was defined as the 

most confident statement about an event that could be supporteci by the outcome of the 

study as it actuaily ouairred. It was a statement that dehed the sape and limitations of 

the study and reflected the uncertainty of the results. The concept of a pedigree was first 

suggested by Costanza et al. (1992) for use with the NWSAP system to cornrnunicate data 

quaiity in poîicy-relevant research. A broader, more inclusive application that included 

reliability, uncertainty and achievement of the goals of the research design was sought for 

the NCIS application. In this context, the pedigree provided an indication of the 

uncertainty of an experiment or study and the retiability of the results rather than merely 

the quality of the measurement process. This use of pediiee was an extension of the 

concept of "lineage" that was incorporated h o  the Federal Geographic Data Committee 

metadata standards (Federal Geographic Data Committee, 1994). 

In NCIS, a pedigree describeci the reliability and applicabiüty of the data in the event. It 

consisted of two types of Uiformation, 1) exact tenns, which included the experiment type 

and formai statement and 2) descriptive fields wfiich provided summary details of the 

experiment. The process of developing the pedigree is displayed in Figure 4.3 and wiîi be 

addressed in more detail later in thk work The process involved four major stages based 

. on decision trees. 
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Figure 4.3 General OveMew of Appraisal Process 

In the fist stage, a statement of the aims of the experimental event (the experiment type 

and fond  statement) wouid be generated ushg a controled list of possibilities. This 

generated the exact temis portion of the pedigree. This was followed by an analysis of the 

experimental design requVed by the formal statement chosen If the design was 



compatible with the forma1 statement, the measurernent processes that generated the 

experimental data would be appraised using appropriate reliability appraisal protocols for 

the individual measurements involved. If the formal statement was not compatible, a new 

f o d  statement would be chosen, and the design re-appraised until compatibility was 

achieved. Once the measuremaits that made up the dataset were appraised, the 

experiment outcome would be aramined to maire that the design goals of the experiment 

were actuaiiy achieved. Finally, smmary text would be created to descnie the event. 

4.3.2 Worked Examoie of the chxxdl P rocess 

The following worked example of the process was presented for use with the protocols 

that were deveioped for the NCIS system (Fyles et al., 1996). Consider a report of the 

e f f i  of chlorine on arctic char (Saluelirms dpimrs) (Jones and Hara, 1988). This 

experiment involved the measurernent of behavioural eEècts of variable levels of chlorine 

in water. The experiment was initiaîiy intendde to test the effkcts of acidification on the 

behaviour of the sampk fish, but the goals of the study were adjusted when the holding 

water supply became wntaminated with a large dose of c h i o ~ e  from a municipal water 

The first step in the appraisal process involved d e t e d g  the measurements being 

considered. In this case the measurements were "behaviourai", "locomotion" and 

"orientation" all of which were controiied ternis in the NCIS system. The next step 

defined an experiment type and formal statement based on the intent of the experiment. In 

this case, the experiment type would be considered "reseafchW as it was used to develop 

process knowledge and its formal statement would be of the form "to develop process 

howledge". The testable null hypothesis for the experiment was "addition of C~IOM~ will 

not affect the behaviour of char". The nexî portion of the d y s i s  involved compa~g the 

experirnental design with the formal statement. IR this case, the design was based on an 



eariier design for the e f f ~  of acidification on char but was adapted to fit the 

circumSf8nces of the experirnenîal situation. 

The behavioural nature of the observations and the inability of the experimentor to 

replicate aii the conditions of the test resulted in the design relying on intemal replication 

rather than extemal standards. This was entirely consistent with other work in this field. 

Followhg the experimental design appraid, the exeaition of the experiment was 

evaiuated. Given that this was a biologieal m e n t  that ocairrd in a lab environment 

with Live fi& the protocols for "Biological Response Appraisal" (Group D: Measurements 

on whole and Live organisrns in the lab), were used pyles et al., 1996). This evaluation 

was canied out in its entirety and the result, a "measurement ratingn was produced. In 

this case, the outcome was a reliability rathg of "4" for sampling, storage and analysis and 

a reliabiüty rating of "3" for QA/QC. The u3" was based on the lack of extemal standard. 

The overd rating, based on the weakest-link principle, was "3". 

FoUowing the experirnental execution step, the experiment outcome was appraised. This 

involveci evaiuating the experiment to detamine if d c i e n t  QAQC had been carriecl out 

throughout the experiment to ensure that the results were statistically significant. This 

appraisai produced a number of statistical results (power, acairacy, preusion, spread etc.) 

which were krporated in the sumrnary pedigree. This analpis also asked the questions 

"Did the outcome actuaiiy test the formai staternent?" "Was the uncertainty suitably 

addressed?" and most importantiy, "Do al experiments in the list have the same 

pedigree?" The summary pedigree nad: 

Hypothesis Tested: Addition of chlorine will not affect behaviour of char 
Measurement Rating: Biological response rating "3", results precise but 

acauacy impossible to d e t e d e  
Measurement Uncertainty: I n t d y  consistent experiment, a known, no Li 

given. 

The summary pedigree provided the text fields in the pedigee. The experiment type and 

fornial staternent were not part of these text fields but were the exact terms of this 

experiment. As a remit, a user searckg using the exact terms "research", %ehavioui' 



and "chio~e" wodd find this experimentd evmt and the surnmary pedigree would supply 

the added contextual information to determine whether the experiment would be 

appropriate for secondary use. 

In the research comrnunity, there are three kinds of scient& activity: monitoring, research 

and sweys. In NCIS, the tenn " w e y "  had a spe&ed definition. In order to cany out 

a general discussion, it was necessary to use an alternative tem. Consequently, the tenn 

c'obsemtion" was used instead of "survey". 

There are no agreed upon, natural definitions for obsmntion, monitoring and research, but 

as &y as 1975, MiuXay and MacDonald identifiexi the lrey feahues that distinguish the 

three ternis. 'LIKy pointed out that monitoring was an activity &ed out on wd- 

undersbod systems (MacKay and Macdonald, 1975). Research was ibti£ied as an activity 

that pAceded monitoring and was Mgned to dardop pn>cess know1edge; as they put it: 

in the iarge, Uiterdepaident systems that we &ai with in the environmerit, we often 
have a poorly ckvelopd understanding. We are not sure of the key parameters that 
oonüol the sysian. Heiuz, it is logid that rcsearch be carrieci on so that 
monitoring programs can be pmperly desgned and adequtdy irnplemerited .... 
often we can discern a pogRssioa h m  a research adivity which studies a 
parti& area at one the, or pesfcds a new teduiique or checks for the p~e~etlce of 
some substance, to a monitoring program in which data is mtinely deded  to be 
avaiiable for management decigm.... as a ga#al nile, baseline sîudies, sudi as 
description of the presait sDite of an area where p l d  industrial adivity may have 
anenvkmmentalimpad,havekaiCdllSi~asresearchPrq~~t~. nioçecases 
where there is a hi& probability of amtinuing measuremenh of the type made in 
baseline shdies iep~srnt examples of nsevch projeds which d d  becorne 
monitoring proje& (MacKay and MacDonell, 1975). 

The distinctions between monitoring, r d  and obsmation lead dmaly to a 

fùndamental question in positivist science, that is how does one carry out any forrn of 



generalization? One of the major distinctions baween monitoring, research and 

observation can be linked directly to the two p h a r y  methods of deriving generaiizations 

and laws: induction and deduction. In very simple terms induction can be describeci as 

arguing fkom the particuiar to the generd, wtde deduction argues fkom the general to the 

partidar (Medawar, 1969). Medawar d&ed induction as: 

A scheme or fomulary of d g  which somehow empowm us to pass h m  

them. niese gaigdi k t s  (or laws or principka) m u t  & more than merely 
smmariz the informaficm contaîned in the simple and paIiicular sbtements out of 
which they were cumpwnded: they mut add somedhg, say more than that which 
has been said already. ..Inductive rrasoning is m r p m  in nahire. It expands our 
knowledge, or at ail events our preiensim to knowledge [qwtations and itaiics are 
his] (Medawar, 1969). 

The two primary assumptions of simple induction are that science starts with o b m t i o n  

and that obsmration yields a secure basis h m  which knowledge can be derived 

(Chahers, 1 982). 

Deduction, on the other hand, piesupposes the theory-dependence of observation. What 

an observer sees depends in part on hisher past aCpenence, h i d m  knowledge and hidher 

expectations (Chahers, 1982). This past experience b ~ g s  in the concept of theoreticai 

knowledge, or process knowledge. Process biowledge describes the dynamics and 

interrelationships within n a d ,  biophysical, and social systems (Coniford and Blanton, 

1993). 

Indudon and deduction are the two p~ciples that underpin "monitoring", "research7' and 

"observation". The debate conthes, however, as to the values and drawbacks of 

induction and deduction as scientific methoâs (Chahers, 1982). This thesis accepts that 

both inductive data collection (observation and research) and deductive data coiiection 

(monito~g and research) have th& place in environmentai science. The important &or 

to remember is that each has its limitations and hwbacks. Theory-dnven observation 

(deduction) is often only as good as the thsory drivhg the obsemtion; whüe theory-fiee 



observation (induction) can often result in inamplete datasets unable to answer 

fundamental questions. 

From a working sàentist's perspective, experiments are camed out in order to get results 

that can then be used to answer questions. Little care is paid as to whether this is done 

through inductive or deductive means. The diiwlty in d e h g  t e m  for use in NCIS 

arose fiom the fact that while many research projects begin with indudively derived 

starting points; they often proceed to use traditional deductive techniques in anaiyzing the 

observations that have been made. In terms of the three adVities of the previous section 

(monitoring, research and obsmation), NCIS-denned enpairnent types viewed monitoring 

as predominanîiy a dedudive activity and observation as predominantly inducthe. The 

expeximent type research encompansed both inductive and deductive methods. As 

developed below, formal statemerits served to chnfy the distinctions. 

4.4.2 Monitoring 

Monitoring continues to be one of the primary tasks of DFO and takes on many formats. 

C o d r d  and Blanton (1993) stressed thai monitoring, Ore prediction, required an 

understanding of parameters and processes, as well as their detailed relationships Ui t h e  

and space. They disthguished three types of monitoring: 

Resmth (Trend) Moiiaoriiig is the continwus measufement, in either tirne or 
both space and time (Le., tirnôseries), of parameias that may have d y  partially 
known relatidps (or severai piausible hypotheses), for the purpose of detecting 
trads in the pexiodicity or magnitude of possible cycles or Rpetitive events. 

!Wdfllc Monitoring involves Rpetitive theseries measurements (over a 
particuiar area) and is only posgble when processes and th& interrelatonship are 
known, and b œ  there is sdticierit knowledge to asness the e f f i i  of some 
exîemai influence on hWM trends and/or cycles. Initiation of this type of 
monitoring also quires an adequate mkntambg of both proœss and &ta 
interrelatidps to estabu a proper temporal and spatial sampling sîmtegy. 



pm&mnhd skwkds. This tenn could be temKd C m p a ü v e  Monitoring and 
may be used as part of a followup shategy for a development to detamine the 
extent to which pject impkmentation dm to original predictions or 
amditions (Comford and Blanton, 1993). 

For the purpose of NCIS, monitoring included aii nuil-hypothesis-bounded experimental 

or survey evenB. nie n d  hypothesis could be explkit or implicit and must be based on 

pre-ertisting knowledge of process. The two requirements for monito~g were that some 

preexisting process knowledge was incorporateci into the experimental event design, and 

that some conditional nul  hypothesiq whether explicitiy describecl or impticitiy assurned 

was being tested. 

One additional type of monitoring considered was modehg. In order to mate and test 

models it is necessary to have some pro- biowledge, and the resulting modehg serves 

to test a null hypothesis. nidore,  ediiating models or iteratively refmed correlations 

were considerd monitoring. Any collection of data that did not meet these two critena 

and was not a modeihg study would, therefore, either f a  into the research or observation 

categories. 

4.4.3 Research 

Under the system describeci by MacKay and Macdoneii (1975), research preceeds 

monitoring. Research is used to dmlop an understanding of naturai processes so that 

monitoring programs can be deveIoped. These monito~g projects are then used to 

assure scientists that the nsults obtained fiom theu nsearch and the resulting theories are 

correct. "Research"ddevdpes the process howledge required to design effective 

monito~g programs. Cordord and Blanton (1993) dehed a hierarchy of research based 

on process knowledge: 

&scriptive (Badine) RcsPreb g d y  to die acquisition of initiai data to 
assess time an& space patlans, ami parnit a more oompreheasive data coiiectian 



Time Serier ResePrdi may be b d y  &W as an extaision of trend monitoring 
for evaits that have srtffmely h g  cycles or are of sufficimtly large magnitude that 
traditional riesearch sûategies must be altexeû to examine system dynamics 
(Coniford and Blanton, 1993). 

Dane (1990) pointed out that the relationship between research and theory is an extremely 

strong one; research r d t s  are always placeci in the c o n t a  of existing theory, and 

existing thoory provides a hnework for new ideas about what to research. Stonehouse 

and Mumford (1994) suggested that when causal mechanisms are understood with some 

confidence, scientific information could be used with pater precision and flexibility. 

Thomas (1992) effectively summed up the entire relationship between research and 

monitoring: 

Two essential types of infonnafion aie required for the satistactory molution of 
caw-effect relaticmships. First, the causeeff8d relatioclship being moriitored must 
beundastoodtothepointthatappFopriateparamaascanbechosentoprcxiuœ 
meaningful test criteria. Secaid, each fador and its relative conüibution to the 
natural variability of the index paameters must be h m  to the degree quired by 
the pre-set level of confidence expeded in the monito~g result. When the above 
information is m . I e ,  monitoring cannot proceed. In its p h ,  basic research 
programs must be deve1oped to provide the esm~tial information momas, 1992). 

Research can also be carried out on welî-understood systerns and processes, but in al 

cases, the intent of research is to irnprove the level of process knowledge avaiiable. In 

research, process knowledge is gai- incomplete or incompletely understood; 

consequently, other factors are needed so that the process is formalisexi and scientific. In 

nomai science, this is carrieci out through tard contrd over extemal conditions. The 

data produced through research is carefiilly coUected and any numerical data resdting 

fkom the process is manipulated by identified statistical methods. Research mdies 

fùndarnentally require that some fom of nul hypothesis be proposeâ and that testing the 

hypothesis seme as the bais of the activity. 



The aitical consideration of the NCIS experhent type research was that the study tested 

a nuil hypothesis. In addition, t was necessary to wntrol or limit externat and internal 

factors and state acperiment and numerical acceptance values. This effort to control or 

shape conditions would usuaily be part of the documentation of the event. The specific 

requirements for the experiment type research were: at least one, explicitly descriki, 

condit id ndi hypoche9s be W; a fornialucd mediod to interpnt the data producd in 

the expechmt be stated; and a dort be made tb amiroi extemal effecbrs in 

the experimait, Any collection of data that did not meet these three criteria would either 

fkii into the monitoring or observation categories. 

4.4.4 Observation 

The expriment type obmt ion  included predorninantly inductive studies. For NCIS, 

obsenmtions wae any arperimental event in which one of the foiiowing was true: 

a) thae was no testing of a null hypothesis (either m e d  or understood); 
b) proass howîedge was not included in the experimentai design; 
c) uctanrl conditions were either not controled or not inaorporated into the 

design so as to liMt r d t s  to the causative agent; 
d) numerical or statistical goals were not determineci before the experiment; or 
e) there was no initial intent to coiiect the data 

Since obSerYatims in NCIS wexe asçoaated with enperimental events and the majority of 

events incl& a nuli hypouiesis relaîively few events were expected to be assigneci this 

e-t type. 

Excerpt 4.1 presents the decision tree created to provide a simple method of identifying 

experiment type. The initial four questions were designed to tease out the ciifference 

between "obsavation" and "monitoring". The subsequent questions disthguished 

between "monitoring" and "research", The concluding question clarifieci the 

research/obsewation distinction. 
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Excerpt 4.1 Experiment Type Decision Tree 

Givem the large nniber of SCpaMental events antiapated to be stored in NCIS, three 

aqmkmt types were found to provide too cuarse a saeen for the ddopment of appraisal 

protocois or fw searching pirposea In order to aeate a ber screai  it was essedal to cteate 

a secondary tier of dsssificaîion that would sepamte aimiiar arpaimental reports hto weli- 

dehed categories that shared a suffijcient mmber of characteristics. Experirnentd 

appraisal processes wuld then be specislized based on the experimental requirements of 



each characteristic group. 'ïhese additional categories were refemed to as "formai 

statements" . 

Forma1 statements desaibed the intellectual capital invested in the experimental event and 

the original intentions of the experimmtai procesS. Foimal statements in NCIS were 

derived through an iterative process designed to identify the most appropriate formai 

statement supported by the data. Fonnal statements were initiaiiy derived fiom the 

expectations of the scientists canying out the data coîiection as indicated by their stated 

intentions. The process of determinhg a f o d  statement began by identifjing what the 

author intended to study and assigning a temporary formal statement that refleded that 

intention. The temporary fonnal statement was finalized at the end of the procesq once it 

had been tested to see if all measurements in the went supported it. If an experimental 

event was found to have more than one dinerent pedigree, then the entire event would 

have to be regrouped and the process, including the determination of formal statements 

would have to be reconsidered. 

Following the Cornfiord and Blanton (1993) model, one of the aucial elements for these 

formai statements was the existence of a nul hypothesis. The w&ess of the Coniford 

and Blanton (1993) model was that it assurned that hypotheses could be proven. This 

research took the more cons«vative approach describeci in Stonehouse and Mudord 

(1994), namely that a hypothesis could only be disproven. In essence, this work combined 

the Coniford and Blanton (1993); Thomas (1992); MacKay and MacDonell (1975); and 

Stonehouse and Mumford (1994) models to generate an initial working set of levels of 

formai statements ranging fiom studies conducted without hypotheses, through to studies 

working fkom a strong base of prior theory and hypothesis testing. This initial set of levels 

could then be divided into a scale of working categories. This list of working categories 

was not hierarchical and the this list was expected to form a continuum. Fonnal 

statements were derived for each experiment type and are displayed in Table 4.1. The 

intanal categories for f o r d  siatements withïn an experimental type are listed in no 

parti& order, and no hierarchy is implied. 



Table 4.1 F o d  Statements for Experimentd Events 

Monitoring F 
:ormat S tatements Goal of Expchmt l iTature of the Experiment 

-- - - 

~cicntific Toimprovt- 
Monitoring o f t b a o r y , ~ 0 i 1 w t i l  

eaablisbcdprwcss 
lrnowledge 

~~~ TO idcnüfy ~npiwr tiom 
Monitoring m m - B n U U  

hypothcsis nd statd but 
uadetstood 

time-ocries measurements 
a particular area) on well 

todcrstood proases. This includes 
midelling sbtdits 

Monitoring r- iimikr to sciatific m n i t o ~ g  but 
nonitorhg limitai in time or space. 
bbnitoring is madateû and only 
ndhodology is uadier the scientist's 
;ontrOl. 

Monitoring 

Monitoring 

RescaKh To test a mil îypdbe& 
Monitoring W o n *  

P- 

Working tbbory dcrived h m  several 
terations of proposing and testing 

Trend Monitoring To mSI 
moninftrrad 
Pr- 

ï'tsting working tbaorics based on 
;cvtral ittrations of proposing and 
mthig hypotbests regatding proctss 
amwledge (gtatrally in the lab) but 
lit& rcal wdd data (Fidd testing 
.gs knowledgt). 

~~~ re&ardingCnects 
~f contamhnts or ~011Llitions and 
Mudes toxicity tesring 

Proccsslarowicdge~h, testhg 
P-h- 

I n v o l v i n g ~ t o  
-op Pr- 
knowtedge 

B a ! s a l o n m  
w o r k i n g ~ u s e d  
to dcrivc rchtioasbips 
bctwecn and amwg 
p a r a m c t n s ~ i m p ~  
system undcrsomdtog 

I 

Deduetive hvoiving one or mort 
untestai working 

Rtscarch ushg "acecptcd" theor- or 
technique to derive idormation or 
data. 
. - - 

Data collection for data allection 
mke as a part ofa gelitral data survqf 

Datacdktcdfi#aaotberpurpascor 
as apart aîanothtr rcsuufh stuây 

G e d  
Observations 

h k k  as part d a  survy 



4.5 Experimentai Design Appnienl 

The goal of experimental design appraisai process was to determine the extent to which an 

experimental design refiected the forma1 statement assigneci to the experiment. It asked 

the question: 1s the experiment able to meet the objectives required by the type of formai 

statement? It aiso acknowjedged that non-sciedfic considerations could impact on 

expehental design. Thus, the goal of the appraisal was to document what the design 

could achieve if exearted as p l d .  The anaiysis of experimental design has been 

extensively shidied (Green, 1979; Scheiner and Gurevitch, 1993 and Montgomery, 1984) 

and there is a rich literature on this subject. The protmls developed were intended to 

reflect that literature. The protocols Nded the user through established heworks  in 

experimental design and emphasized practical methods to appraise whether the experiment 

behg mnsidered had the abiiity to meet the goals of the formai statement. This appraid 

process suggested areas for consideration in experimental design as well as  presenting 

suggested methods to achieve various ends. 

There were a number of fiindamental difiiculties that had to be addressed in the 

experimental design appraisal, as Eberhardt and Thomas (1991) suggested: 

Field experiments in ecological ead environmentai research usualy do not meet the 
criteria for modem experimental design. Subsampling is often mistakeniy 
substituted for tnie replication, and sample sizes are too srnail for adequate power 
in tests of significance. In many cases, field study objectives may be better served 
by various kinds of samphg procedures, even though the r d t i n g  inferences wiU 
be weaker than those obsnvable through controUed experiments (Eberhardt and 
Thomas, 1991). 

Given the difnailties presented above regardhg sampiing design, the potential complexity 

of any system to appraise experUnental design was evident. In order to simplify the 

process for a practicai design appraiaaI, some very basic considerations for every 

experimental design had to be addressed before any experimental design was concluded. 

Macdonald et d. (1991) listed a numba of these issues: 

How many samples are likely to be needed to characterize a parameter with a 
speafied degree of uncatainty? 



How many samples are Mely to be needed to d e t e d e  ifthere is a ciifference 
between locations, or a change over tirne? 
Where and when shouid samples be taken? 
W c h  pararneters should be measured? 
How wiii the precision and accuracy of the data be assureci? (Macdonald et al., 
1991). 

Every experhent had potential sources of confusion or error. Hurlburt (1984) suggested 

a number of methods to deal with general sampiing design problems: 

Control treatments couid eiiminate erron due to temporal change and procedural 
effêcts 
E>rperunental bias could be dealt with through the use of randomized assignrnent 
of experimental units to treatrnents, randornization in coaduct of other procedures 
and "Blind" procedures in me8sufements with a large subjective dement; 
Experirnenter-generated variability (randorn error) could be dedt with through 
replication. 
Initial or inherent variabiiity amongst experimental units required replication of 
treatments, interspersion of treaûnents and concomitant observations 
The impingement of chance muid be dealt with through the replication of 
treatments and interspersion of treatments (Hurlburt, 1984). 

The problems of design of monitoring prognuns also had to be considered. Bernard et al. 

(1993) suggested that the four things to consider in designing a sampling program for a 

monitoring task were the ,  space, stressors and indicators. Thomas (1992) suggested that 

the design of a monitoring program would hvolve m a h g  decisions on what to sample; 

sample replication (sample size); where to sample; when to sample; and how to sample. 

He suggested that guidance for making decisions on these decisiom would cane fiom 

baseiine data on biologid, chmiid and physical pararneters; experience in previous 

studies in the ara; and scientific judgement (Thomas, 1992). 

Ali the experts presented above suggested variations on a general theme with respect to 

the evaluation of experimental design. Each approach emphasiied a number of 

fhdamental characteristics cornmon to aii well-executed designs, which included proper 

planning, effective QA/QC, and control over variables. Planning would provide a 

groundwork to identify the appropriate study methodology and the number and locations 

of sarnples to be coîiected. Planning would ensure that the statistical requirements for the 



tests were identined and the methodology accomrnodated those requirements. QNQC 

would ensure that the sample collected was not contaminateâ or altered and control of 

extemal variables would ensure that the sample was representative of the matrix. 

4.5.1 Practical Issues 

A number of practical considerations had to be addressed before any appraisal of 

experimental design wuld be wncluded. Three of these w d d  seriously impede the 

progress of an experiment and are considerd in detail below, they are sample size, enor 

types, and power analysis. A number of additional issues were addressed in Eberhardt and 

Thomas (1991). They included: the use of multivariate analyses, checking for intemal 

replication, identifjhg control strategies, confirming randomization of treatments, and 

avoiding pseudorepiication. 

With regard to sarnple fi, Spellerberg (1993) pointed out that there is no wholly 

satisfactory way of deteminhg the nurnber of sample repücates required in environmental 

sarnpling but did suggest that some general guidelines. In discussing this it must be 

understood that Spelerberg (1993) did not imrnediately include the factors of sub- 

sarnpling, but d e r ,  he dwelt on the more fundamentai question of what was the 

minimum number of samples needed to give a defined degree of certainty. The reason a 

minimum number was considered involves the fàct that haviag mon data than needed has 

generaiiy not been considered a major disadvantage in experimental design, but having too 

few sarnples can lead to the financiai ansideration suggested by Hayne (1978). 

Where such preliminary acamination indicates doubt that the available resources 
can support an experiment powaful aiough to reliabty detect a reasonable level of 
response, then probably the experiments should not be mn (HPyne, 1978). 

Deteminhg a minimum sarnple size varies on conditions and type of expriment. Manly 

(1992) suggested that the equation: 



Where N is the oved population s k  
oisthepopilationstandard~cm 
6 is the magnitude of &kt (the true Merence between the two 
population means king tested or the auxpted margin of error) 

gave the sarnple size that was required in order to achieve the margin of error as a 

function of population s k .  Thomas (1992) pointed out that d was detennined by 

baseüne studies, measured in pilot programmes, or in some cases guessed based on 

previous experience. 

Manly (1992) wntinued that if population size was unbiown or is very large then the 

equation beuune: 

n RJ 4 d / a 2  

M y  (1992) suggested that this equation was especially appropriate if the population sue 

was unknown since it gave an upper limit to the sample size that was required for ail 

population sizes. Both of tbese equations rquued the population standard deviation (a) 

to be lcnown. When an approximation was needed, then the range of values divided by 4 

wouid give an approximate value for a. The theory was thaî for many distributions, the 

effective range would be the mean plus or minus about two standard deviations (Manly, 

1992). Both W y  and Thomas stressed that the process by which the effective sample 

size was determined was iterative. In orda to determine an appropriate sample sue to 

monitor an effect, one rquired an idea of the magnitude of the standard deviation of that 

effect. The action of carrying out those i tedons was research. Without adequate 

howledge of the magnitude of the e f f a  it would be impossible to detemine an 

appropriete sample s h .  

Two types of erron could arise over the deçision to reject a d hypothesis being tested, 

types II or L A type 1 error (a) is the declmation of the hypathesis to be Eilse when t is 



actually me; a type II error (D) is  the M u r e  to falsiSr the hypothesis when it is aauaiiy 

false (Scheiner and Gurevitch, 1993). Scientists are most farniliar with the pitfds of type 

1 errors, and have been, for some the, obiigated to publish ds for all statistical tests done 

(Tofi and Shea, 1983). Accordingîy, there is a critical level of a of 0.05, which is a 

widespread, almost inviolate, convention (Toft and Shea, 1983). In contrast, type II error 

is rarely esthateci in research, and them is no l g l e  critical level for its widespread use 

(Toft and Shea, 1983). Tofi and Shea (1983) pointed out that the reason for this is that 

scientists are by nature cautious, and to jump premaîurely to a fdse conclusion is 

considered more of an impdment than tiiilllig to detect a redt (which may be discovered 

in the next experiment). 

Tabk 43. Four Possible Outcomes for a Statisticai Test of a Nul Hypothesis. The 
grobab'ity for each outcome is given in parenthses. (Fmrn: Peteman, 1990 and Toft and 
Shea. 1983) 

Decisicm 

Power analysis is a test of the likelihood that a type II error has been made and is defined 

as 1-D in Table 4.2. Power nflects the probabiiity of comctly rejeaing H,, (Peterman, 

1990). In the enviromentai field, the wst of a type II enor ofhm acceeds the cost of type 

I errors (Peterman, 1990). As an example, in fisheries research if a fish stock is king 

studied and is rapidly deciining in abundance, but is king managed as if it were relatively 

constant because of low-powet data, a type II error could lead to coîîapse of the stock and 

loss of aii fiinire revenue. If the stock were incorrealy believed to be declining when it 

was stable due to a type I error the mst would only be a reduced catch and resulting 

revenue. The cost of reduction in fishing in the latter case would be smaller than that 

caused by a complete loss of the fishery petaman, 1990; Clark, 1976). 



Thomas (1992) indicated that the power of a statistical test is determined by five study 

design parameters: 

1) Significah~ level (a) of the test; 
2) Number of sampling locafim; 
3) Number of repliates; 
4) Minimum deteciable differetlce s@kd for die monitoring variable; and 
5 )  Residual emn variance 0.e. Mtural variability within a system) 

The greatest increase in power would be produced by a reduaion in the residual tem. 

Aithough an increase in sample size could improve the power of a test, a far greater 

increase in power could be achieved by identifying additional sources of variation and 

removing thern 60m the residual by design (niornas, 1992). Like the case of sarnple sise, 

statistical power could be inaeased through an increased understanding of natural 

variation and effect size. Environment Canada and Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

@C/DFO, 1993) and Green (1979) in their discussions of power and spatial 

considerations both pointed out that the determination of site numbers to increase power 

must be derived in an iterative manna and that the solution converged to a stable vaiue of 

sites after a few iterations (EC/DFO, 1993). 

Given these amsiderations an experimenfal design decision tree was & for NCIS. It 

had two major tada: to deterrnine whetfier an qpmpbte analysis method was used, and to 

ensure that the actuai analysis was designeai to match the formal statement. Both tasks were 

irrcorporared into a single decision trre, which appears as Excerpt 4.2. The tree, as 

presmted, does not include the APliailed guidelines wbich can be found in Fyles et al. 

(1996) 



Exempt 4.2 Experimentai Design Decision Tree fiom Fyles et ai. (1996) 



4.6 Eqdm~xpaimentrl Exeution and Outrome Appmbl 

It is generally acceptai that the appraisai of experimentai execution is a fundamentai step 

in every -riment in the naturai sciences; it is practised either informaüy or fomaily 

every t h e  results are published. As Hurlbert (1984) put it: 

Qprhmbî design and exphentai d o n  bear equal responsiiiiity for the 
validity and of an acpaimni. Yet in a p d c a l  saise, exemtion is a more 
aiticai aspect ofapaimaitaton than is design Emom in e q e h e d  e x d n  can 
and u s d y  do intnide at more points in an acpaimenf corne m greeter munbers of 
fomig and are o h  subtier dian design m m .  Collse~uartry, e x d o n  mors 
garerally are more d i f i i d  to detect tban design mrs, both for the eqahentor 
himself and fot readess of his reports. It is the UiSdious &ècts of such undetected or 
undetectable mors that dcea  acpaimental CXeCUfion so aiticai (Ehdkt, 19û4). 

In its simplest form, the experimentd exacution appraisai asked the question: Was the 

work done comectly? More exady, it asked, was the experiment carried out as describeci 

in the srperimental design? Ifthe amver was 5es7' then the execution was docwnented, 

ifUno" the appraisal asked: did changes from design to execution significantiy af5ect the 

ability of the experiment to test the formai statement? 

The experimental arecution appraisal process was designed to analyse whether the 

experhent actudy did what it was designed to do. The experimental exenition and 

outcome step had to complete two tasks: appraise the mea~u~emenfs that make up the 

arpeMKntal eveRf; and detemine wfidher the eitperiment achieved the desirrd outcorne based 

on the appiaised acperimentai design. nie appraisal s e p  evaluated the individual 

measurernents that made up the experirnent using the discipline-specific decision trees 

presented previously. Once the individuai ratings had been denved for each measurement 

in the experiment then an appraiser could proceed to the second step, which determined 

whether or not the arperimental arecution/outeome achieved the desired outcorne of the 

design using the decision tree displayed in Excerpt 4.3. 





4.7 Pedigree Cmation 

The pedigree was a statement about the goda of the experiment, the reliability of the 

measurements made as part of the experiment, and an expression of the confidence lewel of 

the results. For some "monitoring" or "research" experiments the goals, measurernents, 

and confidence levels muid be expressed concisely using statistical concepts. For other 

experiments, partiailarly involhg "obsetv8fions", the measurement reiiabiiity muid be 

easily indicated using the 0-4 d e ,  but the confidence level would be given as an expert 

opinion fiom the appraiser. The generation of a peûigree was the logical extension of the 

QNQC process applied to the entire experimentd activity. The essence of QNQC 

applied to a measurement was doaunented adherene to detaüed procedum. By 

extension, a componmt of the pedigree was simply the documentation of adherence to the 

appraisal protocols. 

The full pedigree in NCIS included controiled terms and descriptions. The f h t  decision 

involved determination of arpaiment type fiom the thne choices provideâ. This was 

foîiowed by the determination of the f d  staternent type. The first descriptive field 

provided a location where the hypotheses tested could be expiicitly stated. For weU- 

stnictured monitoring pro- and experiments testing nul-hypotheses, de- 

acceptance dues could be known. niese codd be doaimented as design requirements. 

The appraisal of the measurernents using the appropriate discipline-spectfic decision trees 

foilowed. Each of these processes raunied a nüabüity rating and documentation to this 

part of the appraisd. Once ail measurement apprsisals were cumplete, the experimental 

outcorne was documented. This might be a statistid s&tement concerning the hypothesis 

tested, or rnight shply be a qualitative mernent about the strengths and limitations of the 

results in the event. The opportunity sOsted for appraisers to include some appdser's 

comments so that specific comments that the appraiser felt were relevant to understanding 

the appraisai could be recurded. 



In order to train appraisers, tutorials were developed. The tutoriais demonstrated how to 

appraise a variety of différait types of data co1ldon efforts using templates and examples that 

appraiseis d d  apply to th& own w o k  A fuli btorial document was preperrd that included 

five sample appraisals made up of one for contaminant amqs, two for biologicai responses, 

one for bioassays and one coqlete acperimental evad appraisal. In orda to demonstrate the 

practicaiity of the apptaisal piocess each tutonal used acaial articles h m  the academic press. 

nie example presented in section 4.3.2 was one sich article. nie pepas were chosen based 

on a number of criteria including devance to the discipline being appraised and musual 

pfopaties that d d  be used to emphasize particufar points in the appraisal process. The Jones 

and Ham (1988) paper disaissed in section 4.3.2, as an example, not oniy preserrted an 

interesting behaviourai paper but also danonsbated how to deal with an aperllnent where 

extemal W o n  d t d  in signiscant dianges in the methodology in midcirperiment. 

It was recognized t h  creating tutorias that appraiseû r d  papas had the poteritid to chagrin 

authors end W g e  copyiights. Consequaaiy, More the ~orials were completed, copyright 

holders wexe contacted and their leave to use the material obtamed. In addition, individual 

authors wae feached and presented with our intentions and the compteted tutorials. In ail 

cases the authors a g r d  to the use of thek work and in sorne cases additiod insight was 

gained, which improved the document. 

The development of tutorials sented as a usehl masure of the usabüity of the appraisai 

protocols. It exposeci a number of areas of difficulty, which were addressed ushg FAQs 

(fiequently asked questions). The FAQs wvered a number of areas of concem including 

the difliculty in determinhg experiment type; the use of overly broad or open questions; 

and the use of controls in research. ûnce the aitorials wae complete t was necessaiy to 



train inâivïdual scientists to use the appraisal protocois in order to d u a t e  th& own research. 

This was canied out at a workshop. 

The initial version of the appraisal protocols developed for NClS was completed in hgust  

19% and was d i s t n i  widely throughout DFO. Foiiowing this distribution, a workshop 

was held at the University of Victoria. It was attended by 15 senior scientists and data 

managers fiom DFO and the EPA and ~ e ~ e d  as the first test of the system by reviewen. 

These reviewers had the task of leamhg to use the protocols. deciding whether they 

should be changed, and if so, how? In order to prepare them for the workshop, ail 

attendees were supplied with the tutorials and the protocols doaunent in advance of theu 

amval. 

The workshop was broken into a nurnber of sections with the experirnentai events 

protocols being anal* near the end of the procxss. This gave the workshop participants 

an opportunity to become cornfortable with the discipline-specinc decision trees and the 

appraisal process. As was the case with many of Our training arercises, several of the 

attendees expresseci concern over the practicaiity of the system prior to beginning the 

process. These concerns when e x p r d  verbdiy usuaüy were of the form: "this system 

can never be applied effectively". As was the case in our previous expenence, this 

concern was quickîy allayed when it became apparent that the system was designed not to 

supplant experts but to provide them with an added tool in their work. 

The decision to start with the basic decision trees also appeared successfùl. By the tirne 

the participants had reached the sedion on appraising experjmental events, they appeared 

very cornfortable with the task of appraising individual measurernents. The task of 

appraising experimental events, however, caused a good deel of controversy. The major 

problem dealt with the concept of f o d  staternents. The participants genedy agreed 



that that Our attempt to make the systern user-fiiendly had redted in a break fkom the 

strict use of controlled language. The participants interpreted the process of assigning 

formai statements to be a task that did not meet the requirements of standardization and 

controiied language seen in the other areas of the appraisal process. In particular, they felt 

that the assignrnent of f o d  statements was too open to Udividual interpretation. It 

became apparent that d e  the system was intended to include two tiers of controlied 

terms and a tier of comments, in p d c e  it was treated as a single tier of controlled temu 

and a tier of detailed wmments. 

Mer a good deal of discussion, ic was agreed that non-specialist uwrs wouid benefit fiom 

the two tiers of controlled terms. Whether this added benefit was outweighed by the 

effort needed to aeate the formai statements was the issue to be addressed. In the end, 

the group decided that the abstraa increase in usetuines for an unknown user did not 

warrant the hcreased effort by the known sciemists. It was decideâ to combine the two 

tiers of controiied terms fiom the process used in NCIS by expandomg the number of 

experiment types fiom three to seva based on a combination of formai statement with 

experiment type. The list of acpaiment types was expanded from the three proposed 

previously: research, monitoring and observation, to seven: obsemtion, remch - 
exploratory, process and confirmatory; and monitoring - scientific, cornpliance and trend. 

This Est lost the idea of deductive research as  weii as the role of model development as 

both a monitoring and research task This was acceptable to the review group for their 

particular task of creating a fùnctional NCIS system for DFO. It did not address 

important aspects of the generai model presented in this work and wiii be adàressed later 

for that purpose. Foliowing the discussion, a new decision tree was aeated (Excerpt 4.4) 

to combine the concept of formai statement with -riment type and new definitions for 

experiment types were presented (Table 4.3). 



1) Was therie a sated, qxdk pirposc for tk data oollcctiaa? 
No +Ex- type= Observation 
Yes +Co- 

12) War tk moaito@ &signed to utablisti a txud in rrpeardi or r a p o d  
NO + ~ t y p c = M O r i i t o n S g - r i e s C i r C t i  
Yes +Ex@matypc= MonitMiqg-traid 

ixcerpt 4.4 DeteRninaîion ofExperhnt Type 



Table 4 3  Experiment Types 

i Type 1 - - 
MonitoMg - 
Cornpliance 

I tcsted pmcss knowIedge widerstood to a 
fkst ordcr of magnituâe). This is second 

Monitoring - 

between and amang paramden to pîOMde 
an undeistaading of systcrn dynamics. 

Monitoring to ideni@ variance h m  
acceptai norms. Null hypotksk oot 
scated but uadersbod. 

4.8.3 Practical A~~lication of the Protocols 

I 

Monitoring is ma~~diiteii and only 
methodology is under the scientist's 
control. 

Uonitoring (O test nuü-hypotbcsis based 
on demoostrated process bwledge. 

The first version of the NCIS protocols was completed in 1996 with the workshop 

producing changes that were distributed in October 1996. Since  that time the protocola 

have been available for use when entering data into NCIS. Changes in focus at DFO, 

however, have iimited our ab*@ to investigate the effdveness of the appraisai protocols 

for experirnental events. (Sowdeq T., pers. cornm., 1999). As mentioned previously, the 

full protocols are useà only to appraise experimental events, while s w e y  events are 

1 

Based on working theury derived h m  
scvtral ittrations of pmposing and testing 
pmcss knowkdge hypokses with 

appraised using only the appropriate discipbspecific protocols. In light of decreased 



funding at DFO, it was felt that NCIS had to appear to have a great deal of data very 

quickiy, this could best be accomplished by entering survey rather than experimental 

events (Smiley, B., pers. cornrn., 1998). In March 1999, it was estimated that NCIS 

contained about 6000 events in the inventory referencing over 2 million observations but 

almost al1 these were survey events Qeeley, B., pers. comm., 1998). Specific DFO 

districts have addressed the need to input data in dEerent ways and as a result some 

regional variation can be seen. 

In the Maritimes it was decided to prioritize data input to survey events rather than 

experimental events in order to rnai<imize the amount of data that could be input into the 

system (Vromans, 4 pers. comm., 1998). A relativdy large arnount of data of this type 

was entered Uito the NCIS without being appraised (Vromans, A, pers. cornm., 1998). 

The QA/QC information associated with this data was relatively complete and was stored 

in the archive with the data. Plans exist to perform an appraisal en mass for these data 

since aii aiteria have beai met to rate them as level4 data although the rating details may 

not be entered for these data (Vromans, A., pers. comm., 1998). In this region it was 

agreed that ail subsequent data would be appraised using the appraisal document 

procedure. The principal investigator dong with the data manager would perform the 

appraisai. To date, two complete datasets comprising approximately 16 events have been 

successfùiiy appraised in this manner (Vromans, A, pers. cornm., 1998). 

In Newfoundland, the effort stressed cornputerizhg information fiom scientists nearing 

departure due to retirement. Two senior scientists were trained to use the appraisal 

protocols with the regional data manager &mda Fancy) s e h g  as their instmctor (Fancy, 

L., pers. cornm., 1998). The data manager worked directly with the investigators. Ail the 

data input to date has bem survey wents with the rnajority being chernical in nature. The 

investigaton reported Mie diffiadty using the discipline-swc protocols, aithough the 

data manager reported that user-fiendlines could be improved in order to reduce the 

need for "hand-holding" (Fancy, L., p. comm., 1998). The major cornplaints by the 



investigators involveci technical disagreements with specific guidelines (Fancy, L., pers. 

comm, 1998). 

In the Laurentian district 689 survey events and 16 +entai events had been input 

into the system by March 26, 1999 (Guay, C., pers. comm., 1998). The Laurentian 

district did not, however, use the protocols directly to do the appraisal. The protocols, 

instead, m e d  as a referace that accompanied theV in-house appraid system. This was 

due to issues of language and complexity. The raiirentian district operates primarily in 

French and the decision trees and guidelines have oniy been produced in English. 

Administraton felt that the English protocois were unduly cumplex for the French 

technicians and since the district was behg pushed to quickly add data to NCIS a decision 

was made to develop a less complex method (TrembIey, G., pers. comm., 1998). The 

district managers, thdore,  developed a araWuou&" for the evaluation of survey 

events. It consisted of a simple translation of the chemistry collection and storage decision 

trees and wrnbined the precision and acairacy decision trees into a single QAIQC tree. 

The guidelines in the welldhrough wae much less d a e d  than those from the fùli, 

discipline-specific appraisal protocols. As an example, they consida an acceptable 

coiiection, storage or dys is  method to be: 

a method that is in agreement with the rnost ment  accepted and published data in 
any partiailar given field (Trembley, G., pas. comm., 1998). 

At tirne of publication, the Great Lakes district had not implemented the appraisal 

protocols to their data. They were deveioping a software tool to input data into the 

system and since the software was not complete had not entered or appraised any data 

(Carnveil. A, pers., comm, 1998). 

The Pacific branch also e m p h a s d  the input of survey &ta hto the system. They hired 

an experienced data appraiser and entered large amounts of biological and chernical data 

into the system (Sowden, T., pers. comm., 1999). k p  students f?om the University of 

Victoria were hired and successfully trained to appraise survey events using the protocols. 

Some experimental events were entaed into the system but in aü cases, the appraisal was 



carrieci out by an experienced appraiser (Pawluk, M. pers. comm., 1998). By using a 

trained appraiser instead of the researchers, this activity fUed to provide an opportunity to 

examine how investigaton rnight approach appraisais. Instead, investigators were only 

hvolved when questions arose with theu data collection efforts (Pawluk, M. pers. comm., 

1998). 

In summary, it would appear that DFO has not anphasid inputting scperimental events 

into NCIS. The system managers couid not determine precisely how many experimental 

events had been appraised; howwer a low-1eveI of cornmitment to the appraisal process 

for context is evident. 

4.9 Evaiuation of the Dceision T m  to App& E.pcrimentai Events 

The 1996 workshop provided a great deal of useful feedback on the deveiopment and 

implementation of the process for assigning contextual information. As is evidenced by 

the discussion surrounding aspigning experiment types and formal statements, the 

workshop attendees were both intercsted and informeci reviewers. That said, the outcorne 

of the workshop was not entirely positive. A great deal more critickm was anticipated 

over the "nuts and bolts" of the decision trees themselves. It has been proposed that the 

reason that the decision trees were not mon soundly criticised at the workshop had to do 

with the âid that the reviewers did not intend to use them diectiy. In the CODIS case 

study it was noted that experienced appraisers o h  carried out appraisais without duectly 

refenkïg to the decision trees. If this were the case? then the fact that the reviewers did 

not criticise the decision trees might indicate that they felt that their expertise would 

essentiaily eüminate the need to use the decision tnes. The appraisers, being experienced 

scientists, no doubt felt that they could ident* errors in experimental designs and 

document those occurrences. This would explain their aiiowing the decision trees to "get 

by" untouched. This supposition cannot be effively tested. 



In order to provide a more cumplete evaluafion of the appraisal process, a retrospective 

analysis of the decision trees was carieci out. This analysis included a number of tests 

involving real datasets as well as virtuai experiments similar to those used in the CODIS 

case study. As with the CODIS case study, the major activity of the d y s i s  involved 

appraising journal articles in order to provide an aneuiota1 evaluation of the protocols to 

evaluate context. Seven issues of the ChmaVrn Journal of Fishenes d A W c  

Skiences (1998-1999) were obtained and of the 122 articles, 30 were chosen for context 

evaluation. The choice of journal was intended to reflect the expertise of the author since 

the intent was to compare the output of the protocols with the expert opinion. 

In each case, the article was read and in the absence of the appraisal protocols a decision 

was made regarding the type of activity. FoUowing that determination, the trees were 

appüed to the article and the outcorne cietetmineci. Of the 30 articles examined the expert 

determiDation and the contextual protocols produced comparable outcornes for 29. The 

single disagreement imolved the secondary use of praaristing data and wu be disaissed 

in detail below. In addition to the one direct disagreement, the analysis also uncovered 

one senous omission, a number of minor problems and some logic erron in the various 

decision trees. nie Mnor issues involved misshg information in the guideiines, which 

could be easily solved through simple additions of information. The logic errors wili be 

discussed below. 

The omission involved the use of guidelines. A key featun of the decision tree approach 

developed for this work was the inclusion of guideiines to assist the appraiser. The 

experiment type decision tree in the acperimetitaî events appraisal process (Excerpt 4.4) 

did not include guidelines. This lack of guidelines limited the ability of the decision tree to 

deal with unusual cases. 

The one disagreement between the expert appraiser and the experimental type decision 

tree invohred the secoMiary use of prr-atisting data. This m p l e  exposed a minor 

problaa hvolving documentation of the intention of a research activity, as weii as an 



underlying incomistency in the way the decision tree disthguisha between monitoring and 

research. In order to effectively consider this inconsistency it is necessary to deal with the 

lesser problem k t .  

Consider a case where data collected for one purpose is subsequently used for another. A 

typical example would be where carefûlly wntrolled regulatory data was subsequently 

used for research purposes. The experiment type decision tree (Excerpt 4.4) wuld 

incorrectly assign any subsequent work using this data as "observation". The first four 

questions in the decision tree only consider the first tirne the data was collected, in this 

exarnpk that would be for regulatory purposes. They do not acknowledge the second 

case where intent acisted to assemble pre-existing data. It would be possible to design a 

research program to take the limitations of the pre-existing data into account. Through 

the appropriate break-up of the original data an entirely acceptable dataset could be 

denved for research purposes. It must be made clear thaî the first four questions wuld 

also address the intent to assanble preexihg data for the new use. This error was minor 

and could be solved through an appropriately worded guideline. 

Of more significance was the issue of monitoring and research as determineci by the 

experiment type decision tree. This related to the above discussion involving the 

secondary use of pre-eisting data In that case it was detennined that the exercise was 

either some type of research or monito~g. The issue that had to be addresseci was 

whether the decision tree was able to effdvely distinguish between the two. Consider a 

r d  example where research is behg conducted on the behaviour of Scotian Shelf Silver 

Hake (Merluccius bilinemis) ushg data deriveû from regulatory observers (Giliis, 1999). 

In this example the researcher made use of the detailed catch and cruise data coilected by 

regulatory obserwrs on 12 Russian and 12 Cuban traders. The records fiom the 

observers included information about catch composition, gear configurations, the initial 

and final ship positions, and the initiai and final h e s  of each trawl (GiiIis, 1999). The 

research describeci in Gillis (1999) involved testing a hypothesis on the variability in catch 

rates as a result of trawl length and vesse1 interactions. The theoreticai base of the 



research dealt with the recognition that while catch-per-unit-effort has been used to 

evaluate populations of fish; this relationship rnight break down due to interferences and 

the reaction of the fish to the fishhg effort. To an outside observer this experimental 

activity would cieariy be "research-exploration". It involvecl the development of process 

knowledge and had a strong design thus excluding "observation"; and the background 

knowledge was cleariy insuffiCient for it to be any type d monitoring. 

Using the decision tree in Excerpt 4.4 the following answers were denvsd: 

1- Yes, thae was a stated purpose for the collection; 
2- No, pre-existing process knowledge was incofporated into the design; 
3- Yes, the data was coliectd to develop process knowledge 
4- Yes, the data was collecteci to test a stated nul hypothesis 
5- Questionable, without guidelines either yes or no might be applicable 
6- No, wntrols were not placed on the data. 
7- Yes, acceptana criteria were c l d y  stated. 

Based on these answers a number of diiculties were identifled and will be discussed 

below. The difficulty in denMng an answer for question 5 reflected poor wording and the 

lack of appropriate guidelines. It was evident that the first part of the question addfessed 

actiMties specifically Învolved in monitoring, this was not weU arpressed in the question. 

The second part of the question was entirely too broad. 'Was the data coliected to 

monitor changes in stated relationships?'' Wlthout a detailed guideliney the user would be 

most likeiy to say "yes" thus incorrectly classifying the activity as "monitoring". 

Question six asked about the use of controls. Whüe controls were necessary for research, 

the question did not acknowledge that the data might be stmctured in such a manner as to 

be controUed fkom the outset, as was the case in this example. The researcher did not 

incorporate coatrols thereafk because they were umecessary. The negative response 

also resulted in the activity b&g dassifed as monitoring which subsequently was rehed 

to "monitoring-research". If an appraiser chose to disregard the "controlsy' issue, the 

result would be to have sent the user to questions 9 and 10, which were insufficiently well 



worded to distinguish between research-conoboration and research-exploration. A clear 

set of guideLines might have been able to address many of these issues. 

The acperimental design and outcome decision tries hcluded guidelines and consequently 

dealt dectively with the rnajonty of cases. They di4  however, wntain areas of concem. 

In both trees, "no" responses often called for arperiment type to be reconsidered. In the 

example d i i d  previously should the appraiser have decided that the lack of controls 

resulted in a negative response to questioa 6, the outcome would be to reclass@ the data 

using the experiment type decision tree. That tree would re-iterate that the work was 

research (or monitoring) and would aeate a loop. Since no process exhted to exit the 

loop the result would be that the appraiser would have to disngard the question to carry 

out the appraid. In addition, the arpaimental exemtion/outcome tree (Excerpt 4.3) had 

a logic error in question smn; both the yes and no m e r s  had the same outcorne. If 

question seven was legitimate then a negative response should have a ciSering outcome 

fiom a positive response. 

Foiiowing the examination of the decision trees it was apparent that the decision tree 

methodology developed to appraise disciple-specific results could also be used to appraise 

experirnental events. For the purposes of this research the trees served their tasks and 

while erron existed, these errors were of a practicai nature and did not impugn the 

processes developed. It was equally apparent that substantid work will be required to 

rehe the decision trees for continued use in DFO. This new research will require the 

addition of detded guidelines and improvernents on the wording of questions to reduce 

user uncertainty. 

4.10 Evaiuition of  the O v e d i  NCIS Rotocob 

The experimental event appraisal protocois d d e d  in Fyles et al. (1996) provided a tool 

to d u a t e  and document contexhial information to be included with scientific data in 

information systems. The experieuce in the NCIS case study demonstrateci that it is 



possible to develop and implement such a process in a real system. What the NCIS case 

study failed to demonstrate was whether an appraisal system could be applied effectively 

in NCIS or any other sidar systenr, The process of developing the protocols for NCIS 

provided valuable insight into the issues that must be a d d r d  for designers of 

subsequent systems or appraisal methodologies. These insights were incorporated into the 

general mode1 presented in Chapter 6. By evaluating the &ors that limited the 

efkctiveness of the approach descfibed here, future researchm can both anticipate and 

bypass these roadblocks in the next grneration of tifonnation systems. 

In the definitional phase of the NCIS project, it was stated that survey evegts would not be 

appraised. By setting up a pro- though which usas d d  input data into NCIS 

without appraisû, a substantiai loop-hole was created. When the appraisal protocols 

were developed, it was anticipated that a small minody of d a m  would enta NCIS as 

survey events since most of the data wliection activities pdormed by DFO are 

monitoring in one of its types. As is evidenced by the mecdotal data presenteâ above, this 

assumption was in eror. Aliowing data entry without appraisal was cleariy a mistake. As 

a result, NCIS now contains some 6000 datasets and 2 million measufements that are not 

associated with contextual and reliability metadata. Compare this to the CODIS system, 

which contains some 4600 DS-IDs and approximately 1 miiîion appraised measurernents. 

The compilation of the CODIS data requued over 14 pason-years of tiuiding. This 

suggests the levei of &ort that wiii be required to rectify the error in NCIS. 

Given the potential benefits of appraised data for secondary users, the question must be 

asked: why don? data-originators indude appraisals with th& data? In discussions with 

data managers, a number of arguments were made including work load and t h e  dernands 

on appraisers. One of the most teliïng was of a lack of demand. As one data manager put 

it: 

We al l  know the arguments about the merits of dobg appraiaais. But of ail the 
inquiries I've had no one has asked for or cared about appraised data. ï'm &aid its 
corne dom to a matter of letting the need dictate the effort. So fhr no need, so no 
effort. It'd be nice to be proactive and work to some UnCatain friture dernanâ, but 
this just isn't realisiic. If someone wants to appraise &ta they get fiom NCIS, we 



have the QA s t d ,  the descriptive idocmafion, and the protocols such as they are. 
Itll be a case of do-it-yourself: That's the best we can do for now (Sowden, T., 
pers. comm., 1999). 

This argument demonstrates how a lack of aaeptance by researchen and education of 

users can limit the development of a process like the protocols to appraise experimental 

events. The âifiiculty lies in the fonn of this argument. Most users do not know about the 

existence of appraised data, therdore, they m o t  know to request it. Since users are not 

requestîng appraised data, the organktion does not see the need to appraise data. Oniy 

through an education program about the existence and importance of appraised data can 

awarenes be r a i d  to the point where users will quest  that data. The reason that user 

and scientist are treated as being linked is that NCTS was designeci primarily as an internai 

system. Thus, the scientists who are importing their data into NCIS are also the primary 

consumers of the &ta derived from NCIS, Without an increased education of the DFO 

scientists as to the value of appraised data, it is unlikely that a demand wiil appear. Some 

will continue to argue that it is not needed in any case since the scientists at DFO deal with 

wch a speciaiized field that Whially aii their scientists are able to appraise each other's 

data. The aeation of an appraisai system rnight, therefore, be seen as bweaucrats trying 

to impose tighter controls on individupl researchers. 

Other practid issues must also be considered. Through discussions wiîh data managers it 

became apparent that one of the major reasons for not implementing the appraid system 

was a lack of tirne and resources. Leamhg to use the appraid protocols takes an 

investment in t h e  as does applying them. Whiie it may be argued that this investment wiiî 

be recumpensed in increased productivity later on, it must also be acknowledge that the 

speciialist in his or her own field benefits the least nom appraised data. The major benefits 

of appraised data are derived by those individuels who can use the appraisais to inform 

themselves about the reliabiüty and applicability of potentidy usefbi work outside their 

field of expertise. 



In the case of NCIS, the institution @FO) receives the greatest benefit of appraisal. This 

is because the availabiiity of appraised experiments results in better access to pre-existing 

datasets, which may aiiow DFO scientists to avoid costiy duplication of experiments and 

monitoring activities. Unfortunately, no comprehensive institutional procedures exist 

within DFO to compensate the individual appraiser for work that increases instionai 

efficiency. Indeed, several attendees at the workshop argued that appraisers rnight see a 

reduction in their output as a r d t  of taking the tirne to leam to and then appraise their 

datasets. Tbis decrease might be interpreted to be a demase Ui productivity, which wuld 

threaten advancement. It is only through the development of institutional procedures tbat 

provide appraisers with an opportunity to dwelop and apply their appraisal skiîis that such 

sicüied practitioners wiii be trained. 

An additionai issue that emerged fiom discussions with DFO researchers was the concem 

that extemai scrutiny of one's data haâ the potential to damage one's reputation within 

DFO. A conscientious appraiser, upon re~bgni2ing that enon ocairred in the 

experirnental process, would be requircd to give a lower rating to th& own data. The 

researchers have hdicated that a system like NCIS has the strong potential to be used to 

evafuate individual performance. Managers could use NCIS to determine which 

researchers were perfonning the fewest acperiments or were producing the lowest rated 

measurements. In an institutional setîing where resources are tight, this could result in the 

loss of prestige and resources. This use of the appraisal metadata couid result in a "cMy 

clirnate" for appraisers and has the potentiai to instil bias into any appraisal activities. 

4.11 Case Study Outcoma 

The NCIS case study serveci to clan@ a number of criticai issues and provided a mmber 

of advances for developers of environmentai databases. An overaü hmework was 

developed to appraise muisurements derived fiom both experimental activities and the 

sampling of environmentai vanables. This fiamework included a mahodology to assign 

controlled terms to cornplex expimental and sampling M e s  as well as protocols to 



appraise these activities. The creation of the fimework identifid key features of an 

appraisal system for experimental events and required the development of teaching tools 

to aid in training appraisers. Through the t&g of the system in workshops and in in- 

house analyses, weaknesses in the initial design were identined and alternatives to improve 

the individual decision trees and the overail fiamework were proposed. The lack of 

adequate data lirnits the ability of this work to determine whether or not the system can be 

applied e f fdvey  in an institutional setting, but it did provide critical insight on the 

pitfds associateci with such an effort and proposed methods to avoid these pitfalls. These 

advances WU be incorporatecl into the general rnodei in Chapter 6. 

NCIS is still in development and as a result it is impossible to demonstrate that the system 

itself is an improvement over archivai systems. It is clear from the discussion in the case 

study that the NCIS mode1 presents a number of significant advances over comparable 

systems. The inclusion of inventory and directory levels dong with the archives provides 

a means for the single system, NCIS, to serve a great variety of uses. The inclusion of a 

method to relate the context of the measurernents in the archive to potential users is a 

fundamental advance in the field. A serious consideration in this system, however, is the 

separation of experimental and survey events. Segregating sumy events and not 

requiring cuntext appraisal undermine the advantages provided by the system. 



Chapter 5 EMS and Truncation Case Study 

5.0 Inboduction 

The Environmental Protection Program (E2?P) of the British Columbia Muiistry of 

Environment, Lands and Parks (MELP) is the branch that has responsibilities for 

protecting air, land and water resources in the province (LGS, 1995). EPP has made use 

of numerous cornputerized archives: the Environmental Quality Information System 

(EQUIS), the System for Environmental Assessrnent and Management (SEAM) and most 

recently the+ Environmental Monitoring System (called EMS hereaAer). EPP systerns 

have been of contiming interest to this project. niey have smed as an environment fiom 

which tools and ideas have bem derived, techniques teste4 and modek explored. Over 

25% of the DS-IDs in the Continental Cbemistry discipline in CODIS were derived fiom 

EQUIS and SEAM. A gap-analysis of SEAM provided many of the early ideas that were 

incorporated into CODIS and provided significant insight into generai issues surroundhg 

the long-terni storage of environmental information. MELP EMS is of particular interest 

to this project as it was developed h parailel to the mode1 developed in this work. The 

designers of CODIS and MELP EMS had reguIar contacts duMg the development of 

MELP EMS and a memba of the CODIS devdopment tearn sat on the MELP QAIQC 

Working Group. Consequently, EMS was used to examine the requirements of archival 

data to facilitate secondary usage. 

EMS is MELP's most recmt rnonito~g data repository. It is an OraclcNNx application 

using client server technology which captures physicai/chemical data as well as quality 

assurance, biologicai and toxiwlogical data (MEU, 1997). MELP EMS has been 

designeci to store high quality monitoring and cornpliance data, which it receives 

electronidy fiom analyticai laboratories. This abüity to electro~cally downioad 

monitoring and cornpliance data provides a cost-effdve and &dent means to reduce 

the number of data gaps in monitoring information available to users of the system 

(MEI,l?, 1997). The EMS design inclub the ability to store both raw measurement 

values as well as aiI the important accompanying quaiity assurance (QA) Yiformation 



(Ch* M., pers. c o r n ,  1998). EMS also incorporates an autornated process to assign 

data reliability indicaton (theh Data Grader or QA Index). The QA Index huiction, which 

wdi be discussed in detail later, can autornaticaiiy assign a "rating" to the data in the 

archive based on the accompanying QA information (Clark M., pers., comm., 1998). 

This QA index can provide users with an indication of the quaiity of the data stored in 

EMS. 

The appraisai process developed foi CODIS was designed to indicate the reliability of 

datasets. It assumed that the aetual d u e s  that comprised the &tasets were exact and did 

not incorporate issues of uncertainty for individuai dues. The appraisal process 

developed for NCIS addressed the reliability of aperimental events. It incorporated 

issues of uncertainty and reliabity and it too assumed that the actual vaiues that made up 

the measurernents and data wae exact. N e w  process considerd the requirements of 

the actual values that make up the data in archives. The reason for dweloping effective 

metadata systems is to encourage the secondary use of p r d s t i n g  data. This activity 

presupposes that the data king sought is worth the effort expended in its identifkation. 

Any activity that reduces the quality or reliability of the data in archives reduces the 

overall value of the any system associateci with that archive. 

An important issue to the designers of EMS was the inclusion of tnincated data in their 

system. Data truncation is widely practiced by analfical environmentai laboratones. It is 

based on a rich scientific tradition ofreprting signifiant figuns in reports, publications, 

and pnsentations throughout the scientinc community. Traditionally, only values that are 

found to acceed the uncertainty imposed by the rneasuranent process by a defined 

amount, are reporteci, together with an estimate of uncertainty. The reporthg of 

signifiant figures is part of the process of communicating the precision of the data. 

Appraisal of uncertainty, caicalation of prscision and acaaacy, and the truncation of 

values to report data of standard significance, is a aitical finai step in preparing data for 

communication. 



Methodo for the analysis of large amounts of information are growing rapidly in 

sophistication and wmplexity, together witb data-management systems to accommodate 

ever larger amounts of data. Numerous individuai scientists, analysts, and decision- 

rnakers are involved at various points in the process, each one examlliing data, appraising 

uncertainty, and truncating data to reflect the uncertainty to that point in the process. 

Increasing c~mplscity is hence afkcthg the way signifiant figure truncation has been 

traditionaiiy applieâ, and has the potential to alter the data in ways that no longer reflect 

the naturd spread of values in the environment under shidy. This raises the i sk  that 

decisione will be made based on data, which have becorne Unintentionaüy biased as they 

were beiag analy.aed. 

"Truncation" involves two distinct practicesces The first appties to individual values, which 

are shortened by removal of digits. Digit tnincation is typicaiiy done accordhg to a 

rounding algorithm. Caldations, such as detemination of a mean of a digit-truncated 

data set, are affeaed to a minor extent by the rounding procas, but are generally of minor 

concem for decision-makers. The second sense is distribution tnuication or censoring of 

data sets in which numerid values are replaced with text indicatiag the vahe lies below a 

dehed lower level, typicaly the "reporthg limit" which is related to the "detection iimit". 

Censorhg here is used in its strict staîistical seme and is not interided to imply that laôoratories 

are intetrtionaUy withholdmg valuable ir$oOmiation or have anythhg other than data users' best 

interest in niind. Distribution tnmcation is a dronc issue in trace emriroNnental analysis. It is 

not u m m n  for a set of anatyticai d t s  to contain a majority of reported valu= which are 

"less than" or "not detectedw . 

The EMS data stnicture has been designed to accommodate either truncated data or data 

with uncertainty. Since data tnuication is wnsidered standard in the environmental 

analfical field the client Iaboratories, which were directly downioading data into EMS, 

insisted on providing tnincated data Coll~equentiy, r-ch was c d e d  out to 

investigate the issue of tnincated data includùig how tnincation is handied b t h  in the 

laboratory and by data users. This research had two independent goals, those for EMS 

and those for this thesis research. The EMS goals involved an investigation of tmcation 



as it applied to M W ' s  data management and analysis needs. The aim was to address the 

What are the CoOSequences of data tnincation? 
What types of anaiyses and decision-rnaking are most a i t i d y  affected by data 
tnincation? 
How can the impact of data tnincation be LUnited? 
How do other agencies handie the data truncation issue? and 
How should MELP deal with data truncation? 

The thesis goals for this research included the EMS goals but included one additional 

question: 

How does data truncation affect the design and implementation of metadata 
systans? 

This question goes to the heart of the role of metadata systems, the identification of useful 

data for secoadary analyses. 

This case study reporta the outwme of  this tnuication project. It begins with an analysis 

of EMS and then considas the issues surrounding &ta truncation. Once data tmncation 

has been wasidered, the implications of tnimtion will be d e d  in tight of the needs 

of dataaven &onmental management and decision-making. 

in 1971, the Pollution Control Branch and the Environmentai Laboratory of British 

Columbia's Miriistry of Environment underîook the aeation of a major cornputer data 

storage and retrieval system (EUis and Clark, 1977). EQUIS was the outcome of this 

project. EQUIS was designed to handIe inventories of effluent, air ernission and refuse 

discharges in the province as weii as store and process air and wata quality monitoring 

information ( ' l is  and Clark, 1977). In conjunaion with the creation of EQUIS, a 

Iaboratory management system (LABMAN) was aiso developed @as and Clark, 1977). 

LABMAN induded the capability to iritafiice with the main EQUIS data mes @lis and 

Clark, 1977). The EQUIS system was designed to be run on eariy IBM systems and 



initialiy ran on an lBM 360 Mode1 40 unda OS-MFT using magnetic tape and disk packs 

with random and sequential access (ISAM) (Clark and Eiîis, 1976). The data system 

structure was based around two "major" nles which detailed site information and test 

result information and several "minor" files which served as dictionaries to translate the 

larger files (Clark and Eus, 1976). 

By the &y 1980'9, technologîcal advances dowed for much more powemil systems 

than EQUIS and in 1985, the System for Environmental Assessrnent and Management 

(SEAM) was developed. SEAM was a VAX RMS based application wnittm in VAX 

Datatrieve and VAX Basic which supported tenninal data enm of field and laboratocy 

resuits fiom a dedicated Link to the Muiistry Laboratones as weii as Lotus fonnatted data 

files and data fonnatted in the federd-provincial pub and paper format (LGS, 1995). The 

construction of the SEAM data component cmied over fiorn EQUIS with "major" files 

king used for searches and "Mnor tlles king used to translate the coding in the major 

fles. The data files, whüe large, were Vat" [SEAM was not a relationai database] but 

using the compticated coding system aiiowed a tremendous amount of information to be 

known about a dataset. An important addition in the SEAM system was the inclusion of 

S p d c  Parameter AnalyticaI Route Codes (SPARCODEs). A SPARCODE categorized 

the combination of parameter and work route (LGS, 1995) which meant that samples 

were ünked to their method of anaiysis and associateci detection limits. 

By the 1990'q with the advent of powenul GIS systems, it was recognized that SEAM no 

longer met EPP requimnents (ES, 1995). A new system was needed to store 

physicallchernicai data; deal with aiticai biological data; and handle quality assurance 

Uiformation (BCMELP, 1997b). The outcome of the development process was the MELP 

EMS program in use today. M W  EMS is an ûracle/Unix based application using 

cht/server technology (BCMELP, 199%). MELP EMS contains physicaUchernical data 

like its predecessors but in addition, it also captures q d t y  assutance and biologica data 

(BCMEW, lm). MEIJ? EMS contaias information on monitoring locations, samples 

and results a d  gets most of its information directiy fiom the labonitories that anaiyze 



monitoring samples and permit holders who submit monitoring data to the rninisûy 

(User's Manual, 1997). The original version of MELP EMS went on-line on November 4, 

1996 and subsequent upgrades have been incorporatecl imo the current system @CMELP, 

1997a). 

MELP EMS organizes its information into three layers where each layer relates to a single 

type of data (User's Manual, 1997): 

Monitoring limtiorn 
geographical sites where samples arc wUected for the purposes of monitoring the 
enviroament. Each monitoring location is a discrete geographical point defineci by 
its latitude, longitude and elevation 

&amples 
physical or biological samples or specimens coliected at a monitoring location 

R e d &  
discreet measwements (a discrete result), d e s  of continuous measurements 
over a tirne period (a cuntinuous resuit), or a descriptive comments (User's 
Manual, 1997). 

MELP EMS dows a user to rnove effdvely between aU three types of data. The data 

structure dows for a variety searches between the different data types includiig searches 

based on geographic conriderations (User's Manual 1997). 

AU data in EMS is geo-referenced to a coiiection site, and each site is identifieci based on 

its initial purpose (Pepph, N., pers. cornm., 1996). A site used Uiitially for compliance 

monito~g will be listed as a cornpliance-monitoring site. This purpose information can 

be used to provide an indication of contact for the data. This contextual information, 

however, is not absolute. Data dected  at a pre-existing site for reasons other than those 

for which the station was established will st3l be associateci with the initial purpose 

(Pepph, N., pers. comm., 1996). Consequently, if a contaminant spill occumd nûu a 

compliance site any post-spP measurernents taken at that site would be listed as 

cornpliame data by MW EMS. Thus, a secondary user would face the potential that 

data might be incorrectly associated with âata coUection dvities that were not 

compatiille with the actual purpose for which the data was colîected. 



5.1.1 Electronic Data Interchange and Oualitv Assurance Index 

Of partidar interest to this work was the hplementation of the electronic data 

interchange (EDI) in MELP EMS. EDI provides laboratories and permit holders with the 

ability to dectronically transfer their data into MELP EMS (LGS, 1995). The system 

allows for &ta to be downloaded to the system through a web page, by FTP server or 

even through e-mail GGS, 1995). The ease of entry of data into the system is intended to 

ensure that the system quickly becornes data rich The scope of the data input limits the 

possibilities when considering appraising the data. In today's financial climate, it was 

considered unredistic to expect EPP to supply SuffiCient numbers of human appraisers in 

order to carry out appraisals of all their data. As a resulf MELP EMS incorporated an 

automated system caiîed the quality assurance index (QA index). The QA index is based 

on an algorithm that examines the quality assurance information that accompanies the data 

(EMS FAQ 1997b). Consequently, the QA index indicates a basic level of scientSc 

confidence associated with a specific dataset. The algorithm used in the QA index 

Baac Result Viidotioon which converts nonantinuous resuits to a floating- 
point representation; 
Unit-Bcrsed QA VaJidzitolls which compare somc reported resuhs with pre- 
defined or expected limits that are known for specific units Ge pH can only nui 
fiom O to 14); 
Method-Bmed QA Vdî&ons which compare reported results with expected 
characteristics that are defined in the parameter dictionary, 
CaIctlIafron of inferable parameters which calculates a r d t  for relationships 
that are understood (Le. calculates Total Hardness of water fiom Ca and Mg 
values); and 
Inter-Parameter QA Vulirtafiom which in some circumstances can check the 
validity of a reported value basexi of relationships between parameter qualities 
(Peppin, N., pers. comm., 1996). 

The outcome of these algorithms is a QA indexhg valuc between A (top value) and F 

(lowest value). 

The QA index is assigned autornatidy but EMS incorporates a manual override: 



the override would dow the Ministiy to m a n d y  d o m e  or upgrade a set of 
r d t s  for a user specified seleetion criteria based on Id knowledge. This 
fkdity would be used, for example, if a lab fails an EDQA audit for a constituent 
or if an anaiyzhg agency has repeatedly used an incorrect methodology (LGS, 
1995). 

In order to emure that the override is only used in appropriate uises another fùnction was 

Uicluded into the system. 

If a new index is m a n d y  entered, a comment justaying the rasons for the 
override is required. If a man1181 override exists, then the manuai index wiii be 
displayed with the essociated reaoon (LM, 1995). 

5.2 Data T~ncatioii and c c a c o ~ g  

5.2.1 Digit tnincation 

Digit tnincation is shply the removal of a digit, usuaiiy so as to reduce precision in a 

numeral. It can be done to Uidicate sigdicant figwes (debed later) or to simpi@ the 

look of a spreadsheet. Traditionally in digit tnincation, the uncertainty of a measurement 

process is assesseâ, a limit of quantification (Lm is estabfished, and only values in 

excess of LOQ are reported. In digit truncation, if a value is deterrnined to be 123.456 at 

an intenndate stage of an d y s i s  and subsequently the limit of quantification is 

determinesi to be one decimal place, then the measurement becornes 123.4 in the final 

report. 

Rounding off is a special case of digit tnuication, which is widely practised by analytical 

environmentai laboratones. Signifiaint figures are made up by combining certaûi digits 

(Le. individuai digits which due to th& measurement methodology are hown to be 

correct) with the first uncertain digit in a memurement (i.e. if the munber 1.725 had 4 

signifiant digits then the numbers 1.72 wodd be certain digits and 5 wouid be the 

uncertain digit) (Zumdahl, 1986). Sigaifiant figures protocols dst for most fields that 

involve merical measwements. In the case of roundingdf, tnuication is carried out 

uskg standardized procedures that ensure that only the si@cant figuns are listed. As an 

example the d e s  for rounding-off in chemistry are: 



In a series of calculations, carry the extra digits to the final result, then round 
off 
If the digit to be removed 

a. is less than 5, the preceding digit stays the same. For example 1.33 
rounds to 1.3 

b. is greatex than 5, the preceding digit is increased by 1. For example, 
1.36 is rounded to 1.4. 

c. is qua1 to 5, the prrceding digit is not changed if it is even and is 
increased by 1 if t is odd. For example, 1.35 rounds to 1.4, but 1.25 
rounds to 1.2 (Zmdahi, 1986). 

The term "digit truncationy' has essentially been supplanteci by the tenn rounding off. The 

reason for this rnay be due to the Ead that anaiysts do not wish to confuse the special case 

of rounding off with non-sensitive digit tnincation. 

5.2.2 Distribution truncation 

When the tenn truncation is used in the literature, it generdy relates to the second type of 

tnincation, called distribution truncation, which applies to a population or distribution of 

data elements. Such truncation is a cornmon occurrence in environmental analysis where a 

set of analytical results contains some data that lies below a dehed limit of quantification 

WQ). The LûQ, Wre the E t  of detedon (LOD), is related to the uncertainty in the 

measurement expressecl as a measurement standard ddation (a). Typicdy LOQ is set at 

10a and LOD at 3 q  which corresponds to an uncertainty in the measurement of * 30% at 

the 99% confidence level (this will be disaissed in more detail below). As with digit 

tmncation, at some point during the anaiyticai process a value of 123.456 is determineci 

for a measurement and is found to lie below the LûQ. The value for that measurement is 

then reported as "less than the LwH. The camplete data set has thus been tmncated by 

one measurement, since no numecical value can be assigned. The sarne is true of 

measurements which are detemwied to lie beiow the LOD and which are reported as 'hot 

detected". Distribution tnincation is a chronic issue in trace enWonmental andysis. It is 

not unammon for a set of analytical results to contain a majority of reported values "less 

than the LOQH or "not detected". 



Distribution tnuication is a type of data censoring. A set of resuhs is said to be ceosored 

when values are reported as unknown (or deli'berateiy ignored) although their existence is 

hown (Kendall, 1982). When a data set contains non-detected observations it is refend 

to as lefi-cetlsored. The reference to "lefi" refm to the left-hand taii of the data 

distribution where the left is the low end of the distribution and the right is the hi& end. 

For the remahder of this wo* the specinc term censoring will be used in lieu of the 

general tam tnuicaîioa or the special case of lefi cetlsoring. 

There are two cornmon types of caiso~g.  In type 1 censo~g a measurement is made 

and the observations which have values below a predetennined limit are censored 

(Schneider, 1986). In general the predeterrnined limit is either the LOQ or the LOD. 

Type IL censoring occurs when the number of observations is fixed and only a proportion 

of observations are reported ( E l - S b w i  and Esterby, 1992). This ocairs when k e d  

tirne sarnples are taken of a dis tnion,  which might Vary with tirne. 

5.3 Anrlysis of Data Ceiiso~g 

In order to understand how censoreci data shouid be handled it is first important to 

understand the terms to be used in this discussion: these being LOD and LOQ. While 

there are nurnerous definitions for LOD and LûQ, most share Sdar  properties. The 

definitions that wili be accepted for this work were presented by the Amencan CheMcal 

Society (ACS) Cornmittee on Environmental Improvement (ACSCEI) (Keith et al., 1983) 

and subsequently adopted by the ACS. 

The ACSCEI (Keith et al., 1983) defineci the Mt of detection as: 

the lowest concentration level that can be determined to be statistidy dierent 
âom a blank. Let S< represents the total value mea~u~ed for a data set and Sb the 
value for the blaniq and o the standard deviation for these measurements. The 
analyte s i p i 1  is then the difrence & - Sb. 1t can be show that for n o d  



distributions St - Sb > O at the 99% confidence level when that difference (St - SI,) > 
3a. The ACS recummended value of LOD is 3 0  Qeith et al., 1983). 

The ACSCEI defineci the M t  of quanti6cation as: 

the level above which quantitative results may be obtained with a specined degree 
of confidence. Given the conditions d e s c r ï ï  in the LOD definition the value for 
LOQ =10o is recornmended, correspondhg to an uncertainty of f 30% in the 
mea~ufed value (10o f 3a) at the 99.h confidence levei Qeith et al., 1983) 

The Limit of deteaion of an analyticai procedure is regarded as being the lowest 

concentration of an adyte that cm be disthpished with reasonable confidence nom a 

field blank (here defined as a hypotheticai measurement containing zero concentraiion of 

an analyte) (Royal Society Anafytical Methods Cornmittee, 1987). The question of 

detection of a given analyte is o f h  one of the most important decisions in low-bel 

anaiysis (Keith et al., 1983). The question thaî must be answered is whether the rneasured 

value is significantly different îrom that &und for the sarnple blank (Keith et al., 1983). 

The Royal Society of Chemistry, Analytical Methods C o d e e  (RSCAMS) has 

recornmended that the limit of detection of an analytical system be defined as the 

concentration or arnount corresponding to a meaSuTement level3a units above the value 

for the zero analyte. The quantity o is the standard deviation of responses of the field 

blanks (RSCAMS, 1987). This agrees with the previous ACSCIE decision that signals 

below 3a should be reported as "not deteçted" and the iimit of detection should be given 

in parentheses: ND (LOD=value) (Keith et al., 1983). The ACSClE also has detennined 

that signals in the "region of lessertah quantitation" (3a to lm) should be reported as 

numerical values with the iimit of detection given in parentheses (Keith et al., 1983). 

Data measured at or near the Mt of detection have two problems. The unceftainty can 

approach and even equal the reporteci value, and confirmation of the species reported is 

virtuaty impossible (Keith et ai., 1983). The reason for this is that traditional methods for 

detennining detection limits usualiy rely on the essumptions that observed responses are 

normally distniuted and that the variance of these measurements does not depend on 

concentration led ,  at kasr over a narrow range of "low" concentmtion of interest 



(Clayton, Hines and Eikjns, 1987). Whether low concentrations can be detected depends 

on the medium containing the anaiytes, the mahodologies used for prqaring the field 

samples for measurement, and the analytical techniques for measuring the analytes 

(Lambert, Peterson and Terpehg,  1991). 

A &ta d y s t  fiiced with environmental daia containhg values below the LOD 

(nondetects) might assume that al1 nondeteds are zems, aii nondetects are d e r  than the 

smaliest numencal measurement ("detect") or, if a detection liMt is reported, that ail 

nondetects are below the LOD (Lambert, Peterson and Terpenning, 1991). These 

assumptions can be incorrect. The confidence interval for a meaSuTement that overlaps 

zero is a vaüd statisticai outcorne in the detemination of the LOD (Porter, Ward and Bell, 

1988). Zero or negative values are oAen considered to be outiiers, but when working near 

the LOD, a catain number of analyses by chance alone are expected to be zero or 

negative (Keith et al., 1983). 

LOD is estirnated in the response (or signal) domain, but is u d y  reported in terms of 

concentration or amount (mas) (MCAMS, 1987). The relationship between the 

response and the concentration domains is the diration (RSCAMS, 1987). Caiibration 

is the checking of physical rnea~u~ernents sgainst acceptable standards, includmg 

measurements of tirne, temperature, mas,  v o l u ~ ~ ~ +  electrical uni& and others (ACSCEI, 

1980). It is irnperative that no data should be reported beyond the range of the calibration 

of the methodology (Keith a al., 1983). It must be emphasiized, therefore, that the LOD 

and LOQ are not inttinsic constants of a measurement methodology but depend upon the 

precision attained by the laboratory whüe using it on a day-to-day basis. 

5.3 -2 Literature Remrnmendations on Handlina Data near LOD and LOO: 

Because environmental samples an typicaüy heterogeneous, a large number of 

measurements o r d ' i y  must be coiieded and aceniined to obtain meaningful 



compositional data (Keith et al., 1983). Additionally, the number of measurements in 

environmental data sets is u d y  s n d ,  which makes them difndt to analyze (Gleit, 

1985). The number of individual meamrementa that need to be collected and examuied 

will depend on the data requirernents of the plan or mode1 (ACSCEI, 1980). 

Unfortunately, environmentai testing is o h  done where the expected levels and the 

standard deviation of the popdation are not known in advance and where the 

measurernent mor cannot be predicated accurately, nor can it be assumed to be negligiile 

(Keith a al., 1983). 

The ACSCEI has made a number of remmendations on the intended use of data and 

results. These recommendations are deriveâ fiom Keith a al. (1983) and are s m m a r k d  

beiow. The ACSCEI recornmends that the intended use of data should be addressed 

explicitly in the planning process. Intended results are those that 811swer a question or 

provide a bais on which a decision can be made. The most important hctor to be 

considered wheu determining the level of quality controt is the consequence of being 

wrong. If an analytical r d t  is to be used in a saeening program or to adjust a process 

parameter, an annvalidated analytid method may be sdcient and appropriate. On the 

other hand, if regulatoiy cornpliance is the r-n for an analysis, a vaiidated analytical 

method is usuaiiy required. Conclusions as to M e r  a signal is detected, whether a 

positive signal is confirmed to be an analyte, how much uncertainty is contributed by the 

sampling, and the risk of systematic aror are best made by those involved in the study and 

should be induded in any report. Reports should contain SuffiCient data and information 

so that users of the conclusions can understand the interpretations without having to make 

their own interpretations fiom raw data Analytical chemists must always emphasize to 

the public that the single most important characteristic obtained fiom one or more 

anaiyticai measurements is an adequate statemerit of the uncertahty intervat (Keith et al., 

1983). 

The r d t s  of the ACSCEI study lend strong support to the argument generally supported 

in ASTM standards that data should not k d e i y  censorecl by laboratones (Giliiom, 



Hirsch and Gilroy, 1984). These standards suggest that uncensoreci data should always be 

retained in permanent records available to data users ewn if policy makers of a laboratory 

decide that some censoring or other fom of qualification is necessary before public release 

of  data (Gilliorn, Hirsch and Gilroy, 1984). Mea~utement data should not be discarded 

d e s s  the lack of statistid control in the memuernent process is clearly demonstrated 

( m o m ,  H i ~ h  and Gilroy, 1984). Notably, Clark and Whitfield (1994) have also 

suggested that while environmental laboratones and scientists should wdom to their 

nationai or international standard methodologies with regard to the use of significant 

figures and left-censoring, that results reported to electronic data bases should corne in 

pairs of numbers. The fh t  value should be the 'official result' identicai to that which 

would appear on paper, and the second value would be the raw, unrnodined result (Clark 

and Whitfield, 1994). In conclusion, the titerature contains a number of strongly wordeû 

recornmendations with regard to censored data 

Rao and Ku (1991): 
Censorecf andor truncated data sets tend to wmplicate statistical analysis. 

Porta, Bell and Ward (1988): 
Reporthg a measurement and an estimate of observation error provides more 
information than does reporting a unondetect>' or simply reporhg the 
measurement value. A significpnt Unprovernent h the information content of near- 
deteaion-fit data wouid occur if one simply reported results of ail analyses plus 
an estimation of observation mor. 

Royal Society Analyticai Methods Cornmittee (1987): 
Any censo~g of measurements fallUig bdow the detection hnit (or even below 
zero) may result in incomect estimates of both piecision and bias at low analyte 
levels. Therefore, the actual concentration measurements obsmed should be 
recorded and used, evea when they fall below the detection M t  or zero 

Güliom, HUsh and Giiroy (1984): 
For ail classes of data evaiuted, trends were most effectively detected in 
uncetlsored data as cornparrd to censored data even when the data cmsored were 
highly unreliable. CensoMg data at any concentration l m 1  rnay eliminate valuable 
information. The more diable the data censoreci, the greater the information lost 
and the more detrimental the dects of censo~g. 



5.3.3 Statistical Tools to Work with Censored Data: 

An important consideration in any discussion of data censoring is how to arrive at 

summary statistics for a coîieçtion of measwements, which includes values below the 

detedon and quantification limits. When attempts are king made to estimate simple 

statistid information iike mean, standard deviation, median, or moment, a number of 

different methodologies c m  be useû. These methods can be broken dom into four 

dserent types, which have drastidy different effects on the outcorne of the summary 

statistics. These four approaches are: a) to ignore the censoreci values, b) to substitute the 

censored values with set values, c) to use the characteristics of an assumed distniution îo 

estimate summary statistics ( d e d  distriional methods), and d) to replace the censored 

values with vahies based on a statistical distribution and caldate the summary statistics 

(called robust mahods). The foilowing will investigate how each of these approaches 

affects the summary statistics. 

The most cornmoniy used method of dealing with censored information is to discard the 

censored observations prior to caiculating the summary d s t i c s  (Giliiom and Helsel, 

1986). Thus, iften rneasurernents were made in an experiment and three had values below 

the LOD then the sumrnary statistics would be based ody on the seven measurernents that 

had numerical values. This methoâology while benefiting âom simplicity, has little 

statistical or scientific support. "Nondetects'' or "less-thans" are data and cannot be 

ignored in any serious Saentific endeavor. Dimding censoreci observations wiil always 

result in both higher bias and higher root mean square estimate than any method that 

incorporates the detection limit (Giiiiom and Helsel, 1986). 

Of the methodologies that do not discard "nondetectsn simple substitution methods, such 

as replacing all "less thans" with zero or the detection üniit, are most cornmonly used 

@elsel a d  Cohn, 1988). The thm most ammon values used to replace "less thans" are 

a) zero, b) haif the LOD, and c) LOD. Of the three the third is the most wnservative (the 

one which raunis the highest value) estimator for the mean while the fht is the least 



conservative (Gieit, 1985). Though replacing the "non4etectsn with the LOD will bias a 

data set, it has often been suggested by the USEPA as their accepteci procedure merely 

because of its cunsewatism (Gteit, 1985). Much like methodologies that ignore censoreci 

values, methodologies that simply substitute them with a single value are found to produce 

biased and highly variable estimates (Giiliom and Helsel, 1986). 

An additional flaw in the EPA suggested mahod of ushg the LOD is that statistical 

outcornes wiii vary with an increase or decre85e in methodology detedion limits (MDL). 

This has serious repercwsions w b h  conside~g the use of historical information for 

c u m t  and f h r e  decision-malong beause mean values can be made to appear to 

decrease based entirely on improvements in MDL. 

Expressions for the expected mean and standard deviation in simple substitution methods 

show (a) the impossibility of obtajning unbiased estimates when a single value is used to 

replace the censoreci observations, and (b) that the direction and magnitude of bias 

depends upon the expccttd proportion of cetlsored values and the distributional 

characteristics of the data ( E l - S b w i  and Esterby, 1992). Further, the problem of bias 

is not solved by t a h g  a Larger number of measurements since the bias is independent of 

number of measurements, that iq it ranains constant no matter how large a sample size is 

coilected (El-Shaarawi and Esterby, 1992). 

Whiie methods are avaüabIe that appropriateiy incorporate data below the LUnit used for 

the purpose of reporthg estimation, hypothesis testing, and regression (Helsel, 1990), 

most methods to replace censoreci obsenatiom with values are bas4 on distributionai 

assumptions (EI-Shaarawi and Esterby, 1992). Distributional methods use the 

characteristics of an assumed distriauton to estunSie summary statistics (Helsel, 1990) 

Rather than replace the ceasored values with data in order to calculate the summary 

statistics, the censoreâ values are assumecl to follow a distriiution such as the lognomal 

and based on that cissumption, d i s tn ion  cstimatea of rwmnary statistics are wmputed 

(Hel* 1990). In the lognormal distri.bUtiona1 method, for example, it is assumeci that 



measund environmentai data represents repeated samples fiom a lognonnal probabüity 

distr i ion where only values above the LOD are known (Tvis  and Land, 1990). These 

values an ofien enough to define the right hand tail of the lognomial distribution, fiom 

which it is then theoretidy possible to reconstmct the entire distribution and thus obtain 

knowledge of the mean and standard deviation pravis and Land, 1990). 

Environmental data sets are usuaiiy s d  which malces them difficult to deal with 

statistidy (Gleit, 1985). In routinely collecteci sets of measurements, when either the 

number of measurements is srnail or the proportion censorecl is large, it may not be 

possible to adequately check disüibutionai assumptions pl-Shaarawi and Esterby, 1992). 

When the data do not match the observed distribution, this method may produce biased 

and imprscise estimates (Helsel, 1990). In other cases, the point of the data collection 

efforî Mght be to determine the distriniton of the data. In that case the data might be 

found subsequently to contain censorexi observations. In those cases, distributional 

methods wiii not be appropriate (Helsel and Giliiom, 1986). Instead it may be necessary 

to wiiect a larger set of measurernents designed for the purpose of establishing 

appropriate âistnional asswnptions, and thm using these assumptions in the analysis of 

the smaller sets (El-Shaarawi and Esterby, 1992). 

Distributional methoâs also have biases as a result of attempts to transform the data to 

meet the statistid requires of the distriautons. Thexe is t d o m a t i o n  bias inherent in 

cornputhg estimates of the mean and standard deviation for any 'transformation (Elelsel, 

1990). So even when the data fits the distribution, estimates of the mean and standard 

deviation cornputeci in transformed units wül be biased when they are retransfomed 

(Helsei, 1990). 

Robust methods combine observeci data above the LOQ with e~ffapolated below-lynit 

values, assuming a distriiutional shape, in order to compute estimates of summary 

statistics (Helseî., 1990). In this case a distributional fit to the data above the reporting 

iimit is used only to arfrapolate a coliection ofvalues beiow the LOQ. niese extrapolated 



vaiues are not considered estimates for specinc measucements but are used c0Udvely 

only to estimate summary statistics (Helsel 1990). Robust methods have produced 

consistently sznail errors for estimating the mean, standard deviation, median and 

interquartile range in simulation shidies (Gilliom and Helsel, 1986). These methods have 

substantial positive bias wtKn estimating sample moments for s d  or moderate sized data 

sets even fiom distniutions that tnily match their parent distributions (Helsel and Coh, 

1988). When the parent distribution is not hown, the desirable, theoreticai sampling 

properties of iikelihood-based procedures do not necessarily apply (Helsel and Cohn, 

1988). 

In environmental samples where the distribution of the data is uncertain and the majority 

of obmtions  lie at or near the LOD, data censoring will result in bias with regard to 

sumrnary staîistic estimates. As Helsel(1990) puts it: The deletion of censored data or 

fkbrication of values for less-thans leads to undesirabte and unnecessary errors". While 

this condusion is fimi, some qualifications do apply. In any population where the majority 

of values are sigdicantly above the LOD, censored data do not present a serious 

interpretation problern (Gilliom and Hekl, 1986). In addition, some methodologies exist 

that when used comectly allow ceflsored dues  to contain neariy as much information for 

estimating population moments and quantriles as would the same obsenmtions had the 

detection ümit been below thern (HeIsel and Cab, 1988). Finally, robust methods have 

produced co~~sl*stently srnall m o n  for estima@ the mean, standard deviation, median and 

interquartile range in simulation studies (Gilliom and Helsef, 1986). It must be 

understooâ, howewer, that in order for these methodologies to provide reliable estimates, 

several considerations must be met. These inchde: 

large number of measurements, 
large proportion of values above LûQ, and 
some hypothesis which makes assumptions about the distriiution of the 
measurements. 

These conditions are seldom satisfied in contemporary environmental data sets. 



5.4 Faamination of the Pm& Aspects of C c i w ~ g  

WMe the fiterature appears to strongly discourage data censoring, real-world praaice is 

somewhat diaerent. In examinhg data caisoring for MELP it becarne apparent that littie 

documentation existeci on actuai laboratory pC8Ctice with regards to data censo~g. As a 

result, we undertook a survey of environmental laboratones in order to review standards 

and practices in the area of data handling. ûther members of our research group carried 

out the survey of laboratory practice in paraliel to the statistical work The fidl details of 

the survey win not, therefore, be presenteû here. Instead, an overview of the work and 

the critical conclusions wüi appear here. 

A survey list of accredited laboratories was generated fiom directories compilai by the 

Canadian Association for Environmentai Analyticai Laboratories, Washington State 

Department of Ecology, and Oregon State Department of Human Resources - Health 

Division and the International Councii for the Exploration of the Sea The total number of 

laboratones on these iists is XûOû. We reasoned that larger and more diverse facilities 

would be more kely to have considaad the questions surrounding ceworing and selected 

approximately 30 of the largest of them in each group to receive our survey. The number 

of laboratories initiaiiy w e y e d  in Canada, US4 and intemationally was 33, 29, and 32, 

respectively. Surveys were forwarded either by fax or in the case of many of the 

international sites by airmail. W~thin two weeks of sending off these s u i v e y s  we had 

received a response rate of almost 400/.. The excellent retum rate redted in an expansion 

of the study. Consequently, we decided to select another roughiy 60 laboratories drawn 

randomiy. International laboratones were excludeci fiom this batch since the t h e  

availabie preciuded the use of the posta systern A "module" in MS Excel was 

constructecl to generate a random iist of laboratories fhrn our directory lists. A random 

laboratory list was generated for both Cana& and the USA, essentiaiiy consisting of 36 



labs in Canada and 30 labs in the USA. Inevitably, a proportion of the random labs was 

aiready suryeyed and only previously unswveyed labs were contacteci in this second batch. 

A grand total of 150 labonitories were surveyed with 57 (38%) responses being received. 

The sunmiary results appear below with more detailed results avaiiable in Appendix 1. 

The majority of laboratories sucveyed reported supplying âaîa that is eithei truncated 

andor rounded. The censonng is largely based either on signifiant figures or associateci 

with the analytical methodology. It appears that many of the labs th& may not tmncate 

their data do at some point round it. Rounding itself is cornputecl chiedly by using one 

fonn of algorithm or another. Almost one in four responses that stated bat they report 

rounded values apparently actudy tnincate their data. Based on cordicting responses to 

examples posed on the survey it wouid appear that the tenns "truncation" and "rounduig" 

are often confùsed, 

Although a majority of labs are not asked to deliver "raw" data plus uncertainty, 

apprownately one quarter have experienced this rquest. Clients making this request have 

attributed this need to statistical requùements or simply because it was the routine method 

of reporting data. Unforhinately, a amoderate percentage of the laboratones that 

responded positively did not state why the data was needed in this form. In most cases the 

analytical laboratory obliged the client and suppliecl hem with "raw" data plus uncertainty, 

aluiough one third said they would not. For those that would not, the main issue was the 

dissemination of data uncertainty. 

Reporting of non-detected values was broken d o m  into three groups, those that use "c', 

values, or t a  Ahnost 600h use some version of "less than" (e.g., <LOD, <LOQ etc.), 

whilst 25% utilize 8~ttlal values and the remainder use some fonn of text (e.g., "not 

detected", "rd", etc.). 



Essentialiy, the same number of laboratories repurteâ values that were "detected but 

below the limit of quantification* as did not. Those that did report these values were 

broken dom as describeci above. In the case of reporthg values that were detected but 

below the limit of quantification, Wh utilLe actuai values, whereas almost 25% use "cc, 

and the remainder utüize text. The main issue for those that did not report these values 

was one of high data uncertaïnty and o v d  data reîiability. In addition, several of the 

labs were concefned about the increase in workioad asmciated with reporting values 

below the quantifxation iimit. 

The final question in the study asked: 

From an environmental research position, some statistical twls wodd be better 
served if untruncated data were used. This would involve your lab reporting "rad' 
data and data below the quantification b i t .  What do you think of this as a praaice 
for an environmental laboratory? 

We divideci the textuai responses into three sections: responses that "generaiiy support" 

the practice of reporting "raw" data and data below the quantification kt, "neutrai" 

opinion or responses which weighed both pro and con positions, and "generally opposed" 

to the practice of reporting raw data and data below the quantification limit. The overd 

results were as foiiows: 

Total number of responses to the question: 57 
generally supportive 14/57 (25%) 
neutrai 20/57 (35%) 
genera~ O P P ~  21/57 (37%) 
response omined - 2/57 ( 3%) 

Reporthg "raw" data end data below the quantification kt, possibly to support 

statistical analysis, as a practice for environmentai laboratories was a contentious issue. 

The most outspdren were those genedy opposed to this practice, even tbough their 

numbers were s i m k  to what we calleci the "neutrai" fiaction. This latter group includes 

those labs that presented both pro and con positions. A slightiy smaller group generaliy 

supporteci the concept. The key in weighing out the responses is the large number of 

"neutraln laboratories. A g e n d  wncern fiom this group is  how ciients wiU interpret this 

data, for example, ththey fear that ciienîs mi@ assume! sigdicance when it does not errist. 



It appears that the majority of the "neutrialn group would supply this data if requested, 

although some rnay have stipulations tied to with the release of this data. 

Of partidsr interest for this resuirch are the types of secondary &ta uses that are 

affkcted by censoring. Once censorhg has beea C8md out it is impossible to recover the 

origuia data. Statistical techniques can be used to try and mode1 censoreci data, but no 

mode1 can completely replace censored data once it has been discarded. The question that 

remains to be answered, however, is what secondary uses are most afEected by the 

censo~g of data. The answer to this question is not a simple one because diierent uses 

have different quirements. This d o n  will examine the data requirements of difTerent 

activities to detamine if the resuiting data wiiî be affecteci by censoring. 

5.5.1 Observation 

The easiest groups of activities to consider are observations. As discussed previously, 

observations arc carried out without a s p d c  hypothesis k g  tested. In generd, 

censoring has little effed on data fiom sumys. The reason for this is that whiie 

obsewation data are not intended to be used out of the context of the obsewation, the 

uncertainties imposed by a lack of structure greatly outweigh any additional uncertainty 

p l a d  by censoring the data. 

5.5.2 Monitoring 

Of geaiter interest to this report is how censorhg of data & k t s  the four types of 

monitoring d i s a i d  praiiously: scientific, cornpliance, research, and trend. 



Scientific monitoring is carrieâ out whm bath processes and their intedationships are 

known or are at least partidy understwd. The wtwme of scientific monitoring is data 

that have weii defieci spatial and temporal characteristics within a system that is 

understood Sufficiently weU to test for environmentai variances. Scientific monitoring is 

designed to produce data with a broad range of interpretability. h a aesult, scientific 

monitoring data are extremely sensitive to cmsoring. In most cases, the system is behg 

examined for d effects, wbich can be masked through improper data manipulation. As 

Wiom, Husch and ûüroy (1984) put it 

the detrimentai effects of censorhg increase with the imreasing reliability of data 
and [the] adverse e E i  of cetlsoring inaease with increasing data reliability 
because more reliable data contain more i l o d o n  than legs reliable data and, 
thus, more information is lost when data are censored. 

The rnajority of the data in EMS are cornpüance monito~g data. The direct cornpliance 

uses of cornpiiance or regdatory monito~g can use censored data. This is not 

necesMy the case for secondaiy uses of the data Cornpliance monitoring is generally 

caffied out in the context of a weii-understood pro- and, due to legal requirements, 

under relatively strict quality assurance/qudity control regimes. Consequently, the 

resulting data aie generally of high quaiity and have strong potential for additional uses 

such as baseihe research. CensoMg the data liniits the additional uses to which the data 

rnight be used, and thus, reduces the value of the data When conside~g data in a vaiue- 

added sense, censoring has a major &ect by ümiting the subsequent uses for which the 

data mi@ be appropriate. 

Both research and trend monitoring are extremely sensitive to c«wring. They both 

involve systems whae systematic or environmental variability is not completely 

understood and the experimentai design must accommodate this irnprecision. The airn of 

this type of monitoring program is to develop process knowledge so that more precîse 

monito~g and research programs can be carried out. The aim of this type of m o n i t o ~ g  

is often to attempt to distinguish a signai âom the constant background of environmental 

and mple variability. Since the systems bang monitored are, by definition, insu&icientiy 

under~focd, any unnecessary maaipuiation of the data must be avoided. Censoring data of 



this sort short circuits the entire purpose of this type of monitoring. It makes trends 

harder to distinguish fiom n a t d  wiability and, as a result, will d i s h  the power and 

outcornes of this type of monito~g. 

nere is little doubt that censo~g  bas a negative impact on the efkctiveness of data 

colleaion programs for research purposes. Research, by its nature, is carried out to 

develop p m s s  howledge. It involves the collection of data about poorly or 

insufficiently understwd systems, within a tightly dehed data collection system. As such 

it rquires data that are undefsfood as completely as possible. Any manipulations 

associated with censoring wili lessen the ability of r-ch to carry out its fundamental 

purpose. 

5.6 Iinpücatioos of Data Tnincation for EMS 

EMS, as designeâ, can effectively incorporate uncmsored data. The system architecture 

incorporates the fields needed to supply raw data and their associateci uncertahty 

information. EMS employs a number of validation and edit routines to ensure that data 

entered into EMS are reliabk (MELP7 1997). Arnongst these routines is an automatic 

data grader which is based on an algorithm developed to provide an indication of the basic 

level of confidence associated with a partidar data set (MELP7 1997). Since this rating 

is baseû on documentation and QA idonnafiion that accumpanies a data set, it can give a 

strong indication of the quality of the data 

Since ENS was designed primarily for cornpliance rnonito~g data, it does not explicitty 

store c o n t a  information. nie EMS data structure has ban designed to accommodate 

either censureci data or data with u n m .  Unfominately7 it does not distinguish 

censorcd fkom unceasoreci data EMS is designed to include ôoth data and uncertainties; 



it also can store all the important quality assurance (QA) information that rnight 

accompany a data set. However, these QA fields are not mandatory and therefore are not 

weil populated (Clark, M., pers. corn) .  In addition, usas a n  download the data 

without the accompanying QA information. While this shouid not directly affect primary 

users, (scientists using th& own data) it could ümit what a secondary usa wüi be able to 

say about data sets derived fiom the system. Since fiül context information is not 

available, secondary users are often lefi to infer whether or not data are appropriate or 

reliable for theû subsequeni uses. Secondary data uses are thw not M y  supported. 

h conclusion, as now wnstituted EMS wuld support secondary use ofits stored data but 

due to the lack of nitical information regarding the type of data Ming accessed users 

would have to be wary. The need exists for tighter control on the data behg input into 

EMS to ensure that the appropriate fields are fiilly populated. When tnuicated data are 

input into the system that fàct should be "flagged" for secondary users. 

5.7 Case Study Outcames 

This case study demonstrated that the implications of censoring are not limited to the 

single systern EMS, but must be considered within the mode1 king considered in this 

thesis. No matter what tool is used to recover data, the quality of information stored and 

the decisions derived fiom that Uiformation are oniy as reiiable as the data that are input 

into the system The weakest-iink principal states that the strength of a chah is only as 

strong as the weakest link. Environmental data have uncertainties and decisions based on 

those data must respect these inherent uncertainties. There is, however, a qualitative 

ciifference baween inherent uncertainty due to the maisurement process and avoidable 

systematic uncertainties aeated as a m l t  of data storage and manipulation. The 

effective secondary use of data requires that the data be complete and unbiased. Data 

ceaso~g and data usetiilness are mathematical and statistid considastions, but thqr also 

must be recognized as issues that affect decision-making ad secondasr uses. 



Chapter 6 A New Approach to the Management of Environmental 

Idormation 

6.0 Introduction 

The three previous chapters examined a sequence of intercomected case studies. Each 

examined a different critical aspect of the management of environmental data. This 

chapter will use the insight gained fiom these case studies in order to formulate an 

improveâ model for the storage of environmental infonnatioa This chapter will begin 

with a gapanalysis and assessrnent of idealized systems based on the models developed 

in the case shidies. The gap analysis will examine how effedivelv these rnodels facilitate 

primary and secondaty access to environmental information. This examination will 

expose the strengh and weaknesses of each individuai model in orda to fonn the basis 

of a new archetype. Derived fiom the gap analysis d l  be a set of recommendations for 

environrnental information system developas and responsibilities for the various 

individuals invotved in the process of using scientific data for environmental decision- 

making. Based on these recommendations and responsibilities, this chapter will conclude 

with a conceptual model that can srne as a tanplate for fuhue systems. The model will 

incorporate two new organizational featurrs called infosets and metasets thaî capture the 

need for emphasis on contsmial and reliability information to ensure the 

intercomparability of environmentai datasets. 

Much of the emphasis in the case studies has been on developing tools and techniques to 

improve computerizeû access to environmental information. 1t must be made clear 

however, that the model presented in this work is independent of computer platforrns or 

even cornputers themselves. The development of increasingly powerfùl computer 

systems has simply highlighted the ümitations of pmxisting rnodels for the 

management of environrnental data. 

The wnceptual model will define the nlationship between dHering types of data and 

information and the neeûs, limitations anâ data requinments of cornplex multi- 

disciplinary problems. A critical advance in this new mode1 will be its recognition of the 



fundamental split in the environrnental information management field between primary 

and secondary users. These two groups have different requirements for environmental 

information systems and only through satisfying the needs and desires of both groups can 

an effective system be established. 

Pnmary usas are data producers. They engage in the various adVities fkom which the 

archival records originate. "Activity" is used in this chapter to indicate any effort be it 

remch, su~eys, monitoring andh modeling intended to improve understanding about 

environrnental variables. Primary users can Vary fiom individuais to institutions. In 

some cases, rnany different groups can be involved in the production of a dataset and the 

absolute primary user becornes difficult to d i m .  Consider mil1 effluent being tested 

for regulatory purposes. The mil1 personnel collect the sarnples and send them to a 

contract laboratory. The laboratory analyzes the samples and sends the results to a 

compliance database. The compliance officer evaluates the data to detemine if they 

meet regulatory requirements and publishes the results. Al1 three groups are primary 

users of the data. Each group has added to the creation of the dataset and each has an 

interest in ensuring that the data are not misused. 

Secondary users are data consumers. They make use of the data reards in the 

infonnation systems for a variety of purposes including decision-making. Secondary 

users seldom have cornplete howledge of the information they have accessed and 

consequently rely on the information systems to provide them with reliable and acwate  

data 1t is not uncornmon for an individual to be both a primary and secondary user. A 

researcher might one day enter new data into the archive and the next use data fiom the 

archive to plan or carry out new activities. 

Traditionai environmental information systems have been designed to facilitate access to 

individual measurements by secondary users, while depending on primary usen to 

provide those mcasurements An important insight derived fiom this research is the 

recognition that pviding ~econdary users direct, unrestricted access to individual 

measurements and &ta records does a disseMce to al1 users. Datasas are generally 



created after detailed planning. The measurements that rnake up these datasets are 

Camed out under specified, controiled conditions, usually to serve a partiailar purpose. 

Allowing users to access individual measurements without this added information will 

fail both the primary and the secondary users. The individual measurements that make 

up these datrisets, even accompanied by their wmplete contextual pedigrees, 10% theu 

relevance when viewed in isolation. Consequently, a citical role of any new system 

must be to e m e  that users are provided with complete datasets and all their critical 

contextuai information. 

Each case study presented in this wodc included an sraiution of the individual system. 

The following section will consider the models used to organize environmental 

information in each case study. The aim of thU task will be to identify critical advances 

and remaining requinments. The effectivenew of each in seMng the needs of primary 

and seconâary users will be assessed. 

Consida an ideal archival database based on the mode1 presented in EMS (Chapter 5). 

Such a system would store both raw measurements and al1 accompanying QA 

information derived fiom al1 types of aainties. SoAware tools would ensure that al1 

mandatory data fields were; entered. The data in the system would be uncensoreci. 

Detailed information about the uncertainty of the meaSuTernents would be stored. The 

archive would incorporate a process to assign data reliability indicators (a QA Index) 

based on the contents of the QA fields. AU measurements in the archive would be geo- 

referenced allowing searching based on location. Figure 6.1 presents the relationship 

between data aad such an archive. Could such a system adequately serve as the bais for 

a new information mode1 for environmentai idonnation systems? 



Figure 6.1 Archives and Data 

No. An ideal archive, as dehbed above, presents a number of signifiant advances over 

comparable systems aimntly in use, but would have f~ndamental flaws for both primary 

and secondary users. Further changea are needed in the area contextual information and 

the grouping of measurements. Archival systernq based on the mode1 used in EMS, store 

individual m-rements and cannot incorporate methodologies to evaluate the context of 

data. Rimary users can enter their r d t s  but canot  indicate why the measurements 

were camied out or how individual measurements were relateci. Secondary users, 

meanwhile, would have fiee access to individual meesurements and no opportunity to 

examine critical contextud information. 

6.1.2 Metadata Svstems 

Consider an ideai metdata system based on the mode1 presented in the CODIS case 

study (Chapter 3). Such a system would present a number of significant advances over 

cumnt systems. nie metadata system would store datasets assembled by primary users 

instead of raw data. The use of datasets would ensun bat  primary measurements were 

linked, which would diswurage individual measurements âom being used in isolation. A 

paralle1 data structure between disciplines would provide for discipline-specific data 

input and measurement appraisal processes. Input of critical fields would be through 

controlled lists that could not be rnanipulated by individual cataloguers. Ail datasets 



would be ap praised for reliability using guideline-driven, dichotomous decision trees. 

The system would nuiaion independently and would not be directly linked to the 

archives. It would include a reporthg system to ensure that users could i d e n e  the 

permanent storage location of the original measurernents that made up the datasas. 

Search tools would provide for both text and geographical seaiching of the database. The 

structure of such a system is presented in Figure 6.2. Could such a sysîem adequately 

serve as the basis for a new information mode1 for environmental information systems? 
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Figure 6.2 The Structure of Metadata Systems 

No. An ideal metadata system wodd not meet the needs of both the prirnary and 

secondary usen in the a r a  of data availability and contexî. CODIS-style metadata 

systems are not linked to archival data Con~equently, usas m o t  directly access data. 

While users are d e  aware of potentially usefûl data, they are not greatly assistecl in 

obtaining the results. In addition, such systems do not contain a funaion to relay the 

context of a dataset to seconâary usas. Primary usas can link their datasets together 

through DSJD numbers, bibliographie refennceq projects a d o r  platfom but cannot 



document theù reasons for assembling individual datasets or indicate whether their 

expectations were achieved. In addition, the requirement that datasets have the sarne 

rneasurement ratings may require a primary user to separate measurements collected as 

part of an individual activity into different datasets. The lack of links would ensure that 

secondary usas could not easily ideniify datasets linked by a single activity. 

6.1.3 NCIS stvle Combined Archivai, Xnventorv and Directorv Svstems 

The NCIS model of an hterco~acted archive, inventory and directory system (Chapter 

4) presents a model that addresses many of the major needs noted &ove. Archives would 

store measurements and records. The inventories, wnsisting of detailed metadata, would 

provide users with effective search tools. The directory would provide an additional 

hîerarchy of search ternis to seafch regional inventories and archives. Most importantly, 

such systems would incoprate a methodology to evaluate and report the context of 

expenmental events. The structure of the NCIS system is presented in Figure 6.3. Could 

such a system serve as the basis for a new general model for environmental information 

systems? 

No. The NCIS structure requires modification in two aitical areas, the division of 

surveys fiom experiments and the creation of a one--ne relationship between 

individual measwments and experiments. With respect to contextual assessment, 

surveys are not fundamentally different fiom experiments. Secondary users rnight need 

to know the context of the sumy and its pedigree in order to evaluate whether the 

projected secondary data use would be appropriate. Yet the NCIS model assumes the 

contrary and will deny fil! information to the secondary users. The other drawback in the 

NCIS model is that it lirnits the association of data to one experiment. This many-to-one 

relationship irnplies that m n  the primary user is restricteâ in the use of hisnier own data. 

The primary user could not use a single measurernent in two difTerent scperimental 

events and a secondary usa making use of a dataset for subsequent wotk wuld not 

associate this new activity with the original dPta 
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Figure 6.3 NCIS style System Architecture 

Each of the models disaissed above has limitations. It rnay be possible however, to 

combine and enhance them in order to develop improved models. Consider the following 

adaptations: 

6.1 -4 Metadata Svstems linked to Archives 

Linking metadata systems to archives (as in Figure 6.4) would eliminate some of the 

limitations of each individual model. Software modifications could ensure that 

measurements w a e  linked through the use of datasets and reports would include the 

measurements and al1 their criticai QA information. Linked metadata and archival 

systems would provide a valuable twl to âicilitate data access. 
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Figure 6.4 Linked Metadata and Arcfiival Systems 

Two features, however would still be lacking: 1) neither sub-system would incorporate a 

tool to relate the context of the measurements or metadata firom primary to the secondary 

users; and 2) secondary users would still be provided access to individual measurements 

fiom the archives without their associated metadata. 

6.1.5 Im~rovinn on the NCIS Model 

An enhanceci NCIS system presents another intriguing possibility. If one were to 

redefine "sumys" to becorne a new "experiment typen then d l  surveys would undexgo 

contamial appraisal. This new model would meet the majonty of the needs presented in 

this work Primary users would be provided with a tool to &ectively relate the context 

of their resuIts to subsequent users. 



Secondary users, however, wouid still potentially have access to individual 

measurements. In addition, this new model wouid emphasize the wehess  of the 

directoryfmventory split in NCIS-type systems. In the NCIS model, the inventory level 

holds information about regional holdings, while the directory level holds information 

about the pmjezts under which data collections were made. The information stored in the 

directory is directly relevant to the inventory user. The division of these two systems has 

the potential to stratify usefui information about the data holdings. 

In the next two sections the recommendations for a general systern and responsibilities of 

the developers and users are doaunented. We then retum to propose a general model 

incorporating the insights developed in the analysis aoove and these recommendations 

and responsibilities that follow. 

The following section will summarizc the work completed to date through the 

presentation of specific recornmenâations. The recommendations identiQ the aitical 

insights derived fkom the case studies and provide the foundation for effective 

environmental information systems. The recommendations are broken into groups of 

comparable impact with the earlier recommendations being substantiaily more important. 

If these early recommendations are ignored, then subsequent issues are irrelevant. Each 

group of recommendations will be followed by a discussion that clarifies implementation 

issues. 

Recommendation 1: Data in archives must be storecf in as complete a manner as 

possible and must not bc censormi. 

Recoznmeidation 2: AU data storcd in environmtnt.l information systems must be 

appraiaed for reliability using wdl-documeoted, wdl-supported protocols 



The overwhelming reason for creating enwonmental information systems is to enhance 

the availability and usability of the measurements aiad expenmental results stored therein. 

This most critical insight derived fkom this research is the recognition that usefil 

environmental information systems must ston complete, uncensored data that have bcen 

appraised for reliability. Including censored data in archives directly limits the utility for 

some m n d a r y  users. If secondary users aumot rely on the data in the archives to be 

complete and correct then they can aot aad will not make use of that data. Environmental 

data have uncertainties and decisions bescd on those data must respect those inherent 

uncertainties. There is, however, a qualitative dflerence between inherent uncertainty 

due to the measurement process and avoidable systematic uncertainties createû as a result 

of data -rage and manipulation techniques. In cases where the inclusion of censored 

data is unavoidable, a methodology must be in place to ensure that secondary users are 

made aware of the r e d u d  reliability of the data. 

The practicai consequence of sidestepping the appraisal process as allowed in NCIS, 

compromises the funue utility of the data. IncornpIete documentation, whether of the 

data or of the appraisai, directiy harnpers future use. 

These two recommendations are not difficult to implement. Through the implementation 

of a system comparable to the EMS EDI and QA index, it becomes relatively easy to 

ensure that only complete data that has been appraised for reliability are included in the 

sy stem. 

Apprsisal provides aitical information about the strengths and limitations of the included 

data, which provides critical insight for secondary usas. Any approach to rating 

reliability of datasets must be both fiinctiod and repeatable. The approach used in the 

CODIS case study was fouml to be both. It died on decision trees consisting of a series 

of structureci questions designed to yield a unique reliability rating for each aspect of the 

measurement or aperimental process. It included binary d e s  with yes/no logic where 

a no r d t e d  in the generation of a value. The dichotomous nature of the CODIS 



decision trees increased the simplicity of the system The critical advances of these 

decision trees were: 

1. The inclusion of a strictiy dichotomous or binary structure, 
2. The inclusion of guidelines which gave descriptive guidance to appraisers while 

providing for changes in methodologies with improvements in technologies or 
techniques 

3. Par-review and worlrshop testing of the decision trees to ensure a "consensus". This 
was expected to limit the subjedivity inherent in the ADCAPNESCAP charts. 

The creation of the decision trees raised and addressed a number of issues. As they stand, 

the decision trees are weighted towards disagreement and appraiser agreement has an 

upper limit (i.e. appraisals can ody get so good due to inherent uncertainties). The 

decision trees themselves are comparable to peer review ami produce reliable outcornes 

that improve in an environment of consensus, cuntinued training and effective 

supervision. Thw, using decision trees similar to those developed for CODIS, it should 

be possible to design a system to allow appraisers, under the supervision of an effective 

supervisor, to reliably and efliciently appraise scientific data. 

Rccommtndatioa 3: AU datasets shouid be rppriiccd for contest using flexible 

appraisal procrsscs that conriûer dl aspects of the activity wt simply the 

mcrisurcment process. 
d 

Rccommcndation 4: Environmental Information systtms mut strive to maintain 

the link betwetn data and theu issochttd reliibility, contutrd and QNQC 

information. 

Recommendation 5: Datasets should not be reportcd without their wsociated 

contestud information. 

Recommendrtion 6: Reiiability ratings, guiddiaes and pmtocols should be 

accomproied by explicit date information. 



The protocols developed for NCIS provide a potentid tool to evaluate and document 

contexîuai information to be included with scientific data in information systems. The 

experience in the NCIS case study demonstrated that it is possible to develop and 

implement such a process for use in a reaI system. As discussed in the NCIS case study, 

defining aome activities as non-experimentti degrades the inventory system by providing 

an uneven level of contextual infirmation within the systern. Hence, even events that 

might be considered as simple surnys should be subjected to contextual evaluation. 

The system to identiQ experiments must be standardized and repeatable. The initial 

format designed for the appraisal of experimental events in the NCIS case study provided 

u~ecessarily broad appraiser judgement decisions. In order to avoid this problem a 

more direct appmach is recornmended. Some DFO regions have dealt with this by 

incorporating the principle investigator into the appraisaî process. In the Newfoundland 

district this was found to decrease cdlicts and increase confidence of the investigators. 

In environmental idonnation systems, data architecture must be respected and 

"mandatory" fields must be filled when data are entered. The need exists for a 

methodology to ensure that critical contextual information be entered and stored 

alongside the data An automated system Iike the EDI and QA index roting presented in 

the EMS case study, if fully applied, would be able to carry out this task with a minimum 

of added effort. Any system that allows data to become dissociated with critical 

contextuai information severeIy shortchanges secondary users and reduces overall 

usefulness of the data. This 8ssociation should be reflected in reporting formats. Dataset 

reports should always include contextual information. 

Since appraisal -1s like the deçision trees and guidelines are intended to refiect best 

current pfllcfice, t is necess11cy to include date information with ail appraisals, decision 

tees and guidelines. Through this added documentation users are provided with critical 

details when accessing historical information. 



Recommendation 7: The structuring twk for inventoy systems should incorporate 

formalized praeesses to waign controlled hnpage with compreheasive conventions 

and de finition^. 

Recommendation 8: A formiüzcd proetsr to identify erron and determine error 

rates should iccompuiy tbe s t n i c t u ~ g  and data input tmk for inventories. 

Recommendation 9: Invutigaton rhould bc encoungd to becorne involved in aU 

aspects of the datwet creation procew. 

The design of an effeaive inventory-level system is criticd to the design of 

environmental information systems as a whole. Designing such a system has been the 

goal of the rnajority of the research described in this thesis. The correct functioning of 

the inventory rquires the creation of damets and associated metadata. Both the CODIS 

and NCIS cese studies exarnined that process in detail. 

Assembling and defining why partidar data aui be handled together is the process of 

creating d a m .  Structuring tools assist this process. The aim of these tools is to 

translate the critical elements of the datasets using a controlled vocabulacy. Some 

controlled vocabulary qualifiers include source, location (in time and space) and data 

specific elements like species, collection method etc. Every practicing scientist at one 

time or another has assembled data into a dotaset, and every database designer has used 

controlled language to simplify input. What bas not been considerd previously is the 

process of assigning metadata to datasets and the minimum required metadata assigneci to 

the dataset. 

The importance of using fonnalized processes and conventions to structure data has been 

repeatedly demonstrated and the CODIS case study established the need for a structwed 

appmach. The use of lookiip lists and the provision of specific conventions, where 

uncetfainty exists, ensure consistency in the d o n  of datasets. The CODIS approach 

to strudunng data entails placing the emphasis of effort at the start of the cataloging 



process in order to reap the rewards of decreased input time and increased quality of data. 

The creation and use of look-up lists requires that the creation of an overall data structure 

be the initial task of any cataioguing activity. This ernphasis on planning is imperative in 

the design of effective inventory systems. Through the effective planning and 

definitional phase, it is possible to limit errors and eliminate the use of impossible to 

define tenns like "othef' from inventory systems. 

It was clear fiom the CODIS case study that the use of unstnichired fields requires close 

control by the system manager to define what types of information is to be stored in each 

one Pyles and King, 1994). In addition, it was cl= that the tasks of system manager 

and cataloguer need to be separateci in order to ensure that overall system wntrol be 

maintained. 

The effeaive implementation of data strucming can result in a number of signifiant 

improvements on traditional systems including: irnproved data input speed and reliability 

of input; improved searches through "exact search capabilities"; and improved control of 

data variability through the use of look-up lists controlled by a data manager. 

Inventory systems for environmental research should be multidisciplinary in scope. A 

critical feature of CODIS-like systems is that al1 disciplines included must share a 

parallel structure. Each discipline has its own disciplinary-specific data fields while 

sharing common nondisciplinary system-level files with dl other disciplines in the 

system. The parallel structure sws as a template for data input and look-up list creation 

that is both flexible and robust. The sharing of system level files serves to decrease 

unnecessary duplication and improves handling of multidisciplinary datasets. 

Data should be collecteci in intuitive groupings of simiiar datadensity. The CODIS 

stnicturing task demonstrated that coarseness of the groupings is an issue for any process 

that assembles data. If the data groupings become too large then individual groups 

become overfilled and searches becorne impfacfid. Too fine a sieve results in 

underpopulated fields. Expience aeating CODIS demonstmed that of the two choices 



the srnaller sieve is preferable. It was found to be significantly easier to lump together 

severai srnaller groups than it was to break a larger group into rmaller substituents. In the 

case of the CODIS Continental Chemistry media list, it was demonstrated to be relatively 

simple to assemble the 14 fish tissue sub-groups into tiuee or four larger groupings. The 

act of breaking down the constituents list, however, was both time consuming and 

difficult. 

The use of multi-tiered informational groupings cm decrease coarseness problems and 

hence inaease dataset usefiilneas. With respect to lacations and areas, the use of the 

multi-tiaed location descriptions allows data to be associated to locations within an 

appropriate level of reliability. 

Enors in metadata systems have a profound effkct on system performance. Metadata 

errors nulli@ the "exact sesuch" capability of the system. This limits the usefulness of 

the inventory to primary users who have prcvïous knowledge of the existence of a 

dataset. nierdore, a formalized process to determine the enor rates must be 

incorporateci into the development of any inventory system. The error rate, detemiined 

by the analysiq should be well doaimented in order to pmvide users with an 

understanding of the reliability of the inventory . 

Principal investigators should be involved in al1 aspects of the creation of datasets, from 

the stnicturing of the &ta through the appraisals of individual measurernents to the 

determination of the pedigree. Investigators bring unique insight and input into the 

dataset creation process and have a personal stake in ensuring that their data are not 

misused. 

The previous sedion presented recommendations for the designers of environmental 

information systerns. This seaion will continue that work by considering the 

responsibilities of individuais at each point in the process of using scientific data in 



environmental decision-making. It must be emphasized that the key to al1 these 

responsibilities is documentation. W ithout adequate documentation, even the most 

effdve methodology to address the data needs of environmental decision-making is of 

little use. Documentation aids individuals not directly associated with the measurement 

of a variable in understanding the strengths and limitations of that measurement. It has 

been emphasized many times in this thesis but bears repeating, sampling of 

environmental variables produce snapshots in time that camot be retaken. 

Documentation provides an audit trail so subsequent workers cari reconstnict the work 

and understand its limitations and strengths. The issue of documentation becornes an 

even more Unportant consideration as standards change and users are forced to 

reconstrud past work. 

6.3.1 Res~onsibilities before Data Collection 

The creation of the appraisal proces3 for experirnental events, as outlined in the NCIS 

case study, demonstrated the importance of proper planning before measurements are 

Camed out. Proper planning can affect both the present and fiinire usefiilness of the data 

derived fiom those measurements. The first responsibility of design is to establish a 

context for the data collection process. This includes indicating the strength of the 

process knowledge that has gone into the design and the anticipated uses of the data 

produced by the effort. The reasons for which the data are king collected should be 

made clear and anticipated secondary uses should be cwsidered. 

The appraisal process dernonstrates that once the context of the data collection effort has 

been established the acaial design of the work must be considered. The choice of an 

appropriate sarnpling design and methodology has a mjor infiuence on potentiai 

secondary uses. A srnall addition of effort early in the process can reap large rewards in 

data that is valuable for decision-making at the end of the rood A limitation that must be 

accepted, howewr, is that while sample collection design decisions mu* incorporate the 



aim of the project for which the data is being collected, they must also optimize 

environrnental and economic factors. 

Once a data collection effort has been designed and documented, the final responsibility 

of the data collection stage is to ensure that the dataset is generated as planned. In rnost 

cases, whae the researcher who develops the sarnpling program is involved in the 

exeaition of the project, the requirement for overseeing the work is a mere formality. 

This is not always the case, however, and oversight procedures should be carried out to 

ensure that data are generated 8ccording to the data collection plan. 

6.3.2 Resaonsibilitv during S a m ~ l i n ~  and Storaae 

The role of the sarnpling and storage pmcess is to collect samples that are representative 

of the original matrix and to deliver them to the analytical laboratory for analysis with as 

little an effect on the sarnple characteristics as possible. hdividuals who collect data 

must document the produres that were used to make the measurement and should make 

use of the best practices possible in the collection and presavation of the samples. This 

will ensure that the samples are representative of their original state when received by the 

analysts. It mist be recognized that environmental variability is real and c m o t  be 

eliminated in a data collection process. The aim of the collection and storage process is 

to minirnize the sampling variability so that variability apparent later in the process will 

predominantly reflect environrnental conditions. 

The reliability and quaiity of location information is an increasingly important 

consideration in geographical information systems and it is at the time of collection that 

these questions should be answered. Measurements of location should be made as 

precise as is both practical and required by the collection methodology. Minor 

investments in time at the moment of collection can go a long way to reducing 

uncertainty in environmental information systems. 



The role of the analyticai step is to analyze the mvironrnental sample as presented and to 

report the characteristics of the sample as faithfiilly as possible. The obligation of the 

analyst is to inform not censor. Analysts often do not collect the samples they analyze 

and so should not be expected to be able to control samples before they arrive at the 

laboratory. Once a sample reaches the laboratory, however, werything that happens to 

the sarnple must be fully doaimented. Al1 procedures, analyses and tests should 

accompany the sarnple so that the output fiom the analytical lab is not merely a number, 

but a cornplde record of how the sample was treated. Analysts are expected to carry out 

regular QAIQC procedures on the sample and that information must also be documented. 

As mentioned previously, analysts cannot control environmental vat-iability in the 

samples they receive. They rnust accept that variability and incorporate it in theu 

methodology. The fàct that environmental variability exists should not justify reducing 

the efforts requùed to maintain low analytical variability. Analytical variability should 

be the major concern of the analyticai step. This variability should be documented and 

included with the data This means that data should not be reported without an associated 

uncertainty, especiall y wit h samples at or near the detection and quantification li mits. 

The uncerhinty of a sample may make up a large percentage of the actual sample value, 

and at times may even exceed the value. As an example, a negative value with an 

associateci uncertainty that brackets zero is a perfectly acceptable outwme for a sample 

blank and samples that are outiiers should not be eliminated uniess the experimental error 

is clearly established. 

It is the responsibility of analysts not to censor daîa, but instead to report data with its 

associated uncertainty. Reporting that a sample showed no meamrable concentrations of 

a compound is a legitimate outcome only when a range of uncertainty is placed around 

that report. While it is recognized that this u n d n t y  may be large, it does give more 

information than merely stating that nothing was detected. The uncertainty becornes 

even more aiticai as values approach the level of detection. Users of data must be made 



to recugnize that data near the detedion limit are inherently uncertain and must be treated 

appropnately. This responsibility of the analyst, therefore, is to report filly any 

uncertai nty . 

6.3.4 Reswnsibilities of the Data Storap:eManagernent Svstem 

Of p d d a r  interest to this resuvch is the role of the data storagdrnanagement system. 

nie  role of the data manager is to ensure the effeaive storage and maintenance of the 

data produceû, while causing as few modifications to findamental data characteristics as 

possible. While presming data characteristics, data managers must enforce d e s  

regarding documentation and should not allow the structure of their information systems 

to be compted. The struture elements play a crucial role in guaranteeing that data and 

information in the system are accessible for use. Any corruption of the structure makes 

data and infondon less accessible. This means that either data that does not fit the data 

structure should not be included in the system until the data, or the system architecture, 

have been modified. The proiiferation of unused mandatory data fields results in 

umvieldy systems. 

The data manager must ensure that reiationships in reported values are preserved. If a 

dataset includes measurements that are related to locations, then that relationship must 

appear in the information that is associated with that datasa. If the relationships between 

data elements are lost in a system, the likelihood that they can be reçonstruaed 

subsequent to that loss is low and the resowces required to retrofit that data will be high. 

An essential aspect of the maintenance of data element relationships is the preservation of 

the link between data and their associateci metadata. This is especially important when 

data of lower reliability is included in a system that also contains data of higher 

reliability. Decisions are ody as reliable as the information and data upon which they are 

based. Therefore, users must be made aware of the strengths, and limitations of data 

stored in the system. 



Of partiailar importance in any information management system is secuiity. This is 

parthlady the case in environmentai systems that contain economically valuable 

infortnation. If an dytical  laboratory is expected to release valuable proprietary 

information, then it is the responsibility of the data manager to ensure that cornpetitors 

not be able to access that information. Decision-makers, however, must be able to access 

that information. This security consideration is of great importance in developing an 

effective and tnisted information management system. Inventory level systems provide a 

d e  fommî through which orgenuations can provide information about their data 

holdings. Data security is ensured in inventories because archival data is not stored in the 

system An individual who breaches the inventory security would not be able to access 

any signifiant proprietary data in the archive. Organhtions, therefore, would be able to 

make known the existence of confidentid daîa without risk that the data itself may be 

compromised. Usas who rquired access to the original data could use the inventory to 

obtain contact information in order to contact the data owners in order to get the raw data 

themselves. 

Data managers and researchas must also be responsible for enswing the tirneliness of the 

data in their systerns. Inventory systems can be likened to journal abstracting services; 

they must be continuously updated in order to be usefiil. The act of c r d n g  a 

comprehensive inventory system is both expensive and time consurning and given that 

time progresses, ultimately futile without continuing fùnds to maintain the system. 

Consequently, inventory systems on most ptZICtical in environrnents of continued funding 

and mandateci upâates. As an example, the ongoing mandate to maintain NCIS should 

ensure its wntinuing usefùhess and the timeliness of i ts daîa. 

As the contenta of inventory systems mature, an additional consideration confiants the 

daîa manager. Wth advances in techniques cornes new understanding. This 

understanding oAen brings changes in standard techniques to carry out measurements or 

analyses. These advances have the potentid to affect the raîing tools and older assigned 

ratings. 1t is criticai that the decision t ras  and their guidelines rernain as living 

documents. The decision trees must be updatai ngularly to refîect changes in standard 



scientific techniques. Such changes must be reflected in the guidelines. The guidelines 

thernselves shodd have update iogs essociated with them. These logs should reflect 

when the guidelines were last re-evaiuated and what changes werc made. Significant 

changes in methodologies also have the potmtial to result in changes in the reliability 

ratings assigned to older datasets. Analyticai techniques, now considered accurate, Mght 

later be shown to instill bias in the fiamples. If this is the case then older ratings may 

have to be revisited and revised. An altanative approach rnight be to add a date to the 

ratings to provide usas with greater insight as to the Siely reliability of the data 

6.3.5 Res~ofisibilities of the Data User 

In traditional information systems, secandary u m  have had few responsibilities. They 

access the system, obtain data and then make use of that &ta as they see fit. It is 

imperative that data users be especially aware of their responsibilities. The data user's 

work is the culmination of the efforts of al1 the other partners in the data-tedecision 

process. Data users must, therefore, acknowiedge and understand the responsib ilities of 

ail the individuals who preceded them in the data-tdecision process. In addition, they 

must also bear specific responsibilities. Data users mud take the time to understand not 

only the data, but also their wntext. Users should not just accept numbers and values, 

but must ensure that they understand where the values came from and how they might be 

appropriately used. Of partider conceni to &ta users should be an understanding of the 

factors that make up the data variability. Data usas have the responsibility not to use 

individual values outside of their context and to keep data in appropriate blocks. Data 

should not be disconnectecl fiom its associated uncertainty information and should not be 

for& for inappropriate uses. 

6.4 A New Conccphul Modd for Environmentai hformation Systerns 

Based on the 8ap-dys is  of the pre-existing systemq and the recornmendatioas and 

general responsibilities presented above, it is possible to suggest a conceptual mode1 that 

mats dl these requirements. niis mode1 is presented in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5 The Three-tiered Conceptual Mode1 

The conceptual model makes use of the multi-tiered approach incorporatecl in NCIS. 

Like NCIS, it includes three levels: archives, inventories and directories. Each level 

represents fiom one-ternany datahnfonnation qstems that are linked to the others as part 

of the larger overall system but can fbnction independently. The multiple tiers provide a 

speanim of options and tools for ail types of users. 

The foundation of the model is the archival level made up of one or more archives. The 

archives provide locations to store the output froom research, rnonito~g and observation 

activities. Individual archives can Vary in design based on the individual reguirements of 

their dweloping agencies but al1 archives in the system share a number of fundamental 

characteristics. Data in the archive am untnincated and coiiected into datasets. The 

conventions for creating datasets incorponte an expanded definition that includes the 



intentions of the primary user. These datasds are the smellest information element that 

can be removed Born the archive. This prevents usas fiom accessing individuai 

measurements in the archives without theù associated metadata. These new datasets are 

linked to critical QA infiormation, &ch must be included with any report. Like datasets 

in CODIS, individual measurements cari be niated to more than one dataset. For 

secondary users, access to information about the drdasets store- in the archives is through 

inventories. 

The design for inventories is based on the metadata mode1 developed for CODIS but 

incorporates a new information element: the infoset, which links datasets with their 

contextuai information. The contents of individual int:entories can Vary, and will depend 

on the agencies that created them. One inventory system rnight have a geographical base 

(i.e. the Canadian West Coast and Arctic) while another might be based on a specific 

mandate (Le. Green Plan Toxics data). Inventories can refer to data archives or other 

inventories. Sina the inventones include metadata, they can provide for both exact and 

tact-based searches. The inventories incorporate advances in GIS and mapping 

technology to provide the tools needed to ensure that usas are able to identify data of 

interest using geographid characteristics as well. Indicaton of reliability and context in 

the inventory level assist users in identifying usefiil data, and can seme as an additionai 

set of search criteria. 

The measurements that rnake up datasets are appraised for reliability using the 

methodology developed for CODIS. Individual datPsets are sssociated with infosets, that 

serve the task of reiating the context of one or more datasets based on a specified activity. 

These infoscts are evaluated for context and have pedigrees doairnenting those 

evaluatioas. Since a datasa cm be associated with more than one idoset, the limitations 

placeâ by the NCIS structure (one measunment related to only one experiment) are 

bypassed. 

The highest level in this new information hierarchy is the directory. Directories provide a 

g e n d  overview of activities carrieci out in a perticular ana of interest and incorporate 



the tools needed to identifL appropriate inventories and archives. The design combines 

the NCIS directory with a similar model proposed by Comford and Blanton (1993). 

They theorized the aeation of a "metadatabase" for use with Fraser River Estuary 

information (called FREDI). In the Comford and Blanton model, these directories are 

created by central organizations and save as general tools to aid users in identifying who 

is carrying out usehl work. The directories do this by providing general information 

about projects, individuals and research acfivities. A comparable system is being 

developed by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME). They 

have aeated a metadatabase called matabases for Environmental Anaiysis" it is a 

collection of descriptions documenting the contents of ova  1,200 databases heid by the 

Govenunent of Canada and by the 12 provincial and temtorial governrnents (CCME, 

1999). 

The conceptual model above presents an ideal approach to the organization of data and 

information resources in the environmental field. It suggests tools that, when completed, 

have the potential to improve significantly the data and information climate in the 

environmental field. Figure 6.6 provides a breakdown of the process by which the 

various information sub-wiits are created. 

The process organizes the tools developed in the case studies in a rnanner that can be 

readily adapted to address the m e n t  needs of the environmental information field. It 

applies the lessons learned through the case studies by providing a rnethodology to 

efficiently and repeatedly produce datasets for use in an inventory system. 

The process is broken dom into thra stepq the assembly of measurements into datasets, 

the process of assigning contextual information and creating infiosets, and the subsequent 

creation of metasets fkom the Ulfoset/dataset information. The first two steps in this 

process are detenninistic and use the tools and slâlls developed in the case studies. The 

process ofaeating metasets has not been completely described. nie foIIowing sections 

will define the types of information storeâ at cach level of the conceptuai model. 
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Figure 6.6 Steps in the Creation of Maasets 

6.4.1 Model Details: Archives 

Archives in this model share the general characteristics of ideal archives describeci in 

section 6.1. The critical change is the addition of a new data element, the dataset. While 

users would be able to search for and view individual measurements, datasets would 

m e  as the smallest informationai unit that could be reportesi. Datasets preserve the 

i n t e d  relationships between individuai measurernents as delineated by the primary 

user. The CODIS case study describeci a process for creating datasets. This new model 

expands on thaî process by including a new information element and changing one of the 

CODIS conventions for aeating datasets. 



nie new definition of a dataset expands on the CODIS definition by inwrporating the 

intentions ofthe primary user and including the requirement that a dataset must remain as 

a unit. This thesis proposes a new definition of a datasa for the conceptual model: 

A dataset is a collection of measurements, assembleci for a specified purpose, and 
unified by one or more of the following characteristics: chemical species, 
biologicai species, physical maûix, geographical locations, or sampling 
methodology. The measurements must be treated uniformly, ideally by a single 
agent or agency and should be in ted ly  consistent with respect to sampling 
methodology. The mwements within the dataset need not always be of the 
same type but must aiways be treated as a unit. 

The CODIS case study included a number of conventions governing the creation of 

datasets (Section 3.2.2). The first of these conventions was '%en subdividing a large 

report into simpler datasets one should strive to d m i z e  the sire of the dataxts." In 

this new model, that convention would no longer apply. Instead, the primary user must 

strive to group measurements into d a m  based on wnsiderations of intemal 

consistency and inter-relatedness of the measurements. ln addition, datasets and data in 

archives are in a many-to-many relationship. One dataset might be related to many 

measurements or data records and one measurement or data record might be associated 

with many datasets. This would allow a primary user to mate severai diff&ng datasets 

âom the same group of measurements. 

6.4.2 Mode1 Details: Inventory 

The dataset serves as the basic information subunit in the inventory level of the new 

model. Consequently, understanding how datasets relate to other information elements is 

critical to the success of the system. Figure 6.7 delineates those reiationships and could 

be used as the bais for an entity-relationship diagram for system designers. 

D a t m  in the inventory are associated with three classes of metadata: 1) global 

information that is shared by al1 datasets 2) datasa-specific information that informs 

users about the relationships between individual datasets, and 3) discipline-specific 

information that delineaîes the s-cs of each individuel âataset. 
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F i p n  6.7 Dataset Properties 

The global fields are presented in Figure 6.7 as the "globdlydefined metadata". These 

fields are comparable to the global fields used in CODIS. They provide the information 

needed to carry out general searches of the datasets and report the bibliographie results. 

nie dataset-specific information consists of two groups of metadata: the "dataset specific 

metadata" and the "idoset metadata". The dataset-specific metadata provides 

identification information quivalent to the DSJD file in CODIS. 1t indicates which 

disciplines are covered by the dataset, the overall dataset siart and stop dates and includes 

identification information. 

The idoset metadata is the new addition in this model. As disaissed previously, the 

measurements that rnake up a dataset are assembled based on the original intentions of 

the pnmary user. The infoset metadata provides a location to store information regarding 

that purpose. This can be done using an " i d o s e t - t w  cross-reference" table or a 



number of alternative means. The table would collect datasas together much in the same 

way as the DS-ID table in CODIS collects measurements together. 

Infosets would be aeated initially by the prirnary user. Each unique idoset would be 

associated to oneor-more datasets. The infoset information components wouid be 

created using the processes developeâ in the NCIS case study. An activity type would be 

defined using a formalized process to sort the activity into one of a number of potentiai 

categories such as research, monitoring, surveys, modeling or mode1 testing. Associated 

with the activity type would be the sumrnary pedigree, which would be produced using 

the methodoiogy deveioped to appraise expaimental events in NCIS. Since individual 

infosets may have tirnelines t h  differed Som those of the included datasets, the need 

would exist to inciude infoset start and stop dates. uifosets and datasets would be in a 

many-to-many relationship; that is one dataset may be relatai to one or more idoset and 

one infoset may be related to one or more datasets. Individual infosets wouid be a 

searchable item in an inventory system. 

The most daaileci metadata for searching purposes is the discipline-speçific information, 

which consim of udiscipline-specific measurement maadata" and udiscipline-specifk 

location metadata". The discipline-specific, measurement metadata provides the critical 

details of the measurement or 8divity. It includes stnidwed information about the 

specific parmeters and measurernents carrieci out, the media andor taxon involved and 

the mahod used to carry out the measunment. In addition, the discipline-specific 

metadata includes the meamcernent ratings for the dataset. 

The location metadata offers a varÎety ofopportunities to locate the dataset in space. This 

might inciude latitudellongitude information and specific named areas. In addition, it 

includes critical measwement-at-IOC(ifion metadata. This last fature provides specific 

details about unique f-es of the measurement at specific locations. This differs fiom 

the general measurement-to-location cross-reférence table, which specifies which 

measurements are related to which locations or sites. 



Tnventory systems based on metadata are able to search for the existence of data without 

the need to access the archive containhg the original data. This has the potential to 

increase the availability of data at lower cost. Since inventory systems need not contain 

the raw data, the requirement for expensive security routines to preserve data pnvacy is 

bypassed. The existence of data (including wnfidential data values) can be made known 

without exposing that data to accidental release. 

6.4.3 Model Details: Directories 

The final tier in the new model is comprised of directories. Directones contain general 

overviews of the activities king carried out and data available in a particular area of 

interest and provide the tools needed to identify appropriate inventories and archives. 

The ernphasis of this research has been on understanding the requirements of inventory 

systems. Based on the understanding developeû in this thesis it is possible to suggest a 

proposed model for the propdes of the information units of a directory system (Figure 

6.8). The basic information unit of a duectory is the metaset. Following the model used 

in the dataset, the metaset includes two distinct types of information: 1) higher-level 

organizationafidcntifidon information, and 2) metadata derived fiom datasets and 

infosets. 

The "organizationai" and "identification" information in the metaset will aid users in the 

identification of usehl inventories, archives and daîasets for use in their own work. The 

organizational information provides details on the availability, status and format of any 

informational resources, while the identification information would provide information 

regarding data and database "ownaship" including the format, availability and status of 

any data and descriptive bibliographie details. 
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Fi y re 6.8 Metaset Properties 

The datadidoset information involvw areas of likely interest to searchers and is limited 

in detail. Thus, a searcher might be able to search the taxa field for a particular species of 

commercial value @e it fish, crustacean etc.,) but would not have that sarne level of detail 

for the majority of benthic hvertebrates. Mea~u~ernent and parameter lias will require 

similar condensing. The activity of aeating the lists is a human task and will require a 

moderate amount of finesse to provide an adequate level of coarseness without any single 

list beco ming unmanageable. 

In addition to the dataset-specific information, the dataset/infoset metadata requires some 

new features; these include sorne fonn of keyword lists and the inclusion of a new 

stnicturing unit based on ecosystern components. Cordord and Blanton (1993) proposed 

the use of the basic environmental impact assessrnent concept of 'Wued ecosystem 

components" (WC) for use in their prototype system FREDI. They broke down the 

environmental study of the Fraser Basin into aggregate classes wnsisting of five VECs 

(fish, wildlife, vegetation, plankton and benthos) and six environmental components 

(metals, organics, otha chemicalq hydrology and gmlogy) (CornCord and Blanton, 

1993). In the mode1 presented L e ,  these 11 components would be combined with a 

stiil-to-bedetermined m e r  list ta creatt a set of high-level caîegories with which to 



sort various activities. It is anticipated that the effort involved in creating such a list 

would be comparable to that required to create the parameter-group list used in CODIS. 

This rnight require an extensive evaluation of potential datadensity issues followed by 

consultation with interested researchers and a peer-review process. 

6.4 Future Considerations and Fuder Work 

This work has presented a conceptual model of a three-tiered environmental 

datalinformation system The conceptual model is supported by practical tools and pre- 

existing systems. Through the combination o f  these preexisting tools and systems a 

viable new system could be produced to ensure the accessibility of appropriate data and 

information for a range on environmental decision-making purposes. The practical 

mation of such a system entails a number of opporfunities and potentiai probiems. 

Archives wrently exist that couid be directly linked to the inventory. New archives 

being designed for inclusion into the system would benefit fiom the inclusion of some 

form of EDI and an autornated QA Index similar to those implemented in EMS. The EDI 

ensures the automated inclusion of data into the archives, while the autornated QA Index 

ensures that a minimum of QNQC data is included with the archiveci data. 

This thesis presents a model that couid serve as the template for the inventory system. 

The fheware approach used to distribute programs such as CODIS would facilitate the 

accessibility of the inventory. In this approach an organization with interests in the field 

could aeate the inventory and make the fhmework and software available to interested 

organizations, which would then be responsible for filling the inventory. 

The directory-level systern proposed in the conceptual model remains primarily a 

theoreticai construct Comford and Blanton (1993) through FREDI have created an 

initiai template for such a systern, but a great deal of work would have to be carrieci out to 

deal with the intbcies of designing a system of this sape. It would be likely that the 

sale of such a task would rquire eithet the resources of the federal or the provincial 

government. In order for such a system to succeeû, fàr greater cooperation would be 



required. An effective diectory system should include information from govements, 

academic institutions and private firms. 

In addition to the pradical task of creating functionai cornputer systerns a number of 

critical education activities should be canied out. As was demonstrated in the NCIS case 

study, the need exists to educate researchen and decision-maken as to the value of 

appraising @ments and assigning reliability iadicaton to datasets. The current 

climate in many of our institutions (as typified by DFO) is one in which researchers see 

their research and monitoring data as having limited value beyond the task for which they 

were initidly collected. The benefits of making data available for secondary use must be 

made clear to researchers and any concem dlayed. In particular, further dialogue with 

researchers needs to ocw on the classüication of their work by experiment type as 

recommended in Chapter 4. Through the application of context to their datasets, 

researchers can rest assured that theû data will not be unintentiondl y misused. While no 

system exists to prevent malicious rnisuse of data, the association of clear contextual 

information with datasets ean go a long way to ensuring that individuals who misuse 

datasets will be quiddy identifid and their work given the respect it deserves. 

This research has highlighted the need for data in environmental information systems to 

be accompanied with indications of reliability and context and has presented a 

methodology to ensure that this is h e d  out The fad that both NCIS and EMS 

incotporaîe many of the f-es developed in this work and presented here provides 

proof that this research bas advanced the cause of hproved reporting of environmental 

variables in information systems. It is hoped that those individuals and researchers who 

have been involved in this research will continue to insist that contextuai information be 

supplied with their data and will continue to work towards ensuring that their data are 

stored in a manner that is both secure, yet accessible. It is also hoped that those 

researchers who have attended our presentations and workshops will reject the alternative 

of placing daîa into archives that do not include associateci contextual information. 



The final desire of this researcher is that this work will eventually influence decision- 

makers and the public. Decision-makers must be educated to request and expect 

contextual information when supptied with data for decision-making purposes and must 

be made aware of the dangers associated with placing undue faith in scientific results. It 

must be made clear that while uncertainty is  a reality in any environmental activity, 

uncertainty can be deaeased through an increased understanding of the strengths, 

limitations and scope of data supplied to urry out environmental decision-making. 
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Appendu: Detailed Rauits from Data Tmncation Study 

IMPLICATIONS OF DATA TRUNCATION IN DATA lMANAGEMENT 

The Environmental Information Research Group at the University of Victoria is 

currently involved in a research project that addresses data truncation and its 

consequences in environmental artaiysis. Your laboratory has corne to our attention Ma 

one of the following: U. S. Environmental Proteciion Agency, Washington State 

Department of Ecology, Oregon State Department of Human Resources - Health 

Division, Canadian Association for Environmental Analytical Laboratories, National 

Association of Testing Authorities (AUS), Testing Laboratory Registration Council of 

New Zcaland, New Zealand Biotdmology Association, International Laboratory 

Accreditation Co-operatioq and International Council for the Exploration of the Sea. We 

would greatly appreciate a bief moment of your t h e  to answer a few questions. 

Data truncation ("rounding off' of values) is widely practiced by analpical 

environmental laboratories. It is baseci on a rich scientific tradition of reporting 

"significant figures7' in reports, publicaîions, and presentations throughout the scientific 

cornmunity. Tmiitionally, only those values which are found to e x r d  the uncertainty 

that the measurement process imposes are reportecl, together with their "error bars". In 

contrast, some powerful statistical tools like principle components analysis work best if 

untmncated data are used. Frequently much of the data used to detect trends in 

environmental parameters is very close to the detedon limits of the analyses. We are 

looking at al1 aspects of data tmncation to explore the impacts data repdng standards 

have on the types of environmental management decisions which can be made based on 

the data Part of this project involves a sumy of m e n t  practices at the laboratory level. 

We would basidly like to know what happens to the "raw data" in your lab as it 

makes its way to your client. The following questions should only take a few moments to 

answer and will help us resolve that issue. In order to analyze the results of the survey 

within a reasonable time fiame, we would appreciate a response within one week You 

can either Fax your response back to us ( 250-721-7147 ), please just circle the 



appropriate answer (e.g., Yes / No), or E-mail your feedback ( rnpawluk@uvic.ca ). 

PIease feel &ee to attach additional comments as you wish. While the results of this 

survey will be used in a final report, individuais and laboratones will not be directly 

identified. Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 

1) First of dl,  if you wuld tell us something about yourself Your positionhitle: 

2) 1s your data usually reported in truncated form to a number of significant digits? 

Yes/No (For example, trunating the value 123.456 to 123.4) What is the basis of your 

truncation? 

3) 1s your data usually reported as nwnded values? Yes/No 

(For example, rounding the value 123.456 to 123.5)- Eso, how is the rounding done? 

4) Do your clients ever request that the data be given to them as "raw data plus 

uncertainty"? (i.e., as untnuicated, ullfounded data) Yes/No 

If yes, do they state why they need the data in this form? 

Also if yes, do you supply them with the "raw data plus uncertainty"? YesNo 

5) How do you report "non detects*? (e.g. zero values, ND, value < detection limits, etc.) 

6) Does your lab report values that are "daected but below the limit of quantification"? 

YedNo How an these represented? (e.g. number, CQL, etc.) 

7) From an environmentai research position, some statistid tools would be better served 

if untruncated data were used? This would involve your lab reporting "raw" data and 

data below the quantification limit. What do you think of this as a practice for an 

environmentai laboratory? 



2. Is your data usuaily reported in truncaîed form to a nurnber of significant digits? 
YedNo (For example, tnincating the vahie 123 .456 to 123 -4) 

Total number of responses to the question: 57 
Yes 33/57 (58%) 
No 21/57 (37%) 
response omitted 3/57 (5%) 

What is the basis of your üuncation? 

59% (or 23/39) of the responses to this question tniricate baseci on signifiant figures. 
28% (or 11/39) of the responses to this question tnuicate based on protocols 
associaîed with the methodology andfor enalysis. 
5% (or 2/39) of the responses to this question truncate based on report format and 
neatness. 
8% (or 3/39) of the responses to this question did not state the basis of truncation. 
Note - the number of responses diffa ftom that indicated in the first part of the 
question because several respondents gave more than one answer, depending upon the 
intent of the data, and also k a u s e  not everyone that answered m a t  is the basis of 
your truncation?" responded with a Tesn in the previous part. 

3. Ts your data usually reported as rowded values. Yes / No (For example, rounding the 
value 123.456 to 123.5) 

Total number of responses to the question: 57 
Yes 51/57 @Ph) 
No 3/57 ( 5%) 
response omitted 3/57 ( 5%) 

If so, how is the munding done? 

77% (or 41/53) of the responses to this question utilize some fonn of algorithm. 
23% (or 12/53) of the responses to this question actually describe tnuication rather 
than rouading. Note - not -one that aaswered "how is the rounding done?' 
responded with a "Yes" in the previous part. 

4. Do your clients ever rquest that the data be given to thern as "taw data plus 
uncertainty"? (Le., as untruncated, umunded data) Yes I No 

Total nurnber ofresponses to the question: 57 
Yes 13/57 (23%) 
No 41/57 (7%) 
response omitted 3/57 ( 5%) 



If yes, do they state why they need the data in this fom? 

Total number of responses to the question: 13 
46% (or 6/13) of the responses to this question state that they need the data in this 
fom for -cal reasons (e.g., for siatisticai software, trend analysis, information 
purposes etc.). 
3 1% (or 4/13) of the responses to this question did not state why they needed the data 
in this form. 
23% (or 3/13) of the responses to this question stated that data in this form was the 
routine reporting metfiod (e.g, oil industry, radiologid, etc.). 

Also if yes, do you supply them with the "raw data plus uncertainty"? Yes / No 

Total nimber of responses to the question: 18 
Yes 11/18 (61%) 
No 6/18 (33%) 
response omitted 1/18 ( 6%) 

Note - not everyone that answered this question responded with a "Yes" in the initial part 
of question 4. 

5. How do you report "nondetectsy7? (e.g., lao values, ND, value < detedion limits, etc.) 

58% (or 42/73) of the responses to this question utilize "cd, (e.g., -Dy <OQ, 
CMDL, Veporting limit, <W, a, dc.) 
25% (or 18/73) of the responses to this question utilize values, (e.g., zero, a l ,  dl, 
number, flagged value, etc.) 
18% (or 13/73) of the responses to this question utilize texî, (e.g., ND or n.d., nil, 
nuli, etc.) 
Note - the numôer of responses to this question is higher than the tota number of 
sumy reqmnses sina s e v d  of the respondents gave more than one answer, 
depending upon the type of analysis. 

6. Does yorn. lab report values that are "detected but below the limit of 
quaritificationu.Yes 1 No 

Total number of responses to the question: 57 
Yes 29/57 (51%) 
No 27/57 (47%) 
response omitted 1/57 ( 2%) 

How are these represented? (e.g., number, <QL, etc.) 

60% (or 21/35) of the respoms to this question utilize values, (e.g., number, 
value with LOQ or DL, value plus unartainty, flagged values or values in brackets, 
values are footnot6d, etc.) 



23% (or 8/35) of the responses to this question utilize "e4, (e.g., <LOQ <DL, 
+DL, q, a, etc.) 

17% (or 6/35) of the responses to this question utilize te* (e.g., ND, TR, T, 
Presencekbsence, NDIMDL, etc.) 
Note - the number of responses are higher than the initial Yes's since severai of the 
respondents gave more than one answer, depending upon the type of anaiysis (eg, 
nutrients, metals, organicq etc.) 

7. From an environmental reserirch position, some statistical tools would be better served 
if untruncated data were used. This would involve your lab reporthg "raw" data and data 
below the quantification limit. What do you think of this as a practice for an 
environmentai laboratory? 

We divided the textuai responses into three sections: responses that "generally support" 
the pradice of reporting raw data and data below the quantification limit, "neutrai" 
opinion or responses which weighed both pro and con positions. and "generally opposed" 
to the practice of reporting raw data and data below the quantification limit. The overall 
results are as follows: 

Total numbs of responses to the question: 57 
generally supportive 14/57 ( 25%) 
neutraI 20/57 (35%) 
generally opposed 21/57 (37%) 
response omitted 2/57 ( 3%) 

A/ Further survev comments (aues. 41 remdino suwlvinn "raw" data dus uncertain@. 

"Very difficult to do as "uncertainty" varies depending upon the level of analyte. Near 

detection limit uncertainties will be genedly much greater than at higher levels." 

"We supply raw data and replicates. Client can calculate uncertainty." 

"In the form of results for QC sampfes." 

"Supply with uncertainty if available and if requested. some clients only want raw data 

without uncertainty. Origindraw data is not altered and available within the provincial 

Laboratory Information Management System (LW)." 



"Data we report is rot necessarily given as raw data and there is no indication of the 

uncertainty in each value éxcept by cornparison to the MDL or duplicate results. We do 

Save data in our LIMS system in an "unadjusted" form such as mils and sediments in an 

"as rewived" basiq so that the results are aot biased by calculations using rounded data." 

"Clients must agree with investigator that the data oniy be used for research and not for 

distribution," 

"Never been asked to do so, most clients barely understand significant figures." 

"Clients to date have not requested data in a panicular fom. Generally we specify. 

Almost ALL data that goes out of Our lab wntains uncertainty values with it to 

emphasize the significance of the data." 

"We do not really have any clients outside the institutes and the uncertainty is known by 

the personnel. We would supply them with "raw data plus uncertainty" if someone 

asked." 

"Our clients usually do not request that the data are given as "raw data plus uncertaintyl. 

We consider the data supplied by us as raw data, since the rounding procedure in our 

laboratory does not intend to remove the uncertainty of the method, but rather to maintain 

the "uncertainty levelm introduced by weighting procedure. We always supply Our clients 

with a doaunent showing the u n d n t y ,  which is based on relative deviation in 

accumulated results of the homogenised seai blubber sample (in "house control sample") 

that is anal yzed with every series of environmental samples." 

The acairacy of the anaiytical method is described in the report (Le. the performance 

conceming Certified Reference Ibhteriaî). The estimated gemmetrical mean values, values 

for last year, dopes, power, etc. are given with a 95% confidence interval." 



"Clients are usually ody interested in a single nurnber as  a result. We have never been 

asked for uncertainty data. Some clients ask for Iimits of detection G D )  data" 

B/ Further comments [pues. 6) rqardinn re ortina values that are "detected but below 

the Iimit of auantification", 

'Very controversial area. What's the DL? Our DL'S are perhaps a bit conservative, i.e. 

higher than the tme DL." 

"No special ID of these d u e s  are made, by definition our LOQ is 3x LOD. Client can 

estimate number below LOQ by knowing LOD." 

''a indicates "target substance identified, quantity of substance in this sample is 

approximate, use caution in interpretation unless more sample data supports this result". 

a (multiple of T) indicates "target substance identified, quantity of substance in this 

sample is approximate folfowing non-routine dilution of the sample to allow analysis for 

the target substance, use caution in intapretation unless more sample data supports this 

result" ." 

"Such data are provided only upon special request and we require the client sign a waiver 

acbiowledging they understand the normal quality management cnteria (lab is formally 

accredited) do not apply and that the measurement uncertainty is not known. Clients are 

cautioned against entering suc h data int O an unquali fied database." 

"Only if specifically requested by the client. Such values are footnoted as "estimated, 

below the MRL but above the MDL". Usually requested for PCB1s or pesticides where 

pattern recognition or second column confhs." 

"We do report <QL for certain specialized applications. Generally these points are 

estmated levels based on the lowest quant point and then reported as O +/-DL. O h  this 

may look like 0.12 +/- 0.23. This way the recipient is shown that the lower level of the 



uncertainty woufd be negative, so the recipient understands the significant uncertahty 

associated with that data point." 

"The laboratories can report values below the limit of detedionlquantification. They do 

so by reporting the obsaved value or the ddactinglquantification limit, and flagging the 

value, thereby indicating that this is a "less than* value." 

"We report the detedion lirnits as well as the uncertainty of the variables, but give the 

actual values (rounded)." 

"To ow clients we have stated that the detedion limit is defined as three tirnes the 

standard deviation of a zero sarnple, or a close to zen, sample. They have also k e n  

informai that the relative uncertainty is strongly increasing down to the DL." 

"Trace of a compound is generall y noted in the analysis fom. In practice however, they 

are treated as "nondetects", i.e. we cal1 both groups "below detections limit"." 

"This is only ever done in interlaboratory cornparison exercises where r w l t s  which are 

quantifiable but below the limit of deteaion are sometimes requued, to check on bias or 

blank contamination." 

Most of the other sumey questions generateû YedNo type responses with minimal text. 

The combined responses for those questions are presented in the body of the report. 

However, the following question was fundamental to the overall survey, and we have 

chosen representative unabridged opinions that appear to embody the average response to 

the statement in the positive, neutral, and negative &actions. 

7. From an environmental research position, some statistical tools would be better served 

if untnincated data were used. This would involve your lab reporting ''rad' data and data 



below the quantification limit. What do you think of this as a practice for an 

environmental laboratory? 

nie following responses have been sorted sectionally m r d i n g  to: 

A) Supports the practice of reporting raw data and data below the quantification limit 

B) Neutral opinion 

C) Opposed ta the practice of reporting raw data and data below the quantification limit 

Section "A" 

"This is ok as long as thae is a guarantee that the r d t  dong with al1 it's inter-relational 

data remains intact, i.e. redt, unitq decedon ümit, uncertainty, etc." 

'9 thinlr it is a good idea if we have "educated" clients who understand the concept of 

uncertainty ." 

"We would be happy to do it for those clients who requested t and who have the 

sophistication to use it. Most of our clients do not understand statistical "niceties", 

although the govanment agencies who ultimately review the data may." 

"1 think it is the practice 1 wouid prefer, partiy because it would get rid of the extra work 

done to ensure numbers are not reported k l o w  detection limits, and that is done to ensure 

the signifiant figures are correct. Aowever, this p d c e  rnay lead to confusion as the 

integrity of our lab has been challengecl by people unfamiliar with this practice when we 

have used it. Some people think it is unethid to report nurnbers below the d e t d o n  

limit or to report more signincant figures than they think is justified by the acwacy of 

the test." 



"Modern stati stical techniques have been shown to be capable of usefully handling 

untmncated data and we have been involved with programs that have successfully done 

this. The laboratory needs to be involved with the planning and interpretation aspects of 

such projects and users of such data are cautioned about entering untruncated data into a 

database where the values can possibly be presumed to be "absolutely" wnect." 

''Labonitory rnethodology can be adjusted to "Bracketn arpected presence values." 

"If requested, 1 would have no problern reporting such data." 

"1 would be cautious about reporthg any value less than the MDL sirice the data user 

may not always realize the high level of u n d n t y  in this data. Reporteci values less 

than the MDL must be clearly flagged." 

"This practice for an environmental laboratory would be acceptable if it enhances the 

data to be processeci." 

"Cumbersome but 1 can see the value of using unüuncated values if you intend to average 

them with a number of data points." 

"1 think the practice of reporting untnincated data is ok. (Within reason, you have to 

realize that my mass spectrometer wili report data to 15 decimal places-nothing beyond 

the 4th place has ANY logicai value). I do feel that it is essential that people to whom 

these data are given are also given an explanation of the statistical validity of the data. 

For this reason, almost AU data that goes out of our lab contains uncertainty values with 

it to emphasize the significance of the data." 

"Good idea, but it must be underlined which data are below detection limits." 

'7 would recommend such a practice, as we neva use the "limit of quantificationn. To 

our clients we have stated that the detection timit is defined as three times the standard 



deviation of a zero sample, or a close to ten, sample. niey have also been irrforrned that 

the relative uncertainty is strongly increasing dom to the DL." 

Y think this is a good idea I have requested to get the raw data in this form since 1988. 

Before that year data is sometimes ûuncated causing some problems in the statistical 

evaluation." 

Section 73" 

"If can be showed that some statistical tools would be better served, 1 agree. 

Operationally would be difficult to implement as not al1 data would be gathered and 

reporteci in this way. Cornmunicating this during d y s i s  would be hard. There is a h  

danger in reporting lots of figures as uninformeci clients would likeiy assume significance 

to such values that does not exist." 

"No comment, depends on customers quuements." 

"This could be done if aistomers request it. So far. there is not much cal1 for it. We have 

experienced problems in the part where r-chers who are unfamiliar with statistical 

pnnciples have used analytical data to calculate and report numbers such as  273.4961 

where oniy one or two siBnificant figures belonged. Some went so far as to find 

differences between this and 273.4922! In such cases, we encourage poor science by 

reporting too many figures in the first place.'' 

"Pro's and con's, depends on how your data is used and interpreted. Data below detedion 

limit are just num bers generated mathematicail y or electronical y. Large errors and 

uncertainties below detedon limit, depend mostly on instrumentation capability and 

methodoiogy. Nowadays cornputers can generate lots of numbers, but are they redistic 

below instrument detedion limit? Sometimes the number dinerences are great but in 

reality they are not. That depends on how you interpret your data. At a certain level t is 



significant but not the sarne al1 the time. Every lab seems to take pride to report the 

lowest detection limit. ... .." (last line of fax not readable) 

"No consolidated opinion avaiiable. Depends upon instrument feed data (uncertainty, 

raw data) and fiontend r d  time QC to data." 

'? am well a m  of the implications of left-censoring data, and the problem it causes 

with mathematical processing, e.g. when tiying to dderrnine unbiased means. However, 

I am not comfortable with releasing unansoreci data, particularly negative numbers, 

although an unbiased measurement of a tme blank should contain as many numbers as 

positive numbas. Perhaps the best compromise is to report caw>red data as a normal 

matter of routine, but to provide uncensored data on request, with the stipulation that only 

the results of the statistical d y s i s ,  and not the raw data, be revealed without pnor 

authobtion fiom the laboratory." 

"Indifferent except where there might be software or other constraints and as long as the 

client understands the unreiiabiiity of the added digits." 

'?t would depend on what the data would be used for and if the user was aware of the 

instrument detection limits." 

T o r  my data and purposes, reporting "raw" data would have little impact." 

"My laboratory knowledge and experience is limited as describecl about. 1 do not have an 

opinion." 

'Pepends on time involved and if the client is willing to pay more if need be." 

"Either way would be fine; would always prefa accurate quantification, but qualification 

would seem to be pertinent in some situations." 



T o r  reseatch, fine. For paying clients, it is umecessary and potentially confusing." 

"Again, it depends on the purpose of the investigation. Maybe it would be better to have 

untruncated data in a database, but flag those lower than the detection limit." 

'T think that the observed values should never be tnuicated, but that only the significant 

digits should be shown. The benefit of extra digits in principal wmponent analysis and 

otha staiistical models is purely artüiàal. The un&ty of the values should be taken 

into account! Nonnally it is greater than the dinerence between the "raw" d u e  and 

rounded velue. Tmcation may cause fdse results, because it always reduces the acaial 

value, but rounding is okn 

"We always work with raw &ta When data entry in the database, for each parameter, a 

number of significant digits is rmrnmended. But there is no conml if people enter 

more. AU this is an old problem." 

"1 can not imagine, that rounding will falsiQ the data in an important way (at least in our 

work!). First, we haw such a high mtural variability in the observed ecoqstem (i.e. 

Wadden Sa), that the difference between untnrncated data and rounded data is 

neglectable. Second, the analysis itseif is in consepuence of a lot of possible sources of 

mistakes (fiom sampling, to preparing, to the analysis of samples) more inexact than the 

difference between tnuicated and rounded data" 

'Tarameter dependant. Statistid tools should cut the rounded values to the number of 

significant digits. Main result is that some sciemists report as many digits as displayed 

by theû tooi, others report the number of significant digits and others only report the 

values with significant digits. In our database we archive togethcf with the value also the 

number of signifiant digits. Another problem are values < limit of detectioq either 

detedeci as values or traces; how to use these wmbas always is a problem; if we couldn't 

avoid calailating with these values, 1 already took 115 of the detection iimit value, which 



appears much better than just to neglect that value leading to overestimating means; non- 

parametrics also sometimes helped." 

"The only problem 1 see with this is that it may have some implication on existing data 

bases and repodng routines." 

"I thithi that we have a sensible compromise in our pfEICtice. We are not trying to remove 

the variance or uncertainty of the method, and we are not trying to acaimulate as many 

digits as possible. One aspect of uncertainty is recovery. We do not correct our data for 

recovery %, but this information is given to the client. Informing the client about 

practice in these issues is necessary." 

"The answer is not as simple ss saying only whether data should be truncated or not. 

Data should always be used at the level of acuuacy which is justifiable, according to the 

analytical method used and the purpose of analysing the data. Following on fiom the 

examples 1 have given above, salinity would always be used to at least 2 decimal places if 

this has been generated using a high a c a u ~ c y  salinometer, and never tnincaied, ince this 

would rwl t  in the loss of important infornation If however, it was generated using a 

portable field instrument with lower acamcy, then reporting to one decimal place only 

may be appropriate. Similarly with zinc in sediments or biota, levels of 23 5 milligrams 

per kilogram should be wmpared with data of 268 milligram per kilogram. More precise 

data would not be justified; less precise data would result in the loss of information. 

The key factor is the d y t i c a l  method used to generate the data Some methods are 

more accurate, and more precise than others. Data must be used only to the levels of 

acairacy a d  precision which can be justified. 

Sample size is another important aiterion. For example, how much water has been 

filtered to obtain a particular value for, say, chiorophyll a in water? How many mussels 

have been batched together as a homogenid mixture of tissue for metals or 

organochlo~es anaiysis? How much sediment has been digested pnor to trace metals 



determination? Each of these factors affects the confidence level or uncertainty with 

which a rwl t  can be quoted." 

Section "C" 

"Do not at al1 agree with first sentences and with concept. 1t is completely incorrect to 

draw conclusions on data that has a high unartainty. ûur acceptame criteria for 

duplicate Malysis at levels up to 5x the DL is 1 &DL 1. If the DL is 1, then duplicates of 

(1 and 2), (2 and 31, etc. meet our criteria. Therefore, if a result of 0.7638 were obtained, 

its uncertainty would be pahaps Il ,  so reporting 0.7,0.8,0.76 is real silly." 

"Reporting raw data is not a major problem provideü that the environmental laboratory 

provides to the client documentation which indicates the acairacy of the measurements 

made. Then it is up to the clients to ûuncate the data as they see fit. There are many 

uncertainties in reporting data below the quantification limit. When dealing with 

complex instrumentation like HRGCIWRMS and wmplex sarnple matrices, the limit of 

quantitation can vary substantially between sarnples and f h m  day to day due to the rnany 

variables involved. Thdore,  reporting data below the quantification limit can be 

inaccunrte and imprecise." 

"Dangerous because of variation at the detdon  limit can actually yield negative results. 

Negative results are open to misrepnsentation as are values below the detection limit. 

When does it stop? How many decimal points? When the variance happens at the 

second significant figure, what use is another value?" 

'Data below the quantification limit is highly unreliable and we would not (and are not) 

confident in this data. Our clients are advised of this when we report trace data. "Raw 

data" reporteci with no regard to signifiant figures may imply greater analytical precision 

that is really there." 



"Most commercial environmental lab clients don't know the difference between limit of 

quantification and detection. Most clients wodd be mislead/confused by reporting 

untnincated data, they wouldnt know how to evaluate the data." 

"This would add more data manipulation md data entry into Our reports. Our clients may 

be tempted to " r d  in" significance into data reported below quantification limit. Lot of 

toxicity limits have been based on calculatians rather than by actual studies. Some of the 

values in the m e n t  guidelines (limit s) are umealisticall y low." 

"hpracticai for an environmental lab (non-research). The number of figures recorded 

for a measured quantity must reflect the procision witb which the measurement was 

made. I'm sure the above pmtice would be suitable for a research lab." 

T o t  gwd. All data are rounded at some point. I think it is naive to think that just 

because the final result is not rounded that it is more useful than the rounded result. e.g. 

balances read to say 3 desimal places (4th p h  is rounded by balance), instruments (like 

AMCP) will round results as well, based on calibration m e .  So what is "raw datat' 

anyway ? !" 

"Absolutely dead against the concept. From years of real world experience, we have 

realized that while "pure statistics" if used and interpreted properly would benefit, the 

overage client is not properly educateâ and data gets misused and abused when presented 

in this fonn. One issue which is missed by the survey is that o h  data is rounded or 

truncated by the instrwnent itself and by the time the analyst sees a 17 decimal "rawt' 

value, it really isnt. e.g. 1.0 + 7 = 0.142857142857l42857 ...." 

"Raw data requires some "processing" of those numbers. If not, information is lost over 

time and hence becomes a data management issue." 

"Al1 data would have to be tniacated at some point. It would be a reporting nightmare 

unless the data was transferred electronicaily @y floppydislg or internet)." 



''This is  occasionally done for method detedion limit studies. However, 1 see no reason to 

report environmental data to more than one figure beyond the significant figures." 

"Opens up a "can of wonns"." 

"One of the reasons we decided to limit our signifiant figures was that doing so reduced 

the number of trivial exceedences of our WQ standards. These incidents were identifid 

b y statistical tests but w hen investigated, proved to be inconsequential. " 

"As a standard practice it wodd not provide our clients with usefil dam. 1t would only 

be appropriate to provide such "raw" data to someone knowledgeable in its interpreîation. 

Providing such data would require going outside automated data systems and would 

therefore be very time consuming, and of limited use as clients are going more towards 

requesting electronic data deliverables with standardized formats." 

"Dangerous since, i) error involved in testing, sarnpling, etc. is too great to place any 

meaning on untmncated or unrounded nurnbers, ii) reporting below detedion limits can 

be legally dangerous - third party lawsuits, etc.." 

"The uncertainty of such values (CQL) becornes too great (*100%))." 

"This can lead to rnisinterpretation by administrators. Under these conditions a salient 

point might be rnissed, that better analyticai sensitmty, precision, acairacy and quality 

control are needed." 

'Wot a good idea because: a) Modem analytical instruments can produce data to 4 

decimal places. In many cases the 3rd and 4th decimal places are meaningless and 

beyond the limits of acairacy for the analytical procedure. b) Raw data fiom analytical 

instruments, below the quantification limit, can sometimes appear as a low negative value 

e.g. -0.000 1." 



"Raw data reporthg would be fine. 1 would not be satisfied with supplying values below 

quantification limit as this would increase work load significantly." 

'1 do not think reporting untruncated resuita to satisfjr a statistid tool is a good idea 

The last digit in each numerical value is normaily deemed significant. If results were 

untnrncated, each redt  wouid have to be accompanied by a statement of uncertainty. I 

would object to reporting data below the quantification limit as the associated errors and 

uncertainty are too hi&" 

'Wot happy! What is "raw" daîa? Example: Absoibance on a spectro 0.003, blank 0.001, 

cdibration w e  O - 0.01, 5 - 0.005, 10 - 0.010. Sample calibration program on 

cornputer gives a result of 2.974..... What to report? We would report "3". Any variation 

due to rninor changes in calibration from day to day, mon in standard prep., etc., will 

influence the result." 




